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Heads Up On Hot
Topics AfJecting
the U.S. and Japan
''U.S. Trade AgendaPreview for 2003"
by Brink Lindsey, Ca10 ln.stliUU
The Bush Administration's trade
policy can be characterized as "one
step back. two steps forward," explained Brink Lindsey, the Cato Institute's director for Trade Policy

Studies.
Speaking at the recent "Heads
Up on Hot Toptcs Affecting the U.S
and Japan' breakfast Lindsey said
that upon taking office, the White
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Respected Local Contracting
Company Builds Grand New
Facility for Courageous Family's
Dealership in Riverside
The Skip Fordyce Harley-Davidson SFHD dealership in Riverside,
1s a subject of mtense pnde for the
builder, Inland Empire Builders, a
general c:ontracUDg company m Rmcho Cucamonga specializing m all
phases of commercial, restaurant,
large kitchen and industrial CODstruction.
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Nations Surgen Center Begins Constmctwn on Fourth Facility in Onrano
!\101 ing ahead with its expam1on
plans in the Inland Empire. Nations
Capital Group. mnovators in state-ofthe-art outpatient surgery centers offering ad~ anced technologies wnh a
comnutment to supcrio1 pallcnt hcalth
care. has announl:ed the ground
breaking on its fourth Nations
Surgcf) Center, located m Ontario.
'This c\pans1on is another \Ote
or confidence 111 our business model
and commitmcnt to building facilities
that emphasize the mamagc bctwecn
patient comfo11 and advanced surgical tcchnologtes ... said Lall) Shcrm<Ul, president ;md chtcf executive ofticcr of Nattons Capital Group. parent company of :-.lations Surgery Centers. "At a lime in the health care industry where quahty patient care and
doctors' prof..:ssional needs have taken a back scat to cost cutting, we at
Nations arc continumg to invest in
personalitcd care. tcchnolog}. and
empowerment of our doctor-partners."
The Inland Empire Center. locat-

ed at 1211 West 6th Street in the city
of Ontario. is the fourth Nation'
Surgery Center m Southern Cahforllla.Joming Encmo. Anahetm <md Camarillo. The new Ontario facility will
boast 14,000 square feet. with five
operating rooms. mcludmg ENDO
suites housed with the latest technology m surgcf) equtpment. mcluding
Stf) ker systems equippcd V\ 1th the
llermcs Votce Rcl:ogmtion System .
hach surgical suite " designcd V\ ith
tht: surgeon's necds in mind for max
imum space to p.:rfom1 procedun:s
<md control over all the ncl:css<lf) orcrating tools.
In kecping with Nauons' dedication to paucnt comfort. tht: dcsign and
dt:cor of the Ontano location will go
beyond competing outpati.:nt surgt:f)'
centers. through the creation of a
serene environment more rcmmisc.:nt
of a luxury day spa. thereby promot
mg quahty care for quick recO\·ef)
"Ontario was an ideal location for
our next expansion with a 'trong net
work of doctor-partners and solid relationships with area employers interested in an alternative surgical solution for their employees:· Shem1an

Manager's Bookshelf ...................................45

Executive Time Out .................28
Exploring glorious Southern Utah
and its canyons riddled with
"Hoodoos."
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said. "We succeed where others have
failed by focusing on the twin goals
of providing our surgeons With the
best available staffing. facilities. and
technologies. while provtding pau.:nts
with a pleasant, quick and comlortablc surgical expenence."
The Ontario location is scheduled
for June 2003. The pri\ ately -ow ned
outpattent facility utilizes its techno·
logKally advanl:cd resources 1n olh:ring more c!Tictcllt operating rooms for
surgeon,, increasing the range of pro-

ccdures that can be performed all in
an environment that IS far removed
from the mslitutionalized atmo\pherc
of mo~t large hospttals.

Nation.\ Capital Group is dedicated
to 111110.-ation 1n health care, offering
.wlwions prenused on wilizing ad
vane I'd tech11ologic .\and a comma
111<'111 to wperior patient health and
comfort. For more information,
plt•a\i' 110 to »UH . nallom.,ur~en
com.

Cold Stone Creamer y Store Owner
Recognized for Community and
Professional Excellence
Rancho Cucamonga n .1ide111 and
jidl·t1me firefighter Ruben Nal'llrro
receircs top honor.\ jiJY tlu performWill' of his Ontario Cold Stone
Creamery ~tore
Cold Stone Creamer)®. the
fastc,t-growmg ice cream franchise
m the nation. recent!} presented
Ruben Navarro with se\eral award'
for the outstanding performance of
his Cold Stone Creamer) store m Ontario. a store he opened just over two
years ago.
:>:avarro. a Los Angeles city firefighter and 18-year Inland Emptrc
resident. received the "Top Sales"
award for a 44 percent increase in
sab. his Ontario store recorded from
the prevwus year. He also received
the coveted "Golden Spade" award.
which is presented to the top two percent of store owners across the nation
who have demonstrated excellence in
all aspects of the creamery business
from store operations and cleanliness- to sales and customer sef\ice.
In addition to Na\arro's Ontario
ston; ranking second in sales company·\~ ide. the 41-year-old and his
wtk Yolanda. are active m their
community by supporting numerous
charities and fundraising actl\ it1es
throughout the year for local schools.
churches. and youth sports.
The :-.lav arros pnl\ tdc free ice
cream to nearby filth-graders v1ho
graduate from tht: DARE Program. a
pohl:t'·run program to educate schtx)l
chi ldrcn about th<' danger' of dmgs.

The couple IS also extreme!) actl\ c
m ra1sing money for the Muscular
D)stroph) A"oc1ation (MDA). Each
\lemonal Day weekend. the Na\arro' encourage thetr cmployees to donate tips they reCCI\ e from customers
dunng their shtfts. In additiOn. the
Navarros participate in MDA
fundratscrs throughout the ycar.
Due to their success. Ruben
Navarro and his wife have plans to
introduce Cold Stone Creamcf) to
more icc cream lovers m the Inland
Empire. Thcir West Covina store
opened 111 December 2002 Future
stores arc scheduled to open in Corona (!\1archl. Fontana (Summer 200').
Ontario <Summer 200~). Rancho Cucamonga (mid-'2004). Upland (2004),
Eastville C2004l. and Claremont
(2004). By the end of 2004. the
1\lavarros will own and operate nmt'
Cold Stone Creamery stores in the Inland Empire region.

Cold 5tom Creamt·n II'GS den·loped
to create the peifnt ice cream e.\perience. allll is accompli.1hed by a
COIIIIIIU/Ilt\' of people pauionale
ahout 1ce cream. Spt•ciali~ing in pml'iding The Ultimate ICI.' Cream Expaience®. the wmpa11y handcrafts
its secret recipe for supl!r·pronium
ice cream, and cultomi~t·~ tach onft·r
hy comhini11g a mrict\ 1!( "mi.\·im"
on a lw-xc' grcmilt .1t011e Cold Stone
Crcamt r.· is w1 independenll) -oH ned
franclu.\t snrem ht·willllllrtcred 111
Scotlldalc, \riz For mort mfomw
rum, 11111 the c ompm11 ' ni·b \ltc at
H'll'li'.CIIItf.ltOIIC<'I'C<lmC'T\'.t'llm.
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IV'IANA<.~ING

Fine Named Preident-FJect of~tion of Southern California DefeiR Counsel
Largest Defense Organization Serving Southern California Announces New Officers for 2003
Paul R. Fine will serve as president-dect of the Association of Southem California Defense Counsel (ASCDC), the nation's largest civil defense organization. Fine's term will
begm effective February 2003, when
he Will be officially inducted mto his
new position by current prestdent,
Walter M. Yoka. at the ASCDC's annual meeting.
Fine mtends to draw upon his
past expenence as a leader in this organization. The appomtment for presIdent-elect is a three-tier process and
can only be achieved by an mdividual
who has fulfilled the commitment of

serving the organization as secretarytreasurer and vice president. Followmg the role of president-elect is a
three-tier process and can only be
achieved by an individual who has
fulfilled the commitment of serving
the organization a~ secretary-trea~ur
er and vtce president. Following the
role of president-elect, Fine will serve
a~ president in 2004.
As president-elect, Fine wtll support all of the responsibilities and activities of incoming president, Roben
Harrison. He will also represent the
interests of approximately 2,000
Southern California defense attorneys

Rudy Giuliani Speaks at Assoc~ of Southern
California Defense Counsel's 42 Annual Seminar
"Amenca s Mayor" Will Be Keyoote

Spea/cer at Luncheon Hosted by the
Nations Largest Organizonon Servrng IHfense Attorneys

Fonner New York Ctty Mayor
ltii&IDll* Oialilai wiD be lbe keynote
........ dte AIIOCiaUOD of South- CatiforDia Defellfe ~ouosel s
1\SCDC) 42ad Aollaal Seminal:
11iia,... e.- will tab place Feb. . , 281ttbe Cealury Plaza Hold
Spa. Loe ADFJes GiuliaDi

.a

..

.,.

.,...llbi; JD DiflicuJt

.......... dldiWllietuDchem 011 FriGiul;.i

tape . . . . . . . .

........... ,.. *M:IIl'etlldl
... ......., i8 ...... New YGd:

City back to normalcy after Sept. II.
"Rudy Guliani is the ideal role
model who has exemplified to Arnertcans what it takes to lead and rebuild
even in the face of difficult times,"
said Walter Yoka. current president of
the ASCOC. "It seemed especially fitting to have him the chosen keynote
speaker this year. While our organizauon's annual events have typically
drawn sometimes as many as 1.500
defense attorneys, we anticipate that
this year's event wtll generate a
record-breaking attendance."
Giuliaru served two terms as
mayor of New York City. In eight
years, be reduced crime by 57 percent, cut welfare rolls in half, reduced
taxes by $2.5 billion and created a
record number of new jobs.
During tbe terrorist cnsis he became, in essence, "America's Mayor:" He calmed, consoled and reassured tbe public while urgmg them to
not let tbe terrorists achieve their aim
of disruptiDg Hfe Autbor of the book,
"Leadersbip,' Giuliaru was named
'lliM rnagazme's "2001 Person of the
Year: and Queen Elizabeth ll bestowed on him an honorary Knight
Commander of the Most Excellent
Order of lbe British Empire.

...............

Two Day Apada Feahml 111gb
...... Spabn ..... Timely DeIa addilion to lbe presentabOII by
COIIIinMed on page 12

who are members of the ASCDC. He
is expected to take an active role at
bench and bar meetmgs with the Los
Angeles Superior Coun. a~ well a~ the
plaintiff's bar. Although h1s (presidential) term ts not slated to otlicially
begm until February of next year. Fine
has already committed to joming Harrison in meeting with the chief JUstice
of the Californta Supreme Coun on
Jan. 16. 2003.
"Paul Fine ha~ an excellent history with the ASCDC and a track record
of success a~ a solid leader." Harrison
said. "It is an honor for me to join
Paul in leading this prestigious and influential organization. The task of
leading thousands of defense lawyers
from San Diego to Santa Barbara is an
important endeavor and one that Paul
is well-suited to accomplish."
Fine first became a part of the
ASCDC in the early 1970s during
which time he wa~ associate editor of
the Defense Dialogue, now known a~
Verdict Magazine. He became actively involved 10 years ago.
"'The dectsion to become a leader
in this assoctation was something I
have embraced wholeheanedly," Fine
said. "'This is a powerful organization
and bemg able to contribute in a leadership role enables me to support the
profession as well as my fellow defense attorneys from throughout
Southern California."

Fine, a partner with Daniels, Fine,
Israel & Schonbuch. LLP. ha~ expen•se in insur.mce defense work. He has
tried landmark cases, including ,, case
in the mid-1990s brought by United
States District Coun Judge Laughlin
Waters.
Estal'>lishcd in 1960. the A"ociation of Southern California Defense
Counsel v.as organized b} a small
group of Los Angeles msurancc defense attorneys who felt it wa~ essential for their professional interest to be
equally represented. The ASCOC has
since grown to become the nation's
preeminent regional defense organization. It now encompa~ses a diverse
group of approximately 2.000 men
and women of all ages. races and religions. who practice from north of
Santa Barbara to the Mexican border,
and from the desen of the Inland Empire to the shores of Santa Monica.
Through a collective voice in legislative. judicial and professional causes and education. the ASCDC has focused on ways to better serve, protect
and promote the interests of civil defense lawyers. The ASCDC is complemented by the California Defense
Counsel and its sister organization. the
Association of Defense Counsel of
Northern California.
To learn more about the Association of Southern California Defense
Counsel visit www.ascdc.org.

Chamberlain Named Secretary·Treasurer of
Association of Southern CaiHornia Defense Counsel
Latgest Delense Orplizlllon Serving Southem California Changes Officers for 2003
Harry W. R. Chamberlain II, a
Los Angeles-based attor:ney. has been
selected as secretary-treasurer of the
Association of Southern California
Defense Counsel (ASCDC), the nation's largest ci vtl defense organization. Chamberlain's term will begin
effective February 2003. He will be
officially inducted into his new position by current president. Walter M.
Yoka. at the ASCDC's annual meeting.
Chamberlain will join a group of
distinguished defense attorneys from
throughout Southern California in

leading this prestigious organization.
including incoming president. Robert
Harrison.
'"The success of this organization
has been built on the caliber of legal
professionals who have been willing
to take the initiative to step up to the
challenge," Harrison said. "Chamberlain exemplifies the spirit and dedication that has been the foundation of
this 40-plus year-old organization."
A certified appellate specialist
with broad experience in complex litigation, appellate and regulatory law,
continued on page 12

HYou Don't Make Waves- You'll Drown!
b\ Dm·t· Anderson
They've been around forever;
clever diehcs that encourage you to
play it safe and go with the flow.
"Don't mess with success." "If it ain't
broke. don't fix it." "Don't bite off
more than you can chew." "Don't
make waves." "Be happy with what
you've got." In the context of growing your business, these folksy saws
are world-class crazy! In fact. the
marketplace is littered with failed
managers who embraced these feelgood phra~s and led their organizations right down the yellow brick road
and smack into a wall of irrelevance.
As a leader, your job is to challenge the process in your enterprise.
You must challenge conventional
thinking, challenge your people, your
policies. your strategies and your a~
sumptions that what made you successful in the past will get the job
done tomorrow. Your job is to mess
with your success - because if you
don't- someone else will. Your task
is to instill in your team that whatever success you've attained in the pa~t
is a stepping-stone and not a pedestal.
Some of you got your business
just the way you wanted it, stopped
challenging the process and now.
months or years later, it's killing you.
Real leaders don'tlay in bed at night
dreaming about how great things are,
because the one thing that strikes terror into their heart.~ is the prospect of
being stuck on a plateau. Thus, they
continue to disturb the equilibrium in
their organization. They know that
when life is too safe and predictable,
organizations are less responsive to
changes around them and this places
them at maximum risk; that whatever goes with the flow winds up down
the drain. If you haven't challenged
the process lately or enough in your
organization, here are a few places to
start.

Make waves by attacking when
things are going well. The number
one time people let up is when things
are rolling along. They lose their urgency and intensity and start to coast
Just like the football team that j umps
out to a 21-point lead and decides to
sit Oil tbe ball and play not to lose instead of play to win - only to
break their own momentum and end

up losing
the same happens in
busine<os. When things are going well,
you must stay in attack mode.
The best time to set a stretch foreca~t or to take a risk is from a position
of strength. The best time to implement change or make a big decision
is when you have momentum. because it's less noticed. The best time
to train is when things are going well
to keep people sharp and let them
know there's still room to improve.
The best time to remove a poor
performer is when you're on a roll.
But too many managers really blow
this one. lltcy have a good month and
rather than punting the perennial under-performer in order to preserve
momentum and reinforce standards,
they give their laggards a stay of execution because, overall, the business
made money. This is shonsighted. It
costs far more when your weakest
link breaks momentum, saps morale
and creates distractions when you're
on a roll, than it does when you're in
a rut. Challenge conventional thinking by attacking when things are going well. Don't sit on the ball. Run up
the score.
Make waves by setting uncomfonable forecasts. Psychologists say
if a goal is too high or too low. people don't get involved. A forecast that
is too high overwhelms people. A
foreca~t too low puts them to sleep.
Studies show motivation is highest
when there's about a 50/50 chance of
pulling it off. People should not be
able to reach a forecast with a business as usual approach. All this psychobabble you hear about creating a
"stress-free" workplace is insane.
Without pressure to perform, you'll
have to go in every day and ring a bell
to wake people up.
An effective forecast forces
change, risk and high impact decisions concerning people and strategy.
When your expectations are too low,
you presume incompetence. And
when you presume incompetence, unwittingly you start to create it. Your
job is not to make people feel warm
and fuzzy with a safe. doable forecast
In fact, if you're not stretching people, you're not leading them. If you
have managers who resist being
stretched, get tbem a job at tbe DMV
and get yourself some real help.

All great performers want to be
stretched. They want to find out how
far they can go. They want to test
their limits and their team's limits. If
your people don 't welcome the challenge that comes with stretching,
you've got the wrong people. And
bold goals and elaborate strategies are
absolutely irrelevant when you have
the wrong people, because a great
dream with the wrong team is a nightmare.
Make waves by conducting brutally honest employee reviews. A survey conducted on my Web site.
www.leamtolead.com, showed that
more than 50 percent of workers say
they've never had a formal employee
review. much less a brutally honest
one. This is an indictment of clueless
management. Candidly honest employee reviews keep people alert, focused and in a stretch-mode. In order
to grow your people, they need fast,
frequent feedback. It must be direct
and constructive. They must know
where they stand - for better or
worse - in no uncenain terms. This
means that candor and truth trumps
political correctness and sugarcoating.
Brutally honest employee reviews reinforce strengths. acknowledge solid performances and confront
shortfalls and deficient behaviors. Reviews allow you to devise a strategy
to help each team member develop

personally and professionally. That's
what coaching is all about: observing,
analyzing and offering feedback on
performances. You should do this on
the fly during the workday but must
also formalize your feedback in honest employee reviews.
I recommend a formal review
once each month with each of your
direct reports. Waiting any longer
than one month impairs performance
because delayed consequences, good
or bad, are ineffective. If you think
you don't have time to offer monthly
and formal feedback and coaching to
your people, then you have no clue as
to what your real job as a leader is
and I'd like to take this opportunity to
express my profound sympathy to the
people suffering under your neglect.
Make waves by either fixing or
firing bad managers. You have a significant obligation to invest in the development of your managers. There's
simply too much at stake to take
shortcuts here. Lousy managers leave
scars on the esteem of their people.
They attract turkeys and smother eagles. They don't manage to win; they
manage not to lose their jobs. They
break momentum, sap morale and
create a culture of chaos in your business. You must become less tolerant
of ineffective managers. And, you

continued on page 12
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What's On YOUR Utility Belt?
by }. Allen Leinberger
Batman
(The Dark '\ight of Gotham City)
He i, armed wtth that fantasttc
utility belt that carries the "Batamarang" and the Bat-rope and other great
crime fighting tools. as needed. lsn 't
he a bit like you and me'?
Hooked onto my belt are my cell
phone. my iPod and my Palm PDA.
You may have even more. Did you
get a belt holder tor your digital camera? Your pager probably came with
one.
Just last month, I spoke out
against combining too many functions
into any one item. like a combination
cell phone. PDA, Game Boy, flashlight and AM-FM cassette CD player.
But if you decide that you need all of
these things and clip them all to your
belt. you are going to have a hard time
standing up. Not to mention the problems you are going to have getting
into or out of the car And have you
tried to answer the cell phone on your
belt chp when it's covered over by
your seat belt?
Some time ago. I ripped apart a
very ell pensive leather belt holder for
my Palm when it got caught in the car
door v.hile I was jumping out. Consider my loss a warning to you.
The need to carry these devices, a
need that did not exist 10 years ago.
has generated a new cottage industry.
Third party companies, like J.R. Hill,
Dr. Bott and Targas have made their
mark by making things easier to clip
on.
Targas does not make a pretty
product, but their industrial strength

can' :L' laptop bags and PDA belt holdei" have e\ en survived my harsh
abuse. Hill, as I ha\e mentioned here
before. makes a very clas'y laptop
c<tse. but I am not <l'> pleased with their
iPod holder as I am with Dr Batt'>
Dr. Bott makes a black leather tPod
case wtth a fltp cover to gtve you access to the front panel controls They
also make a spon ca\e wnh a Velcro
strip for jogging while your tunes are
attached to a convenient arm or leg.
(Dr. Bott also distribute> a series of
Koss headphones that work well wtth
the iPod and sit on your head better
than the original ear buds.)
Yly last cell phone was about 10
percent of the size of my first one. It
came with a blue clam shell type belt
holder, but the metal clip broke off the
molded plastic and that was the last
time I saw it. (I told you I was hard on
my stuff.) If you find it, you'll know
it. It has a Superman sticker inside the
flip-top cover My nev. phone has a
hard plastic holder that feels secure.
but still lets me grab it qutckly when
it nngs.
I should digress here long enough
to tell you to get the earpiece for your
cell phone State governments are
planning ways to make earphone conversations illegal. Anyone who has
ever tried to punch up a long distance
number while winding through the
traffic on 1-10 knows what I'm talking
about. But answenng a phone by just
hilling the button with the piece in
your ear makes driving a lot less dangerous. (Unless we're talking about
Dr. Lector's conversation with Clarice
St<trhng in "Hannibal.")

Amarieomp·

~a-t

*

Hewlett Packard
Authorized!

up along both side of the ztpper (the
Personal Area Network, or PAN) for
that cell phone earplug and the tPod
headset wtres. There is even a springy
clip for your keys and a big tile holder in the back for those embarrassing
Enron papers For hot days. the
sleeves zip off.
Palm Pilots, and other PDAs. are
getting smaller. My new Palm Tungsten is about half the size of my old
Palm lllc Still it fits into the same
Targus belt holder. Thts is good because the newer PDAs have gone attachment crazy. They can use everythJng from memory cards with games
and scnptures to the GPS Companion
navigation device made by Magellan
right here in the Inland Emptre.
The days of Dick Tracy's twoway wrist radio are almost here. In the
meantime the devices we mvest our
money in need to be secure. Check
your clips. Check your holders.
And invest in a good, strong belt.

RC Photography and Associates
Pmfessional Award Winning Photography
Full Senice Photograpluc Studio & Beauty Salon!

Studio Services
Corporate Events, Commerctal Work, Weddings, Award Banquets,
Company Parties, Reumons, Spectal Occasions, Family Portraits,
Photographic Restorations, Portraits

Salon Services

The leader in On-Site Service, Repair & Supplies For
All Color & Laser Printers, Personal Copiers, and FAX
..,;} On-SHe Service & Repair
';,'( Prcvenuve Maintenance
Annual Service Agreements

Then there •~ a .:ompany .:ailed
Incipio Technologic~ tn Orange County that makes ca'c~ for an) number of
PDAs. Mme doesn't clip onto my belt.
but tt does ztp up and hold onto the
Palm with a Velcro patch, while rts
own little pocket ts just right for bustness cards.
Speaking of jacket pockets. don't
go there Your eJ~penstve unit could
fall through or drop out. Apple announced a deal "'ith a .,l.,ateboard
company at the recent San Francisco
Macworld conference to hold and operate its iPod. but thi~ jacket i>n 't designed for the rest of your stuff.
There is a jacket from a company
in Chicago called the "Scott eVest"
with pockets, ztppers and Velcro stnps
all over the inside. It actually comes
with a map to tell you what goes
where. You can also snap in your
checkbook, leather ctgar case, ellpensive pen, sunglasses, paperback book,
water bottle, etc. It includes two strips

t'l Free Delivery on all Products
t'l Buy & Sell New & Used Printers
t'l Toner Supplies
LA. & Inland Empire
2125 Wnght Ave., Suite C-8
La Verne, CA 91750
(909) 392-4707
FAX (909) 392-4712
877-95-AMERI
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Complete Makeovers, Hair Styling, Bridal Packages, Nails/Pedicures,
Complete Facials
8560 Vineyard Avenue, Ste. 508
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

(909) 989-1165 Fax (909) 989-2391
Nationwide: 1-888-477-7127
Web site: www.rophotography.com

Call for informallon--By appomtment only!

''Ride the Wind ... Ride a Moped!''
i>r Gcm;~ine Lore/and
Where can you finu a product
that offers so much'? Practicality.
economy. outuoor au,cnturc. and a
lot of fun arc JUst a few of the advantages of owning a mopcu . Those familiar with these multi-use. motori7cd
bikes or who own one or two, would
nc\er gtvc them up ...they are too useful and prett) cxcitmg as well.
Just ask Da' id Rosse of Bar>tow.
proprietor of Ro.,.,es Farmly Fun Machines. Rosse ts saddened b) the recent lack of popularity of these neat
machmes. :\1any people don't even
know what they, and other similar
btkes arc, cspcctally in this country.
In France the PlJC'H 1s used to deliver ptua and Italy and Spam have rehed on thctr favorites' maneuvcrabtltt) and economy for years, such as
Spam\ DERBL (Ed. note - I can attest to this personally. having narrowly mi.,.,cu being hit by a swarm of

They an: ccrtatnly U'>eful here. too. in
town or tippmg
around the uesert, anu
at never more than 30
miles an hour they offer a great family p<tstime. Anu they arc
cheap to operate.
whtch with rapidly

pnces ..again ! .IS UCftnltely something to
consider. Why drag
the car out of' the
garage JUSt to run to
the phannacy'>
RoS'>c says that
he can "get you on
'!imw.1 USA. a dh·ision of HT USA lm. of Crl'l'nvillc. S. C
one of his machines
fit! moped. and many other sleek de.lif-:11.\.
and out the door" for
about $1.000. deand a M2 is moped only. The mstrucpending on your preferences. Ownei"
tion permit is easy to get and lasts for
must have insurance hut 11 costs only
one year. The ltcen-,e fcc 1s on!) $5
about $60 a year. and they run almost
and there is no annual license fee to
forever (70-1 00
pay. Your local D1\IV will answer any
miles) on a galquestions.
lon of gas.
The personable Jnd gregarious
A' with all
Rosse. a retireu railroad engmccr, ha.s
vchtclC'>, caution
been ndmg mopeds for 20 years and
is ad\ 1\ed and
he loves them . There is such a \arircsponsthlc opety, from practical and basic models
eration required
to sleek. luxury items useu 111 racmg
One
doesn't
and just plain showmg off'. There arc
uri ve a moped
models so hcautifull} ucstgncd that
on Interstate 15.
even the fussiest rider would be proud
But. used for
to be seen on one For the environthe 1r
on gmal
mentally-mmded. they arc a hlessmg
purpose'>. they
from hca,·cn.
arc safe and
"Dealers arc having a hard time
practical. Rosse
now," Rosse explains. He feels that is
welcomes the
l<trgely because prospective buyers
opportunity to
are
not aware of the advantages
tutor prospective
gained by owning one. He has
customers or JUst
worked tirelessly to support the mthose who arc
dustry he feels can offer so much to
curious. about
so many.
the uoc' and
Rosse sells Tomos. Avanti. Hero
don't> of moped
MaJestic, Dtgglcr. scooters and acownership.
cessories for mim bikes at his home
Under Caldealershtp. Rosses Family Fun Maifornia lav.. ndchines. 1224 Kelly Drive, BaNow.
Dm·id Rossr, pmprietorofRosses Familv Fun Machines
ers under 21
CA 92311 Call 760-256-5986.
prepares for a 1pm. Mopeds !tat·e be£•n!tis hobby fin 20
must complete a
Following ts a hst of local deal\"l'l/TS.
rider-safety proerships provided hy Davtd Rosse.
gram and evel)They are a tight-knit group and help
one must have an M I or M2 unvers
mopeds in the tiny alleys of the aneach other continue to promote thetr
license
or
permit.
M
I
covers
all
moCient section of Barcelona. They are
industry.
torcycles. motorscooters anu mopeds,
everywhere!)
o Myron's Mopcus
1879W.Com-

is the numLifactura of tlus hl'auti-

monwealth. Unit L. l·ullcrton. CA
92883. phone: 714-992-5592
o Burbank Kawasaki
1129 Hoi!)
wood Way. Burbank. CA 91505,
Phone: 818-848-6627
o
Planet 'v1otorsports
lli05 E.
:\lam St.. L nil A, \'isaha. CA. Phone:
559-732-5854
o Acuon Spons
1047 F.l Camino
Real, '\.lenlo Park. CA 94025: Phone:
650-328-3180
o Famtly Cycle Center
995 East
Los Angeles Ave. Stmi Valley. CA
93065
o
Montere} Moped Ad\cnturc'
Rental & Sales. 1250 Del l\lonte
Ave. Monterey. CA 93940; Phone:
831-373-2696 (For Sale)
o York Cycle Sale>. 515 \\' Big Bear
Blvd .. Big Bear Cit), CA 92314.
Phone· 909-585-8453.

Rosse says that
he can "get you
on one of his machines and out the
door" for about
$1 ,000, depending
on your preferences.
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C()RNER ON THE MARKET

GETTING ORGANIZED

How to Get the Most Bang for Your Buck
by Karim laude
Most professionals misfire li·hen it
comes to TTUJrk<:ting. Two myths play
havoc with the way thev look at nUlr·
keting.

TheMytbs
Myth one: "If I advenise, they will
come. So, let's have an event:· I caTI
this the "Special of the Week Mentality." Here, the marketer approaches the customers with a special event
or single reason "sale." expecting it
to produce maximum results. The
problem with this approach is that
marketing is a process. not a onetime-shot.
Myth two: The second myth is that
we believe people respond to our
message the first time they see it.
1be fact is no reputable advenising
agency would place a one-time-shot
advenisement for a client who is trying to build their business. In sales.
all the research tells us that people
buy between the fifth to the seventh
time that they come into contact with
the product or service.
The Reality
Marketing is relationship building.
Running an ad here or there or doing a mailing from time-to-time just
woni cut it.
You need to stake out some
space in the minds of those you want
to become prospect~ and customers.
This means over ume you will build
up a sense of loyalty with a prospect
that has never done business with
you before. You have experienced
this firsthand if you have ever had
the thought. " If I ever need a ... I am
going to go to that person Cor business) to get it."
If you plant that kind of first-inmind predisposition in your market
when the need arises, they will come
to you. Not because you are having

an "event,'' but because you have a
solution. Marketing will move your
1mage to the forefront of your
prospect'~ mind. The really exciting
part 1s that th1s will allov. you to
make promises your competition
would not dare to make. All of this
suggests that what works is a plan
and a campaign. Let's explore how
you can do both.
Planning Your Marketing Ap·
proach
Planning means gh·ing your thought
process a road map for guidance.
Here are some things to think abora.
Address these questions first:
• What is my vision?
• Where do I want to go? How can
this business get me there?
• What kind of customers are the
most fun and most profitable to work
with?
• Where I can find those customers?
A few minutes with a scratch
pad is not enough for this part of the
process. Spend some time to really
articulate and clarify your answers to
these questions.
Customers First
The customer comes first. Your
business must be focused on a very
specific market for a specific reason
in a specific way to get the specific
results you want. And th1s stan' with
the customer. Once you identify your
ideal customer/prospect it becomes
easier to focus on their needs and
wants.
Who do you want as a customer.
and what are the benefits that they
will get out of your product or service? Two of the best ways to help
you identify your ideal customer is
to pick a specific niche or market
arena or, create a specific benefit and
let people come to you.
One of my coaching clients. a
real estate broker located near San
Diego, recognized that many of his

customers were families in the service needing off-post housing. What
he did to tap into thi\ potential marketing resource was to send out
monthly mailings to everyone he had
met in that situauon, including the
families that had left San Diego.
Why'? Referrals. This bnngs us to the
next question.
What are the best ways to market
your professional services?
The number one way is referrals.
Here's why:
• You expend almost no money, time
or energy to get them.
• They trust you almost immediately, because they trust the person who
referred them.
• They are easy to serve because they
typically want the results you already
know how to deliver.
Friendly/Regular contact
Find a way to contact your
prospects regularly. Some people
send out regular correspondence
such as mailing or newsletters. I send
out this e-mail newsletter because I
want you to think of me when the
time comes for working with a business coach. ln the meantime, I try to
serve you by sharing some of what I
know that might help you on your
way to becoming the success you
would like to be.
Ads. Radio. TV, and print media ads
all \'llrY in effectil·eness. If you decide to np/ore this route. xo to a
pro.
Your marketing message may
well establish the best way to touch
your market. So let\ take a look at
your marketing message.
Your Marketing Message
Your marketing message should
lead to the ultimate in perception
about your business and it~ product
or service. Perception causes the
emotional attachment.
• Develop a unique selling proposi-
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tion (USP) as a way to describe or
explain how you match up w1th your
competition Your USP can be based
on anything from posiuoning, price,
or your particular approach to the
work you do. Your USP addresses
the question a prospect has on his or
her mind. "Why should I do business
with you versus any of the options
that are ava1lable to me?"
• Talk about the benefits of your
product or service to Lhe customer,
not its features. Here's the difference.
Don't talk about the horsepower of
the engine. Talk about the feel of the
wind blowing through their hair, and
how quickly you will get out of
harm's way if need be. When you focus on services, you emphasize the
feeling of well-being, safety, or personal profit that results from your
product and thus appeals to what
matters most to your customers/
prospects.
People buy things and services
that solve a problem, relieve a hun.
or make them feel better in some
way. Focus your marketing message
on those things. Your marketing audience will always be focused on
WUFM, "What's in it for me?" Get
and stay focused from the customer's
perspective.

Karim laude is the founder of Business Coach, a business and professional coachin!( sen·ice. For six
years, he has been coaching entrepreneurs. executives and pmfesswnals to develop skills; promote and
xrow their businesses. their teann
and themsl'ives, and to achin·e peak
peifomumce while hm·ing fim in the
process. He coaches by phone or in
person when appropriatt' and may
be reached at 310-471-4185, oremail: "mailto:coachu @businesscoachl.com "or visit: www.husinesscoachl. com.

Four Steps to Making Strategic Alliances Work
hy Pamela HW]lt'r

All too often companies fonn alliances that offer great prom1sc in the
hegtnmng yet fail to dehver the results both parucs anticipated. Instead,
they become m1rcd in "strategic gridlock": persistent organizational problems that grind progress to a halt.
Consider the following scenario:
A high tcch company (HTC) created a strategic alhance with a manufacturing company (MC) to de'>elop a new product. Both panners considered the potenual for success extremely high, smce each was considered a market leader in the1r respecuve industries. The management
teams of both orgamzations conductcd the necessary due diligence and
secured contracts from each other.
Everything seemed in place until
the k1ck-off meetmg.
Whtle the alliance objectives
were clear, the participants couldn't
agree on how they were gomg to
work together. Representau ves of the
MC, working under highly structured
project management gUJdelines, Immediately put together detailed steps,
a t1melme. and measurements for
success. The HTC representallves.
accustomed to frequently changing
d1recuons, resisted this approach to
managing work flow and insisted on
usmg their more fluid scheduling system.
The MC approach "won." However, the established steps, time
frames, and measurements soon became irrelevant. Milestones were repeatedly m1ssed and goals were
dropped. Within six months. changing priorities at both the HTC and the
MC made it difficult for alliance
team representatives to devote the
necessary time and resources to product development efforts. The alliance
succumbed to strategic gridlock, with
each partner accusing the other of being a poor fit.
Even though cases such as these
are commonplace, executives in
nearly every sector continue to form
strategic alliances as a way to quickly advance their business strategies
and meet shareholder expectations.
Alliances are used to launch new
products and services. improve tech-

nology, and expand market reach.
The~e n:lationships make it possible
to access critical knowledge and capabihttes. increase production capactty. reduce costs. and accelerate
growth wnhout the financtng rcqum!ments and managenal overlap
that mergers and acquisitions create.
However, creating a productive
strategic alliance requires more than
1dent1fymg a clear objective, conducting due diligence. securing a
contract. and establishing an operattng process. Executives need to recognize and address the special strategic and organizational challenges that
come at four d1stinct stages of the alliance building process. By doing so,
they'll develop productive relationships that can sigmficantly increase
each company's profitability. The following steps can prevent problems
from occurring in many types of alliances. whether they are structured
loosely or are developed as highly
committed joint ventures.
Step 1: Develop your company's
own alliance strategy as a foundation
The relauve ease of entering and
exiting alliances increases the risk of
sei1.1ng an opportunity before determimng if it's really a strategic fit or
whether your organt1at1on 1s ready to
support the alliance. Sometimes alliances "just happen" when a relationship evolves from convemence or
familiarity, rather than purposeful
consideration. When executives leave
out the foundational step of defining
an alliance strategy, the resulting conflicts and misunderstandings lead to
wasted time and resources, lost productivity, and missed opponunities.
The best way to avoid these
problems is to take an inward look at
your organization's reality before selecting alliance partners. Base your
company's alliance strategy upon
your organization's larger vision,
mission, and strategy. Looking at
your own company"s unique circumstances, competencies, and capabilities helps you determine whether an
alliance makes more sense than increasing your infrastructure, merging,
or outsourcing. In addition, this is the
time to understand how such an
arrangement might impact various
stakeholder groups who will be af-

fected by the alliance (such as employees, suppliers, and cu-.tomers) so
you can negotiate their bu)-in to the
initiative.
Equally 1mportantto strategic ISsues 1s locaung the business culture's
strength and weaknesses that will
support or htnder an alliance. Very
often. the formal culture (values. beliefs, and pracuces) stated in a company's offictal documents and
speeches arc not reflected tn their informal culture (what really happens).
For example, if a company's formal
culture promotes empowenng employees to make decisions but the informal culture reinforces the need for
multiple levels of management approval to change procedures. employees may have a difficult time getting things done in the alliance. Keep
in mind that as more compan1es form
global strategic alliances, they need
to also understand their organization's level of global awareness so
they are prepared to bridge differences in national styles and languages.
By identifying these challenges

1n advance. as well as chaning out
the strategic objectives of the alliance, executin:s can more accurately determme their organiJallon's
starting point for buildmg alliances.
They can then put together appropriate action steps, communication
plans. and checkpoints that will close
gaps in readines'> and increase the
likelihood of choosing an appropnatc partner.
Step 2: Create a joint alliance strateg) before finalizing agreements
Unlike outsourcing arrangements, which arc client-centered, or
mergers, where one company tends
to dominate. alliance partners are
equal in power. Each company IS an
tndependent entity with its own objecuves and guidelines. To be successful. the panners have to consider "what's in it for them?" as well as
"what's in it for me?" The larger the
commitment, the more tmponant it is
for executives of each company to
evaluate the alliance strategy of their
intended partner as well as their own.

cofllinued on page 14
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Chamberlain ...
CO/IIIIli/Cd from pa~e

4

Chamberlain has a vast arra; of defense-related e\perien.:e. He has lectured to mtemattonal audiences and
written e\tensi\Cl) l'n a \ariel) of
topics relating to profc"wnal habili-

Giuliani...
contmucd fmm f!tlf/C .f

Giuhani. the e' ent will feature other
well-known leaders and personal Illes
such as -\dmtral Calland. commander of the "113\ aJ SP<->ctal Warfare Command and political cartoomst. Steve
Kelle).
The two-da) event features a senes of toptcal and time!) discussions
for the defense induslr). A few of the
topics mclude·
• Wnnkles in Defending Doctors
and Ho-.pitals, Medical Malpractice
in 2003.
• When Thmgs Go Wrong. A
Primer on Legal Malpractice:
• How to Attack 17200 Claims.
The Explosion of Unfair Competiuon
Claims.
In spirit of the event's theme.
Thursday's program will conclude
With "A Rhapsody in Red. White and
Blue'' gala party. The Americanathemed celebration bash will feature

Make Waves ...
continued from page 5

must have the courage to fix or fire
those who get result\ but do ~o on the
backs of people. kissing up and kicking down - because the long-term
havoc they wreak on your culture,
reputauon and employees 1s incalculable.
Read my lips: Nothing 111 your
organizauon will get bener in a measurable or sustainable manner unttl
your leaders do. Nothing breathes
fresh life into a workplace or bnngs a
faster turnaround 111 results and
morale like replacing a lousy manager. And if you know you have a bad
manager, err on the side of mm ing
too quick!) to replace htm, don't err
on the side of gi\'lng him six, second
chances.
Bad managers should be given
les~ ume and le" rope to get the JOb
done than poor subordinates because
the) compound the misery in a de-
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l), msurance, tort retonn and altemadispute resolution. Chamberlain
h:b sef\ed m the capacit) of hugauon
and corporate counsel, and as an expert w llncss and consultant to professiOnals and their msurance companies.
Currentl), Chamberlam chairs the
appellate department of Stephan. Orll\ e

a patnollc flavor with an abundance
of red. while and blue. as well as the
smooth sounds of a New York Cit)
Jazz Club.
'Thts event has been the cuhmmtion of a }Car of planning. " Yoka
said. "In addition to otlering all of our
members and thetr guests a Jampacked agenda filled w1th tum:ly discusstons and high-profile speakers,
the annual senunar is designed to offer defense anomeys from San Diego
to Santa Barbara the opportunuy to
come together to share a sense of professional camaraderie."
Ad\'llnce registrations for the -12rul
annual seminar are required bv Feb.
21. Admission is $395 for ASCDC
members and $-150 for non members.
Registered persons may bring one
guest for an additional cost of $75.
All pany guests must be registered in
advance. To request a registration
jom1. hotel reservation infonnation or
u membership application. call 213683-3050 Or ~·isit WWIGISCdC.OIJ?.

partment more qutckly and deeply
than any other position. Don't bond
with these pretenders with titles for
the sake of loyalty. either. Consider
instead. the I 0 people suffering under
the bad boss and your decision to remove tum or her is much ea\ier.
There is nothing you can do that
reinforces your standards, enhances
your personal credibility. protects
your culture and exemplifies support
to the rest of your people like removing the burden of a bad manager from
the backs of his or her team. If you
don't make some waves on this point.
you will certainly drown. Step up and
pull the trigger. It's not the managers
you fire that make you miserable: a's
the ones you keep that make you miserable.

Dcn:e Antlasonts the author ofthe bmk.
"No-Non.\·t·me Leaden/up." He is a
peak perfimlkmce awlu1r. tmmer. \pt.'af..er tuuf tut expt.•n 1lfllwdenltip Will 'ilUl'\'.
For mmT' uzfimnatuH~ call 650.941.1493
or go to. wwa.leamtolead.com.

ingher, Rtchman &
Theodora. He ts also a
member of the Califorma. Nonh Carolina and
District of Columbta
Bar Associations. He
ha-, successfull) engaged tn trials, argued
appeals and managed
complex hugation in
numerous jurisdictions
involving professional
and commen:tal liability. cowrage and bad
fallh. mulllple msurer
disput.:s. failure of major financialtn-,tituuons.
environmental and mass
disaster actiOns. and nationwtde class action
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Sperry Van Ness Announces a Record-Breaking 2002
Inland Empire Office Earns Top Honors
Sperry Van Ness®, the nation's premier investment real estate company has announced a record-breaking year for the Irvine,
California based firm. "2002 was an amazing year for us," said David Frosh, President. "Sperry Van Ness now has 230 advisors in
30 states and 60 regions nationally, doubling last year's total." Additionally, we have doubled the number of senior advisors
from the previous year."
Sperry Van Ness' quality advisors and unique approach to marketing properties have been key factors in the success of the
national expansion. Sperry Van Ness' advisors pass rigorous professional experience requirements, background and ethics tests,
and meet income standards showing a consistent track record over the course of their careers. investors are weary of firms not
marketing their properties to generate maximum exposure. By marketing their listings to the entire brokerage community,
Sperry Van Ness has been able to generate more value for their clients than other companies.

~uits .

Harry W R. Chamber/am 11

---------------------------- ------ ,
CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM
FAX 909-989-1864
FAX or MAIL

Now ranked as one of the nation's largest commercial real estate firms both in results and brand recognition, Sperry Van Ness®
has tripled their number of listings in the past year.
Contributing to the company's success, the Inland Empire Office, located in Ontario, California was the number one office for
2002, and helped prove the company's ability in all commercial real estate property types, with 30 advisors and 16 senior
advisors.The Ontario Office has even more to boast about with four out of the company's Top 10 Advisors in 2002, including
Brad Umansky, Shopping Centers; Guy Enriquez, Multi-Family; Kemal Ozkarahan, Multi-Family; Mimi Song, Developmental Land
and Larry Andrews Multi-Family. Additionally, Mr. Andrews was awarded "Advisor of the Year" given to the top performing
Sperry Van Ness agent.
For more information about Sperry Van Ness® or its Ontario office, please call 909.466.2500 or visit www.svn.com.
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u developiDg your own

company strategy wtcb additiOnal
questic:a such u "Wbll an: our
~ iadividually and JOIDl
1 "Why chi alliaoce JD:IPOI18Dt
to ua "How will we make deci
"How will we handle con
and "How will we know
wbecbcl' or not cbe alliaoce a suc-

Wim you know cbe obrJB'
ty IDiod&et. you can develop a positi\'e gi'Ye-ind-take re1atioasbip that
fOIIaS a productive alliance

. , 3: OMnllap .............
................ ~tbelllllace
M execudves of cbe HTC
MC a1liB:e leamecl after they joioed
fon:es. .......... IPid employees m
alliale teams ofteD bJwe to develop
DeW UiDs and walt dilfCat:ut1y tbao
lbey do when focusmg wttbin their
CJWIUIQ!ID,il:ldalll. Rlllbr:r tbao IDMl-~~~~~NWOC:IB "my way" or "your

.....abaild alxidp 10

one partner does not mean cbey'll
work the same m another relationship Executives who try to clone
polide8 md pracuces IDd lllllb 1bem
fit m ev«y iDstaDCe are seuing cbemselves up for disaster: For iiiStanCC, a
company that routinely used e-mail
to commumcate impOl18Dt infonna
tiOD to all 10 of liS alliance partners.
neglected to realize tbat one of 1ts
padDerS used e-mail only

as a back

up to m person and telephone com
muniCaliOD. As a result, that alliance
missed an impOrtant deadline. A suc-

cessful relalionsbip will tab iDCD ac
count the best practices tbat bave
'Mllbd m tbc past and iDfcgl'lllle 1bem
wilb tbc cum:at llitUatiOD faciDg each
coq1lllly

Executtves can pave cbe way to
bigb performance alliances by alter1118 tbr:ir poJic:ies md systaDS as nec0111111)' 110 IDib a
cbe aDiaDce
10 work. In addidm 10 aiJoc:ating sufficieat human and capital teiiOUI'CCS
to cbe iiJiiDcie. cbey 111111t eosure chat
......... aad employees who an:
decliclled to cbe aDI.ace have die

easy a

1laace to aerve both companies
As tbe alliance progresses, it runs
cbe risk of taking on a life of its own
and evolvmg away from its original
objectives. That's why it's essential
to establish frequent checkpoints or
milestones to evaluate your efforts
and to retbink tbe alliance's purpose.
Atlbese times, executive from both
comparues need to reVIew the results
to date and compare them to the success ertteria they established during
stralegiC thinking and planning. Keep
focused on tbe mtent of the alliance,
but be prepared to modify your
agreement and processes if necessary.
The results from this evaluation
can also impact each company's own
strategiC plan. One manufacturing
company, for example, found that
their plans to acquire a competitor
conflicted wtcb an agreement they
had in place wicb a key alliance partner who was lllllrlreting therr products. The acqw.sition subsequently
bad to be called off.
Some revealing questions to ask
wonld be· "What went well and
wbyT' "What would we do differcady and why?" ''What did we leam
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RCCU's Year-end Earnings Reflect Significant Growth
Despite an uncertain economic
climate in Southern California and
the nation, Riverside County's
Credit Union (RCCU) saw significant growth in asset size during
2002, climbing 20.33 percent.
CEO/President Mark Hawkins credits internal member improvement
initiatives, along with the opening
of two new credit union branches,
among the reasons for the significant growth. The ongoing strength
of the Inland Empire's economy
also fueled the expanding member
and asset base.
RCCU has seen a mercurial rise
under the leadership of Hawkins, rising over the last decade to become the
third fastest-growing credit union, in
asset size, in the state. Under
Hawkins' watch, the organization has
grown to nearly $500 million in assets, more than 78,000 members and
more than 300 employees in nine
branches, and an Operations and
Technology Center- RCCU's new
corporate facility.
Hawkins' vision has catapulted
RCCU to become the largest credit
.union in Riverside County, with a
banner year that culminated in being
named a winner in the prestigious
California Awards for Performance
Excellencen.t (CAPE) program,
which recognizes work teams for
having achieved high levels of performance excellence.
"We've been very systemanc
about planning our growth, but m Ibis
record-breaking year, we feel confident, more than ever, that our business strategies are paytng off widl
better service to our members. Our
members have voted by selecting us
to serve them," Hawkins said.
In 2002 Riverside County's
Credit Umon brought 1ts memberbased DllSSlOD to new heights, wtth a

lilt of accomplialmlell that includes.
Membership 1ncrease of 16 3S per
cent; assets increased by 203 per
cent; act eanungs increased to
S6J08,.64: at loans., members m. . . , "' 1 paa;aL
liddiliGa, di.vidfDdl lJiid to
........

to

Satisfied Members Seek Additional Services
The credit union is owned by its
members, and as a not-for-profit cooperative, returns all of the income it
generates back to its members in the
form of lower rates on loans, higher
rates on savings, and higher levels of
member services. Several times during the year, the credit union surveys
its members on their level of satisfaction in many different areas. 1bese
measures are used as a way to improve performance and change
processes to better serve the members.
In 2002, 92 percent of members
reported they were either ''highly satisfied" or "satisfied" with the credit
union's overall performance. This
year, the credit union's subsidiarieswhich offer a variety of services, from
insurance to financial advisory services, to a personal shopper auto-buying service-reported increases in
business from members.
The credit union's subsidiaries
also reported their results: F"mancial
Network posted revenues of more
than $174,000; Auto Expert revenues
topped S1,811,000, and Anthem Insurance's
revenue
reached
$1,900,000. The agency continued its
expansion of product lines through
the acquisition of m Insurance.
The Proof Is In the Procas
Riverside County's Credit Union
supports continumg education and
training for employees m a big way,

and focuses on changes that ultimately benefit tbe members. In 2002, tbe
organiZatiOD:

• Provided comprehensive continuous process unprovement analysts
and l1'al1IIDg that helps provtde conSistency reduce ineffiCICDCles and
saveume·
• Developed a 'Train-the-Trainer"
program to Implement CObtinUOU8
process unprovemeot consistently
throughout the organiZatiOD. so chat
all members expenences are positive

helps institute benchmarks for performance improvement.
Expanded Services
This year, RCCU kept in step
with the national trend for credit
unions to build related niche service
areas in response to the conveniences
that members request most. With the
acquisition of m Insurance Assoctates of Irvine, RCCU's Anthem Insurance now offers its members a
broader selection of commercial
products, and better rates for commercial lines. These include such
products as business owners' insurance, commercial automobile insurance, health care insurance, workers'
compensation, officers' and directors'
liability, errors and omissions, commercial umbrella policies, general liability, business property, and surety
bonds.
.Expanded Access and FadBties
Riverside County's Credit Union

expanded its service territory as well,
with the opening of a new branch in
Hemet and a third branch in Riverside. This brings its branch network
to nine, and stimulated membership
growth to more than 78,000.
A new 62,000-square-foot facility was also completed, and the new
Operations and Technology Center
now houses about 150 employees.
The new corporate facility allowed
for the growth in three key member
service areas: the Information SerVIces Department for technical support, real estate mortgage lending,
and the Member Service Call Center
operations.

Riverside County's Credit Union rs
open to anyone who lives, works, attends school or worships in Riverside
County. For more informotion or to
join Riverside County's Credit Uruon,
pleose calll-888-883-RCCU (7228).
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Centennial First Financial Services Announces Record Earnings
Centennial First Financial Services, (OTC BB CFFX) the parent
holding company of Redlands Centennial Bank in Redlands, (including
Palomar Community Bank, a division
of Redlands Centennial Bank in Escondido), is pleased to announce
fourth quarter operating results. The

company reported net income for the
fourth quarter ending Dec. 31. 2002
of $495,000 up 35 percent from
365,000 earned in the fourth quarter
of 200 I. Basic earnings per share
were $0.39 for the fourth quarter of
2002, compared to $0.35 for the smne
quarter of 200 I .

For the 12 months ended Dec.
3 I. 2002. net income was $1.706.000.
up 63 percent from $1.047.000 m
200 I . BaSic earnings per share for
the )Car ended Dec 31, 2002 were
$1.42, compan.-d to $1.19 for the year
ended Dec. 11 , 200 I. Return on a'
erage a~sets and return on average cq-

uity for 2002 were 0.83 percent and
10.47 percent. respectively. compared
to .77 percent and I 0.20 percent tor
200 I. respectivd).
Total net loans mcreased $1 'i
million. or 12 percent to $141 million
at year-end 2002. compared to $126
million at year-end 2001. Deposits
increased $9 million. or 5 percent tn
$183 million from 174 million lor
the same period Total asset\ Illcreased $10 million, or 5 percent.
from S 19!l million to $20!) millzon
from Dec. 31, 200 I to Dec. 31. 2002.
"We are delighted to report that
2002 earnings were the highest in the
company's 12-year history. Our performance ratios were in line with projections. resulting from the successful acquisition of Palomar Commumty Bank in 200 I. construction loan
growth. and fee income generation.
We are excited about our new branch
in Palm Desert. slated for opening in
March 2003. With the addition of
Palm Desert. we now are strategzcally positioned to grow our company in
another dynamic growth area in
Southern California," according to
President and CEO TimOth) P. Walbridge. "Our focus will continue to
be quality growth and increa'it!d earnings a~ we enhance our service and
lending opportunities, leading to further increases in shareholder 'alue."

Redlands Centennial Bank operate:.
itv main offict and comtructimz and
real e.1tate loan production offh e in
downtown Red/and.1, a full-.ll'l'l'ice
hranch in Brea. and its SBA/Commerr:ial Lendinx production office in
Brea. Palomar Community Bank, a
division of Redlands Centennial
Bank. operate.\ as a full-service commerr:ial hank in downtown Escondido.

---------BUSINESS BANKING--------

CVB Financial Corp. Reaches New Milestones
C'VB Financial Corp. (NASDAQ:CVBF), parent company of Citi;r.cns Business Bank, has announced
record earnings of $49.7 million for
the year ended Dec. J I, 2002. This
represents an increa<;e of $9.7 million.
or 24.2 percent, when compared with
earnings of $40.0 million for the year
endl.-d Dl.-c. 3 I. 200 I.
Diluted earnings per share were
$1.11 for 2002. This is up $0.21, or
23.3 percent, from the $0.90 posted
for 200 I. All per share amounts have
been restated to reflect the 5-for-4
stock split declared on Dec. 18, 2002.
Earnings for the year produced a return on beginning equity of 22.5 percent, a return on average equity of
20.5 percent and a return on average
a<;.<;ets of 1.8 percent.
During the year. the company resbllctured a portion of the investment
portfolio to align it with the current interest rate environment This involved
the sale of $261.2 million in securities.

The sale of these securities resulted in
a gain of $4.9 million before taxes,
and a gain of $3.2 million after taxes.
If the company had not realized
this gain on the sale of sewritics, net
income would have been $46.5 million. 'This would represent an mcrea<;e
in net inwme of $6.5 million. or 16.27
percent, over the $40.0 million for
200 I. The comparable net income per
diluted share would be S 1.04. This
would be an increase of $0.14, or
15.56 percent, over the net income per
diluted share of $0.90 for 200 I. Tbc.'it!
emnings result~ would have produced
a return on beginning equity of 21.10
percent. a return on average equity of
19.40 percent and a return on average
a'i.sets of 1.71 percent. The relall-d efficiency ratio would have been 47.86
percent.
Earnings for the fourth quarter
ending Dec. 31, 2002 were $12.6 million. This represents an increao;e of
$1.8 million. or 16.4 percent, over the

Payden & Rygel now offers investors with portfolios of
more than S1 million the same singular service and focus
on relationships, research and risk management that the
firm has provided for its largest institutional clients for
the past twenty years.
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emnings of $10.8 million reported for
the fourth quarter of 2001. This was
the 43rd consecutive quarter of n.-cord
emnings.
Diluted emnings per share for the
fourth quarter of 2002 wen: $0.28.
This is up $0.03, or 12.0 percent, from
the $0.25 postL-d for the fourth quarter
of2001. All per share mnounts have
been restated to reflect the 5-for-4
stock split. Emnings for the fourth
quarter produced a return on beginning equity of 23.1 percent. a return
on avcmge equity of 19.5 percent and
a return on average a~set~ of 1.8 percent
Deposits reached a record high of
$2.3 billion at Dec. 31, 2002. This
was up $433.0 million. or 23.1 percent, when compared with the $1.9
billion in deposits reported at Dec. 31,
2001. Demand deposits were $958.7
mi Ilion, or 41 .5 percent of the total deposits. This represents an increao;e of
$192.3 million, or 25.1 percent, when

compared with $766.3 million for last
year.
Gross loans and lea<;es were $1.4
hillion at Dec. 3 I, 2002. This represent~ an increa<;e of$258.5 million, or
21.8 percent when compared to gross
loans and leases of $ 1.2 billion on
Dec. 31, 200 I. Total assets reached a
record high of $3.1 hill ion. Th1s was
up $607.6 million, or 24.2 percent,
over total assets of $2.5 billion at the
end of2001.
CVB Financial Corp. reported
non-performing loans and non-performing a"et~ of $824,000 as of Dec.
31. 2002. This represents a ratio of
non-performing asset~ to total assets
of 0.03 percent. The allowance for
loan and lease los.o;es was $21.7 million as of Dec. 31, 2002. This represents 1.50 percent of gross loans and
leao;es, and compares with 1.72 percent on Dec. 31,2001. Non-perform-

continued on page 25
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New schizophrenia drug has good side-effect profile
by Charlotte LoBuono
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Patients with sch11ophrema now
have a therapeutic option with a novel mechanism of actton and favorable
adverse-effect proti !e. Last month. the
Food & Drug Administration approved anptpra;olc (Ahiltfy, BristolMyers Sqlllhh/Otsuka America Pharmaceuticals l for the tn:atment of
schizophrenia. Anptpra/Olc is currently available 111 phannacics.
Ariptprawle
stahtltzes
the
dopamim:-serotonm S) stem by acting
as a potent parttal agonist of 02 and
DJ dopammc receptors and 5-HT I A
receptors, and an antagonist of 5I IT2A receptors, ao.:cordmg to the
package insert (PI). Other antipsychotics used in the treatment of mental iJlnesses. including sch11ophn.:ma.
an: dopamine antagonists. Aripipratolc also has moderate affimty for alpha-! adrenergic and histamine HI receplors.
In clinical trials. aripipra;ole was
associated with minimal weight gain,
minimal extrapyramidal symptoms.
and minimal sedation. satd Daniel
Casey. M.D. chief of psychiatric research/psychophannacology. Veterans
Affairs Medical Center, Portland. Ore.
The drug was not associated with prolactin elevation or QTc inter\ a! prolongation. Aripiprazolc may cause orthostatic hypotension, possibly due to
its alpha- I adrenergic receptor antagonism. It should, therefore. he used
with caution in patients with known
cardiovascular disease (history of MI.
heart failure, or conduction ahnonnalities), cerebrovascular disease, or conditions that prcdis(Xlse patients to hypotension (dehydration. hypovolemia.
and treatment with antihypertensive
agents).
Ari piprazole did not appear to affect glucose metabolism. so it would
not increase the risk of diabetes, continued Casey. who is also associate di-

rector of the Mental Illness. Education.
and Clinical Center at the Portland
Veterans Affairs :'v1cdi<:al Center. It
also did not appear to affect hptd profiles. he added. It did not increase total cholesterol or low-density ltptd
cholesterol. and it did not have a deleterious effect on triglycende levels.
The recommended starting and
target dose for ariptprazolc is I0 mg
or 15 mg admimsten:d once dati)
without regard to meals or the umc of
da). The cffecti\C dose range for aripipramle is 10 mg to ~0 mg per da)
Adjw.tments in dosage should not he
made before two v\ecks of treatment
have been completed. so that .1 stead)
state may he achte\ed. Dosage adjustments are not necessary on the basis
of age, race, gender, or renal or hepatic impairment status. As Casey said.
"Aripipramle is pretty user-friendly."
lnhihttors of the cytochrome P450 (CYP) 3A4 system, such as kl!loconazole. can inhihtt the eliminatton
of aripiprazole and raise blood leveb
of the drug, according to Bristol-Myers Squibb. Inhibitors of the CYP2D6
system. such as quinidine. fluoxetine
(Prozac. Eli Lilly). and paroxetine
(Paxil. GlaxoSmithKline). have the
same effect. The dose of aripiprazolc
should he reduced hy half when the
drug is administered concomitantly
with these medications. The dose
should then he increased when treatment with CYP3A4 and CYP2D6 inhibitors is discontinued.
The label further states that inducers of the CYP3A4 system. such
as carbamazepine. can cause an increase in aripiprazole clearance and
reduce blood levels of the drug. The
dose of aripiprazole should he doubled
to 20 mg or 30 mg per day when administered concomitantly with carhamazepine. When carhamazepine therapy is discontinued. the dose of aripiprazole can he decreased.
Aripiprazole is classified as a

pregnancy category C Its usc 1s contmindicated in women \~ho an: pn:gnant or hreast-ft:cdtng. Usc of anpiprazole in chtldren is also contraindicated. because its safety and efficacy in children have not been established.
"A large maJority of patients [75
percent-SO percent] arc taking atypical anti psychotics, compared wtth
older. comentional drugs." Casey
said. "We sttll ha\c unmct needs,
howe\ er, because man) patients do
not respond to the older drugs whtch
have a significant side-effect hurden.
Aripiprazole will change cltntcal
practice, hcL-ause ih now! mechanism
of actton can benefit more pattents
and offer clinicians more chotces in
the selection of a drug that is highly
effective without a sigm fie ant sidc-cf~
feet profi Ie.''
Ad\ erse efkcts reported hy two
percent of treated pauents, mcludc:
headache, asthenia. fever, nausea.

vomiting. consupauon. anxiety, insomnia. lightheadedncss, somnolence,
akathisia. tremor. rhinttts, coughing.
rash. and blurred\ ision. Potential cardiovascular adverse cflects include h}·
pertension, tachycardia. hypotension.
and bradycardia.
"Aripiprazolt! gi\es clinicians another opuon, certamly." concurred
Matthew FuJler, Pharm.D , clinical
pharmacy specialist in psychiatl).
Louts Stokes Veterans A flairs :'v1edtcal
Center, Cleveland. "\\.:: arc alw.l)S
searching for the nest ways to help our
pauents with schtzophrenia and mental iJlness m general, so it ts mce to
have a new treatment option.
"We hope that aripiprawle wlll
offer clinical benefits at least stmilar
to those of currently availahle drugs.
Ideally. patients will reap additional
benefits from treatment with aripiprazole compared with older antips)chotics. hut with a cleaner adversc-cf
feet profile than the older drugs.''
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During Olive Garden 's P asta For

Pennies - Spare Change Adds l'p
Ninth-annual program teaches children importance of community involvement.
American-. have an estimated S7.7
billion in loo-.e change tucked away in
piggy bank-.. shoe boxes and coffee
can.s. This year. student' throughout the
Tri-County and Las Vegas areas are
gathering some of that spare change for
the ninth-annual Olive garden Pasta
For Pennies progran1. a national fund-

ratsing campaign b.:nefitmg The
Leukemia & Lymphoma Society.
"Each year. student\. teachers and
parent!. come together m our community to support Olive Garden\ Pasta
for Pennies program." said Gina Kinard. campaign manager of The
Leukemta & Lymphoma Society TnCounty Chapter. 'Thanks to them, we
get a little closer to reachmg our ultimate goal of finding a cure for
leukemia and blood-related cancers

and Improving the quality of hfe for
patient' and their fan1ihes."
Last year. more than 235.000 student~ m 115 Tri-County-arca 'chools
raised S134,000 through Olm: Garden ·s Pasta for Penmes progran1. This
year, schools in Orange. R1vers1de and
San Bernardino counties m California
and Clark county m Nevada will participate in me program mrough May
15.
The class in each school collecting me most money receives a pasta
party courtesy of Olive Garden. Olive
Garden also hosb kicl--ofl lun~:heons
for representati\ es of participating
school-. in ea~:h city and pro\ tdcs mar
keting support and matenaJ.. for me
program.
''Thc'c kids o;how .111 amazmg
amount of enthusiasm and wilhngncss
to help," said Drew Ytad..cn, president
of Oli\e Garden. 'Together wtth metr
family. fnends and teachers. these students continue to make a dtflerence in
me lives of so many who sutler from
leukemia atld related dtson.lers."
Olive Garden\ Pasta For Pcnmes
is a grassroots effort that la-.t year
raised more than '52 milhon for The
Leuketma & Lymphoma soctety
mrough contribuuons from elementary. mtddle and high o;~:hool students
across the United states. School districts tdentify a campatgn penod "hen
students bring spare change to their
cla'>srooms. Since 1994. Pasta For
Pennies ha-. rat-.ed more than $15 million to fight lcukcmta atld lymphoma
and to provtde a wide range of ..crvtces to patients and meir famtlies.
Nearly 300 Americans a day are
diagnosed wimleukcmta, lymphoma
or myeloma. An estimated 640.000
people in the United States are pre-.ently livmg with one or more of mese diseases. Leukemia is the numb.:r one
diseao.;e killer of children ages I to 4
and strikes I 0 times as many adults.
Leukemia and lymphoma' arc the
leading fatal cancers m young men
and women under me age of 35
For additiOnal Information. contact The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society at (714) 881-0610 or visit
www.leukemia-lymphoma.org.
Olive Garden is the leading
restaurant in lb.: Italian dining -.egmcnt
with 496 restaurants, more th;m 60.(XX)
employees and $1.9 billion in ;mnual
sales. Olive Garden is a divisiOn of
Darden Restaurants Inc. (NYSE:DR().
the world\ largest casual dining com-

continued 011 page 36
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HEALTH

Confronting the Insurance Crisis: Focusing on the Working Poor
by Mark Willttmt.\, CEO/President

Ril·erside Commwuty Health Foundation and Marjone Franzen \i-eiss.
MPH, CHES. DireuorofHealth EducatiOn & Commtmtcatiom
The rismg costs of healm care Impacts all Cahfornians; but the cnsts
an1ong the working poor ts escalating
at an alarmmg rate. This was me focus
of the I st Annual Clergy and Corporate
Executtvc Conference hosted by the
Riverstde Community Healm Foundauon. The conference was created to
bring busmess leaders from the faith
and corporate communities togemer to
educate and then eqUip them to more
effecllvely deal wtm key community
health and wellness issues facing
R1vers1de.
Keynote speaker, Carl Maier, marketing director at Inland Empire Healm
Plan (IEHP), outlined the current health
insurance 1ssues. Almost one out of
four individuals in the Inland Empire is
unmsured. And approximately 60.000
are added to me ranks of the uninsured
annually With me governor's proposed
budget cuts to Medi-Cal and other
health programs, these numbers will
climb even more dramaucally.
Just who arc the uninsured? In
most cases, the umnsured are workmg
famtlics; may even be your neighbors.
Eighty five percent of the families have
a workmg head of how.ehold. These
fan11lics work for businesses where insurance coverage is not available. dependent coverage is not available or tnsurance coverage i'> just too expensive.
Many limes the employee coverage
may be paid. but dependent coverage is
prohibitively expensive for these families on tight budgets.
Individuals who work for small
firms (3-9 employees) are the least likely to be on·cred coverage. In the Inland
Empire there arc more than 30,000
small firms which employ over
134,000 individuals and affect more
man 300,000 lives.
The major issue that countless
small employers face stems from the
fact that comprehensive healm coverage is JUSt too expensive for many
small firms to provide. For those businesses mat do provide hcalm coverage.
they may only pay for the employee
cost and not the dependents. Because

mere is no very low cO'>l altcrnaltve for
dependent covcmge, many dependents
remam uninsured.
Mr. Maier shared several poignant
scenarios of 1ndiv1duals who lacked
coverage for dependents. tn most cases
children, and thus deferred treatment
for omerwise curable health problems.
In some ca...cs. families try various survtval strategies such a.\ shanng antibiotics prescrib.:d for one child for an illness wim me other family members, as
mey too come down wim me same infection. Even more creative, families
may go to me pet store to purchase
"fish-a-cillin," antibtoucs for pets. and
try to detcrmtne the appropnate human
dosage.
In both ofthc...c scenanos, not only
is the treatment ineffccttve, but also
leads to me greater concern for me creation of "super germs" or antibtollc resistant bactena. When an md1vidual
does not complete the recommended
course of anttbiotic treatment, some
bacteria survtve and become resistant
to the antibiotic prescribed. This becomes not only a threat to me hcalm of
me mfected individual. but also a danger to me health of all of us I Such "super germs" are making it harder to treat
a variety of d1seases because the antibtoUcs that used to work don't any
more.
It is vital that employers of low
wage earnmg personnel know how to
assist meir employees to access healm
coverage for their dependents. Not
only wtlltheir dependenL\ have quality
health care but also the employee will
stay healthier and more productive.
Smce many of the umnsurcd fall
below the 250 percent of the Federal
Poverty Level (FPL). they and/or meir
dependents may b.: eligible for government funded healm programs. MediCal currently covers low-income familic.~ under the I00 percent of the FPL.
The Healthy Families program provides low cost healm care for children
up to their 19th htrthday that fall in the
I00 percent · 250 percent of me FPL.
The Healthy Kids program. a
Riverside County initiative. offers comprehensive healm. dental and vision insurance to Riverside County children
whose family income is less that 250
percent of the FPL and who do not
meet the requirements of e imer Mcdi-

Cal or the Health Families program
Healthy Ktds wa.~ bankrolled w1th $2.5
million a year from the Rtvcrsidc
County Board of Supervisors, $2 million from First 5 Riverside, $1 mtllion
from IEHP and $300,000 from the
Commumty Health Corpomt1on.
The AIM Program (Access for Infant> and Momers) covers moderate-income pregnant mothers and infanL~ at
the 200 percent - 300 percent of the FPL
The Pacific Health Advantage (formerly Health insurance Plan of California)
is a small employer health care purcha.\·
mg group mat can provide a compre-

henstve defined healm benefit package.
If the governor's proposed budget
cuts go into effect, it will reduce In ·
come eltgibihty limtts for families from
I00 percent of me FPL ($18,000 for a
family of four) to 61 percent of me F''PL
($12,000 for a family of four). Fortunately, for now, mis will not affect the
covemge of children under 19 years of
age.

California Health Care Foundatton.
"Impact of Propased Budget for 2003·
04 011 Medi-Cal arul Other Health Pro·
grams," January 14. 2003.

Alzheimer's Research Screening
Clinics to Be Held in
Palm Desert and Ontario
Five year study conducted at Loma
Uruill Universin,·

1be Alzheimer's Association. Los
Angeles, Riverstde. and San Bernardino Counties Chapter, is collaborating
wtth Lorna Linda Uni\ersity ·, Neurosurgery Center for Research, Tratmng.
and Education on a research project
mat may help detcrmmc a reliable biological marker for early stage
Alzheimer's Disca~ (AD).
The university has received a
$4.55 million grant from me National
Institutes of Hcalm (NIH) for research
focusing on genetics. TesLs will track
iron metabolism in a group of patients
to determine tf changes m peripheral
blood correlate wim changes in the
brain by utilizing a special sequence
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI).
1be ultimate goal of the study is to develop a diagnostic tool for the early diagnosis of AD.
The Neurosurgery Center for Research. Training. and Education ts currently recruiting I 00 volunteers. 25
normal control\ and 75 subjects who
are exhibiting symptoms of Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCil. or shortterm memory loss. to participate in
mis five-year study.
On Feb. 25 and March 15. 2003
the Al7.lleimer's Association will sponsor two screening clinics at me Palm
Desert and Ontario facilities. Anyone
interested in more infom1ation and to

register are encouraged to call the research center at (909) 558-7072.
In addition to the Alzhetrner\ Association. Daniel P Collins, Ph.D.,
MSPH. executive \icc president and
ch1ef scientific officer for BioErgonomics. Inc. (BioE); Mark Haacke.
Ph.D .. founder and director of NMR
Imagmg; and Rod Levme, M.D .. and
Tracy Rouault. M.D .. from me NIH.
are collaborating with Dr. Wolff M.
Kirsch, principal investigator, and
Lorna Linda University.
Approximately four million
Americans have AD. Statistics
show mat one in I 0 peoplt! over the
age of 65 and one out of every two
people over the age of 85 have AD.
Fourteen million Americans will
have AD by the middle of this century (2050) unless a cure or prevention is found .
In 2000. nearly 50.000 deams
were caused by AD. making it the
eighth leading cause of death in the
U.S. according to the Centers for Disea!>C Control and Prevention.

Research Screening C linics in Ontario and Palm Desert
1be Au.lleirner 's Association Ontario office is located at2930 E. Inland
Empire Blvd .. Suite 101. Ontario.
Phone is (909) 484-3252. The Palm
Desert office's address is 73-710 Fred
Waring Drive. Suite 208. Palm Desert.
Phone is (760) 836-3433.
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Are Your Employees Giving You the Silent Treatment?
Encourage Communication for Greater Company Profits
by Linda Keefe
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In any company, communicauon
between managers and employees ts
a big issue. Employees want guidelines from the1r supervisors, and the
management staff wants input from
their team. And while most companies have little trouble filtering informatton doll'n the layers. they do have
challenges when tt comes to filtering
informatton up. That's because too
many employees stay quiet about
what they need, resulting in missed
opportunities, delayed projects. and
failed initiatives.
The reasons for such a communication gap are numerous, ranging
from the employees thinking, "I don't
want to appear incompetent" to "Who
am I to offer 1deas to management?"
Additionally, because they know that
the management team is busy with
long-term planning and strategic initiatives, many employees don't want
to interrupt with details of the day-today activities. However, without that
knowledge, managers have a difficult
time gauging whether they're leading
the company effectively.
Fortunately, there are steps you
can take to get your employees to
communicate better and to keep the
company's progress on track. The key
is to build a quality interaction between the employee group and the
management team. When you break
through the barriers and get the employees and managers working together, you help everyone understand
the tremendous effort it takes to advance the company's strategic vision
and attain goals. Without support
from every member in the group,
your company's progress suffers and
ultimately reduces long-term profits.
To instill confidence in your employees and encourage them to contribute, apply the four elements of
"SharedKnowledge" - a process
that can transform your entire organization to one that works with and for
each other. not against one another.
This unique combination of elements
includes organizational communication. skills, motivation. and empowerment. Below are ways to use these
four vital components to get your employees to communicate their needs
so they can help the company grow

and prosper.
Communicate Needs
Commumcation ts a two-way
process and a shared responsibility.
Employees have JUSt as much responsibility for speaking up, for settmg expectations and reqUirements, and for
communicating bamers and opportunities as does the management team.
When you encoumgc your employees
to communicate with the senior team,
you're helpmg each group understand
the other\ job duties and what each
reasonably can and cannot do given
the budget and expectations.
Ask your employees to speak up
and proactively tell the management
team what they are struggling with
and what managers can do to hdp.
Reinforce the company's vision and
state how the current objecuves contribute to it, and then explain that you
need the employees' input to make attaining the vision a reality. After all.
if your organization wants to produce
results that leave your customers and
company shareholders wowed. you
have to know your responsibilities
and what it will take to reach everyone's objectives.
Share Industry Skills and Knowledge
While most people are knowledgeable about and skilled in their
particular job duties, many managers
are unaware of their employees' daily activities. Encourage your employees to educate you about their job
specifics. Ask them to explain what
goes into each successful project by
proactively listing all the actions and
costs. including time costs.
Make it a proactive dialog where
you and your employees discuss
which ideas and action have worked
in the past. Go over survey results.
client satisfaction ratings, safety metTics. or any other factual data that
would begin a dialog. Ask questions
to get your employees to offer suggestions about the present situation.
For example, you may say. "Last
year we increa'ied sales by 35 percent
and we had a 15 percent increase in
marketing resources. With only a 10
percent increase in marketing resources this year and a 5 percent staff
reduction. what kind of results do you
anticipate we'll get. and what resources will you need to overcome

any hurdles?"
As you liMen to the feedback, offer tradeoffs, such as: "If we allocate
more marketing funds. can you increase sales by another 5 percent?"
This will enable employees to see the
impact on the bottom line and will
prompt them to get mvolved in the
decision process.
Create a Motivation Cycle
Your input plays a big part in mottvating employees to communicate
with you and reach goals. Make communicating with management easy.
Some suggestions to consider include:
• Arranging a group conference call
so employees can share their ideas
about a particular project or strategic
plan.
Sending employees a personal
thank you note for a JOb well done.
complete with the management
team's signatures.
• Setting a half-day aside to conduct
round table discussions with employees that address their concerns.
• Offering short. I 0-minute one-onone sessions between managers and
employees to discuss employee issues.
• Having senior management sit with
the employees during breaks or at
lunch to discuss company issues.
When the employees see you and
other managers taking an interest in
their responsibilities, they'll be excited to complete their tasks to the best
of their ability. Additionally, the senior team's interest will show that each
employee's contribution is integral to
the company's strategic initiative.
Employees will actively seek out new
and creative ideas to advance the organization and will share those idea~
with you. The result will be a greater
increase on the company's bottom
line.
Establish Empowennent Expecta·

tions
Empowennent is about setting
the expectations. You and your team
need to have a common understand-

mg documented. Like Ken Blanchard's "One Minute Manager." write
a one-minute goal and the requirements in 400 words or less (half a
page). For example. you may say.
"We want to increase our sales this
year by 50 percent. In order to accomplish this. the team needs a $ _
marketmg budget, a monthly sales
meeting with all employees and managers, and an increase in staff by
_ _percent."
Discuss the goals and parameter.-.
with everyone involved before you
begin delegating task-, so that as a
team you can make the needed tmdeoffs to ensure a successful outcome.
When everyone knows the specifics
of what's required, you are empowered to create the desired results. Always remember that the entire interaction hinges upon communication.
and the quality of the communication
determines how empowered you and
your team are.
Results Now
If you want to encourage your
employees to communicate openly,
you need to show why open communication from both sides is so vital to
the company's success. Make it a
shared responsibility for everyone to
educate each other. express what they
need, and show how specific duties
affect the bottom line. When you get
everyone actively involved in the
communication process, the more efficient your team will operate and the
greater success you will all attain.
Linda Keefe is CEO and cofounder
of Shared Results International. a
consulting and training finn that
transforms people through the power
ofSharedKnowledge. linda conducts
workshops and seminars on the
SharedKnowledge concept. communications, and using technology effectively for rnojor corporations, nonprofit organi;:.ations and private institutions. Contact her at 888-689-8077
or visit ·www.sharedresults.com.
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A Profitable Year for Chino Community Bank~UitiCommercial Bank, N.A.
of~:~~uc.!:!.~'!...ccDiaThe Board of Directors of Olino
Commercial
Bank,
N.A.
(OTCBB:CKNA) amounced that the
bank had achieved profits for the year
ended Dec. 31 2002 with earnings of
$202,962 or $0.37 per share, an increase of $431,793 from the net loss
of $228,831 or $0.42 per share reported for the year ended Dec. 31'

2001. Mr. Dann H. Bowman, presideot and cbief executive oftic:a-, stated, ''The bank's profitable year was
the result of growth in non-interestbaKing depoails and amnnnlllion of
weD-priced loaDs as we CODtiDned to
develop tbe balaoce sheet, c:oupled
wi1b increases in JIIIDitga&e bauldng
mame and service c:barps eamed m
deposit accounts...
The blmt posted net income for
the fuul1b quarler 2002 fA m.332 or
$0.17 per sbR, as compaed to a loss
fA $54,714 or $0.10 per sbD b the
fuul1b quarlil::r of2001.
Bowman staled, "We are exllallely . . . . wilb this year's
. . . - -dJe;a.it'l:f&ulilltrilii:Y b

2002." LGias iJ¥Dged to $21 9 milli•ut Dec. 31, 2002 as OOIDil•• Uo
$11..2 millioD • Dec 31 2001 On

Dec. 31, 2002 as compared to $20 0
million at Dec. 31,2001. Non-inrerest

nounced 111111 tt IS expanding in Soulhem Califorma by opening a Loan

bearing deposits exceeded 70 percent
of total deposits at Dec. 31, 2002.
The bank posted net interest income of $477,181 for the three
mmths ended Dec. 31, 2002, as compared to $327,516 for tbe three
mmths ended Dec. 31,2001. AYrll'lf,e
inll!rest-eaming assets wee $37.4 million with average interest-bearing Habilities of $11.S million, yielding a net
inrerest IIIIIJiD of 5.10 perc:all b lbe
fomtb quarter of 2002, as c:ompared
to
interest-aming asseiS of
$24.1 million wi1b average interestbearing liallilities of $8.5 million,
yielding a net iDiaest margin of 5.43
pacent for the three months CDded
Dec. 31,2001.
The blmt posted net interest inCClllle m$1.623.470 rm the~ ended Dec. 31, 2002, as compiRICliD
$1,109,411 for the year CDded Dec.
31,2001. AYrll'lf,e i:mt:zut •Di111assets wee $32.2 DliiJDl wilb awrap
~ Jilbililies of $10;2
millim yiellllig a net il*nlt _ . . .
of5;()5 . . . . . . . . . , . . . . .

Production Office (UlO) in the Santa Clarita area m early February. The
new facility will be located in the
Mammoth Professional Center at
28494 Wesbngbouse Place, suite
301, in Santa Clarita and wiD mart
the COObnuabOD of Community
Bank's long-tam straregy of s1eady

•venae

Dec.31

2002,aa.c,Qq~.,...,._.....

Dec. 31 200l.:dJe't.tW•dciia-

. . ildenll ~

....-or~ . . . . bult.d

millica Willa . . . . bll l
lilbilidii ill

~oae-ilr$37,885 ....

- - - -. . . . one&2. Tolll1
~-" rd:tB-.,

. . . . . .CI.6
•••

5

7
•

org&Dic growlh.
Cmmulity Bank's line 111011t ~&o
ceatloc:alions include: Coroua, Soulb
Bay and Irvine. Wdb the opem111 fA
the uew LPO in Santa a.ita uext
IDOIIIb, QwJMIIMiity 8aM: wiD bpe 8
presence in one of the .....__ growing IUbls m Los ADge1ea Coualy
The blmk's uew Santa Clalitafacility wiD boule up to four experieoced "'elationsbips ...........
They wiD be rapoosible b . .. .
dr:rwljliD& .-;........, . . . ......
.....-. customer ~ . . .

businells devdopllleatfA
new cliaiiB.

ex-. ...

ues to focus itS enerzy llllieiiDOII . . .
presence m JDIIItels and lllsiDell
centers that present the grarat opportunity for growth and market
share exp811S100." said Couwamity
Bank President and CBO V. a.te8

Jacbon.
Jacboa added tllllt the '-*is
looting to fUrlhr:r ..... ill ..-ace
in the _ . fillale wi1b allqF facil1ty m Santa Clda, which may iaelide a idl aemce m.dl. Tlw IIIIi*
aeplldy loob II.OIIa~liiand lllllbt m 111 llw1a CaSfciiDia to opea ~ U0.. •
weiJ ................. .
ice bna£bea.

"The GJifllial fA our Slalll~
ta facilily ~ Rllldil 0 l ~~I
ty . . . . . . . ..tdlltlnto. . . .
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EMWD Reports Landmark Year of Growth in 2002

Construction Survey Shows Leadership Development Programs on the Rise

\tmn~: {mmh qMrU 1 Clrul '1branr rr11dentwl dn <topmen/ Cl< tH If\ pzHhes
\ arl\ 1mtcr u>IUICC/1011 n quest totals
to luglu st m nwn than a deuzde.

Eastem :\1u1U<.~pal \\atcr D1stnct
tE:\1\\'D) contmued Ill help the rt:pon keep p.u:e "1th gro\\ th demands
and reported 49 \\.ttcr and/or se\\cr
connection projects rcquc'r- dunn!!
the fourth quarter cndmg on Dec. 'I.

2002

The lowth qu.u1cr ~.:apped a landmark ) car of 199 total "atcr .mdfor
o;e\\ er connccuun pn)tCCt reque'h b)
de' doper 101 2002, the lughcst 111 1 '
y.:ars l11c request.:d .:onncd1on proJ
cct~ \\Ill be wmplctcd m cr the next
fc\\ \C,lrs
o,crall, I \I\\ D pl.l) ed an important role 111 a"l'tlll£ upconung dc
'elopmcnt cllorts m lh scf\ ic~ area.
\ tot,ll of 140 \\iltl!r and/,lr se\\Cr
conneumn proJeLt \\ere submitted

New CFO to Lend Expertise to
$50 Million Building Project
and 25-Year Master Plan
Sabi Dadahhai has joined Redlands
Community Hospital as chief fmancial
officer. The appoinunent wa~ an-

Sabi Dadabhai
(I()UIJ()!d by the hospital's president and

CEO, Jim Holmes. Dadabhai comes to
the hospital wirh 22 years experience in
hospital and health care finance.
Most recently, Dadabhai served a~
acting CFO at Beverly Hospital in
Monlebello. Previously, he was CFO a1
Corona Regional Medical Center. Olher financial management positions include: assislallt vice president/fmance
at St. Jude HospitaiiHerilage Foundation, Fullerton; director of financial
p1arming a1 St. Joseph Hospital. Orange:
direclor of fmancial planning at Westem Medical Center, Santa Ana: CR> at
Healthslar Inc., San Ramon; senior
management consullallt at Arthur
Young and Company, Los Angeles,
where be specialized in healrh care fa-

cilities. and administrative resident at
Santa Monica Hospital.

Dadabhai received his bachelor of
sience degree in chemistry/physics from
the University of Bombay. India in
1967. He bL>came a registered medical
technologist through Toronto Institute
of Medical Technology. received a
bachelor of sience degree in biological
sciences from UC Irvine. and an MBA
in finance/marketing and MPH in
healrh care management from the University of California. Los Angeles
(UQ..A). For the past 15 years, he has
maintained his California CPA certification.
Dadabhai believes strongly in providing quality patient care. "All of our
resources should be directed to that
goal. Our solid financial position will
allow us to carry out that mission." he
stated.
"As Redlands Community Hospital moves fmward with its 25 Year
Master Plan, which include.s construction of a $50 million building project.
we will rely on the financial expertise
of Mr. Dadabhai," stated Holmes.
"Plans for a new three-story facility to
house an expanded Maternal Child Services Department and Surgery Center
are currently in the approved stages.
with groundbreaking expected in late
2003."
Located at 350 Terracina Blvd ..
Redlands Community Hospital is a
172-bed non-profit hospital which offers acute care. diagnostic and treatment
sen-ices to people throughout rhe Inland
Empire. For additional information.
please call 909-335-5500. or visit the
hospital's Web site at www.redlandshospital.org.

b:y de\ elopers and ,trc .:xpectcd tore
suit 111 i!pproxml.ltel) I 3,000 smgletamil) homes
!.1ke\\ 1se, ll '"atcr and/or 'e" cr
l:Oilllt:L'IItl11 proJects \\ crc submlttcd
and\\ Ill Cf\ C h' future mdustnaJ and
commerc1al d~:\eklpmcnts
"Eastern l'xpcn~:nccd mcrcased
demands to prm 1dl' \\ .ucr and sC\\ cr
conne( tions for nC\\ n:s1denual. commercial and mdustnal de\~:lopments
111 our 'en icc an:a hut \\l' look for\\ilfd to mccting that challenge." ,;ud
\ 1dor Barr.:to, Cl\ 11 cngmecr "1th
E\1\\D.
The 49 reported \\ ater and/or
sewer connection proJ<:Cts requested
for the fourth quarter matched the total during the same time in 200 I.
Overall. the I 99 requested proJects for
the year eclipsed the 190 total proJCCL\
in 2001.
Barreto added that the growing
activity in 2002 demonstrates the
strength of the local economy and
overall confidence in the region by
the building industry.
"There's no end in sight to the
increased demands we expect in
2003," said Barreto. "But we're committed to meeting these demands and
ensuring that water and sewer connections arc up and running for our
new customers over the next few
years."
The bulk of the 199 requested
projects reported came from residential development. The 13.000 future
residential water and/or sewer connections reported in 2002 represent an
increase of almost 4,500 from 2001.
The largest of the new residential water and sewer connection projects was

a 33 1-umt rc,•dcnual de' clopment lot.lted north of Temeclil.l.
Of the 1<)9 meral; requcst~d JlWJ
eels in 2002. 140 \\e e relat~d to res
•denti.tltlc\l'lopment foihm..:d b) ~S
mlrastructure .Uld II ~ornmerual/m
dustnal
·-rh~ housmg \-xxlm 111 our rcgwn
continu~' .11 ,\ b1~akncck pac ' s,uj
Barreto. Ck,trl), our r~gion'~ antlCI
patcd res1dcnual gnl\\th dcmonst1.Ues
that we're some\\h.lt u~>ulated from
the natmn·, sluggish econom) 111
2002. De\ elopers continue to target
our regwn
A maJont) of nc\\ rcquest~d water and sewer conn.:cuons were located in the southwest section of
EMWD's s~rvice area. The Winchester and Temecula areas prov1ded locations for two of the most significant
commercial projects
the Temecula Creek Village and the Plaza 111 Silver Hawk.
The top three project locauons for
2002 were in Temecula and Murrieta,
51 total projects; Sun City and Murrieta. 42; and Moreno Valley, 37. The
remainder of the projects were in Perris. 27. San Jacinto and Hemet 24:
and Winchester, 18.

Eflstem Municipal Water District
prol'ides water. wastell'ater sen•ice
Clnd recycled water to a 555-square
mile area ofwe.wem Ril·ersule Cmmty with a population of 501.000 -from Moreno ValleY solllhward along
the 1-215 corridor to Temecula and
eastward to Hemet and Scm Jadnto.
Additional infonnaticm about the• dis·
trio is ami/able on the lntemet at
ll'lt~t·.emwd.o01.

Hiring may be down as the economy slows, but leading architecture,
engineering and construction firms
say they're spcndmg more to tram
their scmor executives.
That's the word from Construction Executive, a career advancement
and CXCCUtiVe development serVICe
company for executives employed in
the AIFJC industry.
Each year Construction Execuuve
conducts a leadership survey with its
members to identify trends and statistics for the AIFJC industry. The survey
takes the forn1 of questionnaires, online polls and interviews.
The firm concluded the 2002 edition of its survey 111 November, with
782 NEIC firms indicating that
spending on leadership development
programs and "human capital services"- such as executive coachingincreased 6 percent over the last 12
months.
"This year we have seen more
layoffs than hires, and a rise in investment of 6 percent for leadership
development and human capital services such as: executive retention, succession planning and executive coaching," said Kevin Carney. marketing director for Construction Executive.
Spending on outplacement serv-

ices rose hy 15 percent due to the slow
economy, and the reduction 111 outplacement costs made available
through technology advances and
Web-based, self-help ~olut10ns.
"Companies seemed to care more this
year about as;1sting the1r employees
who were, unfortunately, laid off.
Many of our clienL~ were interested in
providmg career counseling and outplacement services because the economic and political challenges they
faced together has taught them the
value of the individual," Carney
added.
Considering this year's economic
and political turmoil, the survey generated several predictable results such as an increase of I 4 percent 111
executives who desired greater job security and improved quality of life at
the workplace.
One Atlanta, Georgia contractor
put it this way in the Construction Executive survey: "Our executives took
more personal time off this past year
and seemed to push us for greater
commitments in job security. We felt
our executives deserved a well-needed break from the pressures and challenges they faced in the marketplace
this year, ;md we agreed to make some
job and work improvement commit-

menLs."
"Many execuuves and employers
focused th1s year on becom111g more
effective on the job through increased
training and development, and basically took time to regroup. Although
most employers tightened their belts
this year, 5 percent spent money Improving executive retention and
coaching of top talent," said Carney.
"We found 48 percent of respondents
did not offer any third-party leadership development programs, while
more than 72 percent believed they
should offer this service to their executives and emerging leaders."
Contractors continued through
2002 to focus on quality versus quantity in job hires, with talent retention
and leadership development the dominant themes throughout the year.
'The surprise this year is that leadership development and training is on
the rise," said Carney, "and we believe
this upward trend will continue
through 2003."
Construction Executive is a career
advancement and executive development resource center for executives
employed in the architecture, engineering and construction industry
within the United
States. As a leader in

American Mortgage Network Funds
$575 Million of Home Loans
Amai('(ln Mongagc' Network celebrated its first
cmnil·er.\al) in Nm'Cinber and colllinues to
achin·e kev milestones in its growth. AmNet has
a n•gional cell/a 111 Onwrio.
American Mortgage Network (AmNet). a
wholly-owned subsidiary of American Residential Investment Trust, Inc. (NYSE: INV). reported that it had funded $575 million of home mortgage loans in November. 2002. Average loan
fundings per work day increased from $29.9 million in October to $30.3 million in November. For
the first II months of 2002. AmNet funded $3.5
billion of mortgage loans. AmNet has $710 million in warehouse credit capacity.
"Production levels are expected to be $500 to
$600 million per month through the beginning of
2003. helping ensure that loan volume. infrastructure and available capital are optimally
aligned," said chairman and chief executive officer, John M . Robbins Jr. "One of our key differ-

entiators in the marketplace is service. often defined by our respons1veness and quick underwriting tumaround time for our broker customers.
This becomes critical during periods of record
origination and refinancing activity. As we recently announced, our headquarters· expansion is
part of AmNet's strategy to expand the business
in a carefully orchestrated fashion."
The mortgage subsidiary began operations in
November 200 I to serve the wholesale lending
channel. AmNcl is currently approved to do business in 44 states either by license or exemption.
Headquartered in San Diego. American Mortgage
Network is a wholly-owned subsidiary of American Residential Investment Trust, Inc. AmNet
originates mortgage loans for the national mortgage broker community through its network of regional centers and over the Internet. AmNet has
regional centers in Ontario, Sacramento, San
Diego, New Haven, Conn.; Denver. Colo.: At-

crmtimu·cl em page 43

Human Capital Services, Construction
Execuuve provides executives and
emerging leaders an opponunity to
obtain outplacement, self-asse;smenl,
career counseling services, executive
marketing, post resumes, view jobs
and get professional help with resume
preparation.
Employers can obtain consulting
services on leadership development,
compensation or succession planning,
executive coaching, executive retention. outplacement, job interviewing
and executive search. Employers can
also obtain services such as third-party reference and background checking, relocation, and leadership assessment.

Construction Executive maintains one
of the largest off-line private profiles
databases of employed AJEIC executives. and is a leading information
provider of construction salarv sur~·eys, construczion career trends, construction demographics and other
AIE/C employmem data. Pho11e: 877645-2266; e-mail: advenising@constructionexecutive.com or ~·isit
www.constructionexecutive.com for
more injormatio11.
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Presidents' Day Weekend Brings Civil War to Calico Ghost Town

E:X:ECUTIVE TilVIE C>UT

Exploring Glorious Southern Utah
Ston and Plrotor:mp/n by Canulle
Round.\. Trm't'i Editor

Let Southern l!tah entertain you.
If you arc ready for adveruurc: rfyou
arc ready for sercndiprty: rf you arc
ready to 01! cntcrtaim:d. go to South·
em Utah. It ha.s e1crything rolled up
m one fine da") package with somethrng for e\t!f)Oile.
God must ha1 c been in
one of hrs most extra,>rdtna.ry a.rtro;ue nl<xxh when he
decrded Ill create Zton and
Bryce Canyons Words arc
really rnadequate, and they
have all beo.:n said
if you
Want adjeCtiVes, )OU may
send for a brochure. Each
park has its own personaJity
and sp!t:ndor and offers the
\ isitor a unique, spectacular.
ad1cnturous expenence. I do
ha\t! onc v. ord for you ...
Go! Bring your camera 'l'ith
tv.icc as much film you
think you rrught need.

bagels and soups. and this area is
wonh a 1isll m the right season.
For infom1atron and hrochurcs
ahout all of Utah. call 1-800-2001160 (you gct a hvc, well rnformcd
no mcnus 1) or vrsrt
person WW\I.Ulah.t:Om

Broadwa) in the Desert
Jw.t a fc11 miks outsrdc the pop-

enough, ahout 15 miles away ncar the
gates of Zron National Park. rn
Spnngdak. ltah rs the ne11 Zion
Canyon Grant Screen Theater with
the mother of all 1M \X-type presentations on a screen six stories high
and 80 feet wide "The Treasure of
the Gods" unfolds wrth some of the
most hrcathtaking f\mtagc e1 .:r captured on film. There arc man) drflcr-

after the perform:mcc rs 01 cr. This rs
a film worth cxpencncrng' For
brochures and information call 415722-2400.

A Season of Shakespeare
For the purist. just go a lillie
nonh of St. George to Cedar Cit)- :md
you will find the ltah Shakespearean Festi1al. Thl' Adams 1\.lcmonal
Shakespearean Theater
rs a 1ery authenlll' l~liza
bethan replica of the
ongrnal Glohe Theater.
This season's productrons include· "Much
Ado About Nothing,"
"Richard lll," and "Measure for Measure··
Shakespeare on stage is
JUSt one of the festival's
many activrlles rc-crcat
ing the atmosphere of
Elizabethan theater and
the spectacles before.
dunng and after the performances .
For
brochures and information. call 1-800-7529849
or
visit
www.bard.org.

Zion !'iational Park
Zron is located in the
southwest comcr of Utah
cast of 1-15 It is rough!)
Places to Stay and Dine
300 mib south ofSaJt Lake
City and 160 mrb northeast Visitors to Bryce Canyon National Park are mesmeri~ed hY tlrt• gramll•ur and beauty of its natural am- in Utah
of Las Vegas. Its easy ac- phitheaters and "hoodoos," tht• eroded rock pinnacles and spirt'S tlrat jill tht• park.
In St George. the
Photo by Camille Bounds Ramada Inn offers all tl1c
cessibility and remarkable
amenities of a first-class
beauty have made Zion
Ctah's most popular nationaJ park. atular resort of St George (where your
ent facets to this particular prcscntahotel Staff ;md management arc
plane lands on a runway built on a
tion that arc unusual to the IMAXs I
friendly and professional. Call I 800tracting ncar!) 3 million annuaJ visimesa that overlooks thrs delightful lithave expcricm:ed before.
228-2828 or din..'Cl (415) 628-2828
tors.
tle cit)). there is a magical place
First of all. this is the first I have
In Cedar Cit). The Best Western
caJlcd Tuacahn where Broadway museen that follows through wrth a comTown and Country Inn may 01!
BrJce Can) on !'iational Park
sical productions arc herng offered.
reached at 1-800-528-1234 or directBryce has an CliS) scemc drive to
plete originaJ plot line and 'tory. UsuThis season. shows scheduled arc:
great outlooks and a number of hikaJly we arc shown only glorious scely· 435-586-9900. Dinner at Adrian
ing trails down into the amphitheaters
'The Wizard of Oz.'' 'The King and
nic wonders. The making of this masna's in Cedar City is a good choice
I" and "The Unsrnkable Molly
and among the "hoodoos"
the
terprece is amazing. Cameras had to
where the food, service and wine list
Brown." The '>hows arc great. but the
be balanced on cliff sides to get the
name given to the eroded rock pinnais highly recommended
true star is the venue in which they
cles and spires that fill the park.
spectacular shots that were captured.
arc prcsentcd
1500 feet of glonous
Horseback trips arc abo available. In
Be sure and sec this amazing
How to Get There
prcscnlatron. It is worth the pnce of
sandstone cliffs arc a backdrop to the
By arr- l'nited Express connects
winter, cross-country skiers can enjoy
2000-seat, outdoor amphrtheah:r
admissron alone, to witnc>s the lady
with Skywesl into St. George from
the park on SC\ cral ungroomcd trails.
which is the setting for these wonmountain climO<!r take a mrnd·sprnSan Jose and San Francisco. AAA
Bryce is located ofT llwy. 12 ahout 14
derful pnxluctrons. Prcshow drnnri>
ning fall
the rest is u breathtaking
has dctailcd maps for campers and
mile~ cast of Hw) 89 m south centraJ
arc offered. For brochures und rnlorhonus. Thrs film 1.1kcs you places Ill
automobrlcs a1 arlablc.
Utah.
matron, call l-8(XJ-746-9882 or vrsll
thrs area where you would never
The nearest town is Panguitch,
www tuachan .org.
venture. You arc g1ven the opportuniCamillt• Bounds i\ the tmrcl t•ditor
about 23 miles northwest of Bryce
ty to \tew sights that seem so O<!auti·
for tire Inland t.'mpirt• 1/umu'\1 Jour·
l\'ational Park. nu~ little town boasts
A Fibn Worth Experiencing
fully unreal they seem to have a spirnal and the Westall Dll'l\ion ofSun"Buffalo Ja,a's," a unique grft shop
If that weren't rmprcssivc
itual quality that stays wrth you long
ri.le Puhlimtiom.
that features great coffee, espresso.
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Presidents' Day weekend will
offer a real-life history lesson about
the Civil War, set against the backdrop of the historic town of Calico
on feb. 15. 16 and 17 Visitors to the
~,mall ghost town locatcd JUSt north
of Barstow wrll have the unique oppor1unity to experience two significant events surrounding Calrco
the reconstnrction of north Calico's
burn area, and occupatron of the
town by Union and Confederate
Army camps.
Like a boomtown, dc.,troyed in
the July 24,2001 lire, Calico's nonh
end businesses arc newly rebuilt.
The smell of fresh cut wood. new
standing buildings and nearly 200
troops camped throughout town will
be the ordcr of the day. bcgrnning
Saturdaj and continuing through
Monday
In addition, thc personas of generals. Robert E. Lee and Ulysses S.
Grant will offer their perspectives on
thc CiYrl War and the years of reconstruction that followed it.
William Peck as Abraham Lincoln wrll read the Gcllysburg Address on Sunday at 3 30 p.m and
again on Monday. Presidents' Day.
at 3 p.m New this year. a combined
Unron And Confederate Military Parade will take place Sunday momrng at 10:30 a.m.
"We want to provrde folks a rcaJ
sense of the Crvrl War hy allowing
them to enter an occuprcd town that
would have been under attack during the Great War." stated Steve
Bogdan. president of the Amencan
Civil War Society. Troops from
throughout Southern Califomra wrll
make the familiar trek to Calico, a
Presidents' Day Weekend tradition
in rls nrnlh year.
The weekend highlights will include two one-hour bailie re-enactments each day
Saturday and
Sunday at II :45 a.m. and 2:30p.m.,
and on Monday at II :30 a.m. and 2
p.m. The tlmndcr of cannons and firing ol more than I 0,000 rounds of
ammunruon dunng these battles will
present a spectacle not often seen rn
California
"Calico is unrquc in rts ability to
offer an entire town for troop occupation," sard Bogdan "Nowhere
else on the West Coast can the pubIre enter an hrstonc town, interact
with the tr<mps. and experience life

during the Great War There is a
great sense of history hen:."
The town occupics 60 acres and
is comprised of shops, eating establishments and historic mining at·
tractions. Newly-constructed huildrngs rn the town 's north end will be
occupred by hoth shops and Confederate troops.

Camping rn the canyon' below
town is offen:d 1isitor' who v.antto
spend the weekend. Shops and cat
rng estahhshmcnts arc open in town
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily, along
with the narrow gauge railroad,
mine tour and gold pannrng opera
Irons. Townsite.: admissron rs $8 for
adults and $5 for youth six through

I 'i years old. Children under srx and
parkrng arc free.
Calico is located on Ghost Town
Rd. and 1-15, 10 mrnutes north of
Barstow. For more infom1ation. call
1-800-TO-CALICO or check the
town's Web slle at www.calico
town.com.

wntinued on paxe -12
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Top Commercial I Industrial Contractors
• LF.. Pro).

1985 . 2001

Cmmd. Bldgs. in I.E.
lodstrl. Bldg<. in LF..
(sq. II. <010(>1<1«11

cmrtr11ucdjmm pag< I

141!.la ..... A11C.

Top IAcal hec.
1itlt
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I
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c""""' Tilt Up. bWslrial & Office

us B<nx.
F11111<r Bros. Coffee.
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UPS
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Robert A. Fullmer
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RodMu]lby
l'ftsidool
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S.K.,_.
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(909) 945-24S0044-756l
iebiD:•IOI.com
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(909) 351-68651351-68!!0
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-~---

.11tt P. Gndlt
CEO
(909) 993-9393t'm-'1394

o.n~c-..
~

('l()QJ 6114-~.1fl(l'684.1644

(909) 947-94671'l47-5241
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12:1

68M Airport Dr

\1 Shoaklt
CEOO'r=lent
(714) 996-S%(¥52R-J(o.lq
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=
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land Lmp1re Builders, l•.1s a~cumu
latect more lhan 20 years ol expene!Ke as a suc~essful .:onstrucuon supen 1sor. esll'n.Hor .md proJect man
ager, \\ hiL h me. .ides the ,·onstnJI.!IJon
of '!lore ~h.l'l 60 restau ants 1d : )
yt:rr~ u o\\ ~
L
In I d Emp1re
Build.:rs
One o• the proJects he 1s proud 0!
IS the ~ktp Ford) ce Harley- Da\ 1dson
D<!akrsh1p in Rl\<:rside n1ere is quite
,l siOf) <.On'll!drd \\ lth this \en lure,
:md Inland Empire Builders rt:qucsted
that we share lt With our readers.
Sk1p Fonl)ce Harley-Da\ldson
(SFHDJ \\as lounded m 1941 h) a
leg~:nd in po't World War II motorcycle hl\tOf)
Sktp f·ordyce. He
and his wife, Ruth1e, settled the dealershtp in downtown Rtverside on
14th and Mam Streets.
A master of promotion. Fordyce
built the dealership mto a local insutution, with u highly recogmzable
logo and company truck, which is still
remembered by many current customers. SFHD sold many brands over

the ) ears, hut h) the '70s, only
Hark) D.l\ idson and Honda re
mamed.
In 974 he sold the de lershtp:
tno ol partner-rclltl\ es, mcludmg
Jud Dahth!) The partners moved
SI liD to what \\ol at thl· lllnc, .1
q lte d thc-.trt mdt.sl'Y tacthty at
7840 lndwn.t .md im.orpor,lled as
Rl\ e·sta~ \1otorcy<.le Inc Dahne)
\\as e -.ted pres lrrt .md gl·ner I
m.u· .:r hec usc th! otiJer ce own
crs '.::d oulstde th<C state. and 111 FcO.
ruary 1971, the new ~FHD opened.
L\ entually. the other co-ownrrs sold
thr1r sh~cs of the ...,ornpan) w Dah
Ill!) .md S l· HD became \\holly
O\\ ned and operated h) the Dahne)
f•tmil)
The motorcycle industry had th
ups and downs 111 the '70s and '80s.
as dtd the companj, hut Ho nda held
onto 1Ls market shan! leadership m the
mdustry and remained the " bread
and-butter" of the dealership. SFHD
added the Japanese OEM \ all terram
,·ehtcles. scooters, and power products to the product mix dunng those
years.
Harley-Davtdson. meanwhile.
faltered in the early 80s. However. a

jolt
~

K.A.R. c - . - l a c .
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,..,...,
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PriDo c---. lac.
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29,00J.I.00
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Eps~an.
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I
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CEO
(1141'i·B Wxv'i41-J1X8
RalphAJroilali
Pr<sidc:nl
(909 ~1 31/JSI -3881
Sttphen Jon«
P=dc:nt
t949) ll/l)-9.'f~W63· 10>17
lnfo@.snydcr lang\f.on com

Dml M. Smtrom
V~tt l'reOOcnl

(949J7'l8.SHXY793·119'1
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Ardme Mgllllll Btaumont.
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"Laws were made to be broken "
Christopher North, May, 1830
"Had laws not been, we never had been blam 'd; for
not to know we sinn 'dis innocence"
Sir William Davenant
1606-1668
9 33 3 BA SELI NE RO AD, SUITl 1 t 0 RAN CH O CUCAMON G A CA 91 730
(909) 980 II 00 • r AX ( 909) 9 ~ 1- 861 0

remarkable turnaround at tho: factof).
combined \\ llh other factors, led to a
surge 111 llarky populanty hutldmg
throuiJ the Ia:.: I CJ80s .md early t)()s,
and 1s Mill waslunr across the mdustry today
B\1\\ and \\tolb1ke frar~hJses
never took hold, and a, Harley start

Most rece ntl y SI HD \\ aS recog
wed a\ ''fop 100 Oc.ller'' by .1 prestlgtous mdustry magat.me, /)calt mei>S. and w.h awarded u Harley
sponsored Buell franch se Though
there have bce'l corporate and op<.:ra
honal reor amzat10ns the Dahne}
fam.ly ~ontmurs to run the comp.l.ll}

The Ill'\\ 'iktp Fordyce Harlcy-Dm·idson showroom in tilt• Rin n ide Auto Center i.1 a Harlt·v lm·er's "cwrd\' .won•. ··
ed tts a~cent, Honda encountered difficulties e xe mplified by a con\ent
agreement with the federal agencj
that protect~ consumer interests, the
CPSC. banning new sales of threewheel ATYs and restrictmg fourwheel 'ales. This dealt a heavy blow
to SFHD's business and in October
2000, the Dabney fam1ly decided to
divest of the Honda franchise to further
invest
in
their
mam
passion ... Harley Davidson!
The most tragic blow to the
dealership came m the summer of
1991. when Jud Dabney was diagnosed with a temunaiJilness. He was
able to attend SFHD\ 50th Anniversary celebration 111 December of '91.
before passing away on July 14.
1992.
The dealership's ownership lransferrcd to his w1fe, Ida.. and operational
duties were dtstnbutcd amongst hts
children
Jay. Ty, Marshall. and Susan. The enure dealership pulled together m '91 and '92 to weather the
leadership storm. as well a' the
'Descn Storn1' national recession, il.lld
began to build the deakrship am:,~.
In late 1991. taking advantage of
Harley's populanty. SFHD remodeled
tls retai l areas as a "Des1gncr Store.''
with a custom Greco-Rom;m theme.
A Grand Re-opening celebration and
20th Anniversilf) party for S FHD under Dabney O\\ner,hip capped the
dealership's transforn1auon 111 Febmllf) 19lJ4. Sales and suc~.:ess exploded behmd th.: re\ amped e xternal retai l envinmment tl.lld internal changes.

In August 2002, a brand new
\tate-of-the-art 35,000-square-foot
SrHD retail facilit) was completed in
the River,.,ide Auto Center. j ust a
rock's thro'~ down the street at 7688
Indiana Ave. Sk.1p Fordyce HarleyDavidson celebrated another grand
re-openmg m October of 2002. Today, SFHD strives for excellence and
contmuous Improvement m every aspect of the dealership - a' lt has
since 19~ I
and prepares to maintam Sklp's and Jud's legacy well into
the 21st centuf).
Which hring~ us back to Inland
Empire Builders. whose construction
capabilities and experience provided
a spectacular building that the dealership. which has sun ived so many
challenges. can be proud of as it
serves 1ts loyal customers now and
mto the future ... along the road that
Skip built.
f11ialld Empire Builders states. "Our
main compwl) !{oaf i1 to succeu{ully
lnd or negotiate constntctw11pmjects
a .1 II'£' han• i11 tilt• pa.1t. l11/and Lmpirc
Builden build1 a .1aU.'ijied dtml relatiomhip tilmugh e\n·ptwnalproject
managone/11 and ejft!Ctire .\cheduln . ..

'/he compwn is located at 9375
Archibald ,\\·c .. Suite 60/ , Rwrclro
Cucamonga 91730. Phone: 904-9452-+50. Skip Fonlvce Harle\· Dm·id.mn
i.1 ope11 sn·, 11 dan cr 11 cek; Sunda\
am/ MmulaY. jmm 9 a.m.-5 p.m. and
litcsdav.I-Salllrriavs, 8:30 tLm.-7 p.nt
Piloll!'.'
909-785-0100; e-mail:
info@ skipjon/yce.n>m.
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Residential Real Estate Builders Serving the Inland Empire
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New Construction Defect Law Gives Builders the Right
to Repair Before a Home Buyer Can File a Lawsuit
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New legtslation adding a process
for reprur of construction defects before filtng a lawsuit will have a great
1mpact on the residential construction
mdustry
The bill is the result of two years
of intense negotiatiOns between msureds, lawyers and builders and will
change the future of construction defect litigation. The bill gives builders
the right to rcpa1r a defect before a
homeowner can file a lawsuit. It provides a "sometimes" specific definttion of actionable defects, broken
down by building components, i.e.:
windows, roofs, decks, foundation
systems, stucco. etc. It also prov1des
shorter lhan usual statutes of limitations for certain defects. This law,
commonly known as the "Right To
Fix Leg1slauon" or Senate Bill 800.
is codified at California Civil Code B
895 et seq. It has been hailed by legislators as an "histone advance for affordable housing." Whether or not
this is true is yet to be seen.
As set forth below "affordable
housing" requires that subcontractors
be able to obtain affordable insurance. The bill is not retroactive and
only applies to the sale of new residential units sold on or after Jan. I,
2003. It sets forth an extensive prelttigation procedure giving the
builder the right to do destruclive

testmg man anempl to fix the homeowner's problems before litigation.
Although residential builders
hope the new law will reduce litigation over consuucuon defects, the bill
sullleaves the subcontractors saddled
with liability, an issue that legislators
say they hope lo address later this
year. For example. ll provides a frurly broad defimtion of defects for
some subcontractors and mosl signtficantly a broad and amb1guous
definition of "designed moisture barrier" and "actual moisture bamer."
These definitions make contractors responstblc for practically any
water mtrusion, whether or not the
contractor's work was originally
planned "by the architectural plans
and drawings" lobe a "mo1sture barrier." Additionally, Senate Bill 800
does not adequately address the
needs of subcontractors who arc still
liable to defend and insure general
contractors even if the subcontractor
had little or nothing lo do w1th the alleged defect.
Subcontractors are currently hard
pressed to find affordable insurance
coverage to insure both their work
and that of the general contractor.
Even wtth the advent of Senate Bill
800. residential developers arc requiring that their subcontractors defend and indemnify the builders. It
is certainly expected that the residenual developers will continue to
require the subcontractors to foot the

Corona California Company
Coordinates Joint Venture in China
A joint venture is being coordinated by John Mastrosimone, president of D & J Consultant> of Corona.
with CIE Rogers Co.. of Mora, Minn.:sota and Hai'an S.T. Environmental Protection Industrial Co., LTD of
Nantong, China. This venture came
to Mastrosimone from a lead generated by the Inland Empire International Business Association's Shanghai Office and the assistance of the
U.S. Dept. of Commerce offices in
Shanghai and Ontario, California.
Purpose of the joint venture is

new technology for wash:-water trealmcnl. C/E Rogers is best known for
its evaporator technology in the dairy
and food industry. C/E Rogers has
now developed new technology for
waste-water.
Hai'an Environmental is well
recognized in China for its wao;te-water and environmental technology.
This is a perfect match for both companies. The Chinese company visited
Corona in January. before proceeding
lo Minnesota for the actual signing of
the joint venture.

bill for the pre-liugation repa1rs and
the mediauon process.
Addiuonally, the new law overrules the Californ~a Supreme Court's
landmark ruling m Aas v. Supenor
Court, (2000) 24 Cal.App.4th 627,
wherein the Supreme Court ruled
that homeowner plrunuffs could not
recover in tort for deficiencies m construction that had nol yet caused
damage. For the past two years.
Consumer Attorneys of California
has tried to overrule this stale decision. In effect, the decision provided that in order to sue a developer or
subcontractor in lort, there must have
been some damage to other property.
ln other words, It wasn't sufficient
for there merely lo be a deficiency
wluch had not caused any type of resultanl damage, i.e., water damage.
Often, subcontractors are saddled
with liability for defects which were
inconsequential, although technical-

ly a v1olauon of the Uniform Building Code
New Senate Bill 800, specifically Civil Code Section 897, provides:
'The ~>tandards sel forth in th1s chapter are 1mended lo address every
function or component of a structure.
To the extent that a function or component of a suucture is nol addressed
by these standards, it shall be actionable if it causes damage." Accordingly, w1th regard lo every function
or component It sled in section 896.
there is no requirement of property
damage or resullanl damage to property other than the subject component.
Construction Standards
Civil Code B 896 gives construction standards for a number of
components of a house. For instance, B 896(a) pro\ ides. "A door

continued on page 34
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Corona G ains E m ergency Call Tower and City Park M~~e-Over
in Public/Private Partnership W ith Fieldstone Commumties
The City of Corona is gellmg a
critical site for an emergency call
tower. a revitalized city park.. enormous debt rehef and a redes1gned golf
course- all thanks to a healthy partnership with Fieldstone Communities.
Fieldstone is introducmg a new
community called Cresta Verde Hills.
and although it isn't huge- only
home sites nestled against a prominent h1 11 JUst north of the 15 and 91
freewa:rs
the return to Corona residents \~ill be substantial.

n

"Fieldstone ha.s a long and solid
relationship with the city of Corona."
said Da\ 1d Greminger. proJect manager for Cresra Verde Hills. "We've

Construction Defect ...
continued from paf?e 33
shall not allow unintended water to
pass beyond. around or through the
door. or its des1gn or actual moisture
barriers. if any." HoweYer. more
complicated and ambiguous are definitions such as that found in B
896(b)( I) which states as follows:
"Foundations, load-bearing components and slabs. shall not contain significant cracks or significant vertical
displacement." However, there is no
definition of "significant." This is often an issue of debate in complex
construction defect litigation.
All experts are in agreement that
concrete cracks. However. what is
"significant" is often left to debate by
structural engineers. There is a similar ambiguity with regard to what
constitutes an "actual moisture barrier." By definition. this includes any
component that "serves to any degree
as a barrier against moisture. whether
or not intended as such." This arguably makes a plasterer liable for
any and all water intrusion.

Obligations
The Civil Code. beginning with
B 910, provides a very detailed list of
obligations and duties that must be
followed before which a homeowner
can file a lawsuit against a builder.
First of all, the homeowner shall provide written notice to the builder of
an alleged violation of the building
standards set forth in B 896. The

already built several hundred homes
here and feel a strong commitment to
the area. If there's someth111g we can
do to make Corona a beller place to
live. we'll do it."
Just ask Deputy Fire Chief Bob
German. who ha.' spent the past 13
years of his career in Corona trying to
secure a site on top of the Cresta
Verde hill for a m1crowave tower to
relay critical pollee and fire radio
messages. The land has changed
hands so often since the late 1980s.
that the city couldn't acquire 11 to
complete a S I A million upgrade to 1L~
emergency communications system.
However, when Fieldstone

builder shall then acknowledge. in
wriung, receipt of the nollce of claim
withm 14 days. The builder may
then elect to inspect the claimed unmet standard within 14 days after acknowledgment of the receipt of the
notice of claim. Then. the builder has
30 days from that date to offer to repair the alleged vwlation.
The offer to repair shall also be
accompanied by an offer to mediate
the dispute 1f the homeowner so
chooses. The builder may not obtain
a release or waiver of any kind in exchange for the repair work mandated
by the statute. Furthermore. nothing
in the statute prohibits the builder
from making a ca.>h offer and no repair. If the homeowner does not conform to the requirements of the
statute, the builder may bring a motion to stay any subsequent court action until the requirements of the
statute have been satisfied. There is
also an extensive procedure that
comes into play if the homeowner is
not satisfied with the nature and extent of the repairs.
New Statutes of Limitations
Along with the new standards
for actual defects, the Civil Code imposes new statutes of limitations.
Firsl. the statute of limitations is
tolled during repairs for up to I 00
days after the repair is completed.
Should the builder fail to respond to
a homeowner's notice, fail to make
repairs. or fail to complete an inspection, the time for filing a complaint is extended an additional 45

bought the propeny 111 2000. It deeded the half-acre sue for the towerwhich the city now says could be up
and runmng by September.
"This is a huge deal for the safety of our officers and our cuizens."
German said. "It gives us the ability
to communicate w1th our public safety personnel with a high degree of reliability and make it safer for both our
people and the community."
Given the rapid growth of Corona oYer the past two decades. open
space for public enJOyment has been
rapidly disappearing. So Fieldstone
has offered to help the city revitalize
nearby Cresta Verde Park by making

rep:urs to the playground and picnic
area. doubling the parking spaces and
sprucmg up the landscaping.
"It's a good example of how
Fieldstone has given back to the community," said Corona City councilman and former mayor, Darrell Talbert. "They didn't have to fix that
park. It wasn't reqUired by the cny.
But Fieldstone saw a need, Identified
the problem and stepped forward with
their checkbook to make it better."
"Fieldstone is truly the model of
what developers should be doing in
the Inland Empire." Talbert said. "If
all developers did bus111ess this way."

days from the time the builder was
reqmred to act.
As to specific defects, the following defects must be filed within
four years from close of escrow:
plumbing and sewer. electrical. exterior pathways. driveways, hardscapes. sidewalks. patios and untreated steel fences. The following
defects must be filed withm two
years from close of escrow: untreat-

tenual damages by stating that in the
case of a "de-anached single-fam1ly
home," the claimant may recover the
lesser of the cost of repair or the
dimmuuon 111 value of the home
caused by the "non-conformit:r."
This refinement is in tum subject to
the "personal use excepllon that de,·eloped under common law."
Conclusion

ed wood posts, landscaping systems
and dryer ducts. Auached structures.
which should comply with inner-unit
noise transmission standards, and irrigation and drainage systems, must
be filed within one year from original occupancy of the unit. Finally.
the statute of limitations set forth in
C.C.P. B337.15 (patent defects) and
337.1 (latent defects) do not apply to
any action under the revised Civil
Code Section 895, et seq. However.
any cause of action under the statute
must be filed within I0 years after
substantial completion of the project.
Da m ages Availa ble
Sections 942(b) and 944 define
the categories of damages available
to a homeowner. Under Section 944.
a homeowner is entitled to the reasonable cost of repair. reasonable relocation cost, lost business income (if
the home is used as a principal place
of business and there is an appropriate license to operate the bus111css in
the home). reasonable investigation
cosL>, and fees and costs that are contractually or statutorily allowed.
Section 942(b) refines these po-
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While the new Senate Bill 800
statutes are a drastic Improvement
over the ineffective "Calderon
process," whether or not Senate Bill
800 will cause insurance carriers to
offer more affordable insurance products for subcontractors is yet to be
known. The "Right to Fix Legislation" should cenamly lessen the cost
of expensive litigation. If nothing
else, the new statutes will provide
builders with the right and opportunity to fix the homeowner's home before engaging in costly litigation.
even if the subcontractors and their
insurance carriers will be required to
foot the bill.

Kyle D. Kring, &q. is a senior partner with Kring & Chunfi, LLP. Kring
& Chung, LLP Jpeciali~es in serving
Southern California :v growi11g businesses and all aspects of the umstruction industry from three r('gional offices in ln·ine. Ontario and Sa11
Diego. For more infomwtion or with
questions rt•garding thi.l article.
please contact Mr. Kring at (9-19}
261-7700 or 1-ia t•-mail at
kkring@kringandclumg.com.
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Groundbreaking Ceremony
Coachella Valley Firm Offers
Held for the Indian Wells Center Domestic and Workplace
for Educational Excellence
Violence Counseling Services
The Indian Wells Center for EducatiOnal Excellence the second
bulldmg in California State Umversity. San Bernard111o's new Palm
Desert Campus -officially got underway on Jan. 21. with a groundbreakmg ceremony.
The new building will house
teacher train111g programs and other
classes 111 the growmg, permanent
branch campus at 37-500 Cook.
Street near Frank S111atra Drive in
the northern part of Palm Desert.
The structure is named for the city of
Indian Wells. which has donated $5
nullion toward IL~ construction costs.
CSUSB President Albert Karnig
and Dean Peter Wilson hosted a
number of local elected officials and
other individuals mvolved with the
capital campaign to r:use $29 million
for the planned three building complex.
According to Karnig, the public
pnvate pannersh1p to create th1s
branch campus IS umque in the CSU
system, and perhaps in the nation.
"Local citizens, foundations and mumcipalities are donating construction
and land costs," he said. "The California State Umversity has agreed to
operate the campus with state funds
once the buildings are built."
Rob Bernheuner. mayor of Indian Wells. s:ud of h1s City's gift. "Enhancing teacher tr:un111g is a real opportunity to change the landscape in
the Coachella Valley. It will have an
effect on all levels of education and

all of our Cliizcns We m Indian
Wells are proud to be a part of this
effort."
The City of Palm Desert set
aside 200 acres at Cook Street and
Frank Smatra Drive for future development of the branch campus.
Fifty five acres IS under development
for the first phase. which will 111clude the first three buildings when
completed sometime in 2005 or
2006.
Dean Wilson said the university would particularly like to thank
the following maJor donors for contributions to the Indian Wells Center for Educational Excellence: the
late Ambassador and Mrs. Walter
H. Annenberg; Betty Barker; the
H.N. and Frances C. Berger Foundation; Jean Hahn Hardy; the cay
of Indian Wells and the Palm Desert
National Bank.
A spokesman for the Annen berg
Foundation s:ud that the Annen bergs
were pleased to provide support for
the center, which w1ll play an important role m preparing teachers for
the next generation of children m the
desen commumties and throughout
the state.
Dick Oliphant, developer and
former Indian Wells mayor and city
councilman, and local resident Betty Barker are co-chairs of the campaign committee. wh1ch has raised
$19 milhon for construction of the
first two buildings. They also spoke
at the groundbreaking event.

Borders. McLaughlin & Crane
Inc. is a new company in the valley that
develops and implements a variety of
specialized safety programs for VIOlence-free living. The firm specializes
m domestic and workplace violence
counseling services.
"Not only do we develop proactive
plans to prevent violent mcidents.
whether m the workplace or at home,
we also develop management plans for
those who have already been involved
111 dangerous suuauons." said Karen
Border;. president of Borders.
McLaughlin & Crane.
Incidents of domestic and workplace violence are on the nse m the
Coachella Valley. The specialists at
Borders, McLaughlin & Crane-all of
whom have years of experience in Jaw
enforcement--provide victims with the
informauon and direction to either remove themselves from. or d1ffuse a violent sJtuauon. protection services are
also available.
"We complete a comprehensive
assessment of a client's situation. and
help them make mformed decisions."
commented Borders. "We help determine the threat level, then develop and
assist in the Implementation of a management plan that includes available
resources. We have a network of health
care professionals, counselors and attorneys. and we work as a team to develop an individualized plan for each
client."
The new company's services go
far beyond those of shelters for abused
women. Shelters are a safe haven for
those who want to escape a domestic
violence situation. But. should the vic-

um choose to return to the situatllln. the
shelter will not accept her back in the
future.
Borders, McLaughlin & Cmne can
help VICtims develop long-term plans
for these women to enact once they
leave a shelter "We also are av:ulable
to assist women who do not feel comfortable going to a shelter. and to help
men who currently have no shelter facihues available to them," said John
McLaughlm. CEO.
Borders, McLaughlin & Crane develop~ specialized safety programs for
violence-free living. Its services are for
paM. present and potential victims of
domestic or workplace violence. and
include assessment, protecuve and predictive services and training, utilizing
the latest means of technological, educational. and social behavioral tools.
First. an assessment is done to
identify potenually dangerous situations. fears. threats to victim>. and the
threat leveL Then. a managementlsal·ery· plan (mcluding recommendations for
community resources) is implemented
and monitoring and follow-up is proVIded.
Reports and court-ready documentation are generated and the company is available to provide expert testimony. The mimmum cost for domestic violence assessment is $400, but the
Karen Borders Foundation is being set
up for those who cannot afford to pay.
Borders. McLaughlin & Crane is
available for a confidential consultation. Call 760-674-4732 or toll free at
800-506-7003. or contact John
McLaughlin at: jmclaughlin@bmcsafetysolutions.com.
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San Manuel Band of Mission Indians Enter Into
Venture With Wireless Broadband Internet P rovider
The San Manuel Band of Mission lndrans and Swiftcomm Inc.
have announced a partnership that
will provide wireless broadband Internet service to local area businesses
in need of affordable. reliable, highspeed Internet access. This partnership with Swiftcomm Inc. was a
$1.25 million business investment for
the tribe.
There is an increasingly high demand on the part of growing businesses in the East San Bernardino
Valley for faster and more dependable
Internet access, and this JOint venture
will provide just that. Swiftcomm
plans to provide this service to those
businesses by means of a 70-foot
communications tower that has been
constructed on the reservation. which
was an ideal location because of its
potential range.
According to Swiftcomm CEO
Richard Liuag. "This tower will allow
businesses within a 10-mile radius the
opportunity to utilize wireless Internet access that is less costly than typical underground cable installation.
and at the same time, relax in the confidence of kno"'ing that they are dealing with dependable and professional staff with an unquestionable depth
of experience in Net infrastructure is-

At deadline...
continued from page 20
pany. Visit Olive Garden's Web site at
www.olivegarden.com.
Coinstar Inc. (NASDAQ: CSTR!.
which owns and operates the only nationwide network of supemwrketbased mllf:hines tlult offer coin counting and other electronic services.
Coinstor works with T1u! Leukemia &
Lymphoma Society to process change
collected during the society's annual
PasJo for Pennies and Pennies for PatieniS Jundraising drives.

ValeotiDe Dinner/Fundraiser to
Beaeftt Teen Programs
Heanlight Aids Referral Center

Inc. (HARC) is sponsoring its first annual Valentine Dinner and Dancing
event on Feb. 14 at the Coppacabanna
Restaurant. 1600 Fairplex Drive in
Pomona, overlooking the San Gabriel
Valley.
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sues:·
Accordmg to Swiflcomm, the
East San Bernardino Valley region is
considered one of the fastest-growing
areas 111 California. yet lacks an affordable. readily deployable and adequate broadband infrastructure to
comply with the increasing demand
from local busmesses. This agreement
plans to resolve this existing problem
and hopes to draw in other businesses considering this region for future
location.
Deron Marquez. tribal chairman
of the San Manuel Band of Mission
Indians said. "'Companies considering
locating operations in the San
Bernardino area require high speed
Internet access as much as they require other utilities. This agreement
between the tribe and Swiftcomm is
an enabler for developers and property managers who wish to make their
properties more marketable."
Business ventures such as this are
of much interest to the tribe as it aJIows them to branch out into different areas of commerce. Tribal Chairman Deron Marquez commented
that. '·Economic diversification is a
priority for the San Manuel Band of
Mission Indians and our efforts allow
us to experience new opportunities
As the new year unfold~. so doe.~
the continued efforts towards the education and awareness of our youth.
Government platforms continue to
embrace community efforts in a global fight against HIV and AIDS. To enhance the awareness of targeted youth
and young adult~. ages 14-25, HARC
strives to bring community members
and families together for an elegant
evening of dinner. dancing, photos.
live entertainment and candlelight.
The collaboration of many industries from educators to entertainment
to politics realize that without unity
and direction. we cannot combat the
health and social issues we are faced
with today.
Join HARC for a memorable
evening at 7:30 p.m .. Friday, Feb.
14. For ticket information, call 909623-1934. Proceeds from this event
will benefit HIV and AIDS teen
summit
meetings. community
awareness programs and other educationaJ events.

outs1de of the gan1mg mdusrry while
pursuing a sound future:·
Both Swiflcomm Inc. and the
San Manue! Band of Mission Indians
anx.wusly await the launch of this
new venture to the East San Bernardino Valley area. which was set to begin last month.
Swiftcomm is a provider of data
center co-location. broadband and
voice-over IP solutions. Located in
Riverside, Swiftcomm fulfills requirements for companies that require
high availability data centers, hosting
services and primary/secondary disaster recovery facilities. The company has built a next generation co-location facility with world-class redundant fiber connectivity to multiple
cities in the U.S. In the wake of the
events of9/ll. it is finding that companies are looking for a more strategic location for security, with the
amenities traditionally found in the
tier one cities.
Proximity to the CaJifornia
coa~tal markets makes the facility the
most strategic site in the western part
of the country. The company has connected its data center to its own terrestrial and fixed wireless network.
that covers a geographical region the
size of Kansa~. Swiftcomrn operates

Four Steps ...
continued from page J.l
about the opportunity for alliance?"
"What strategic and organizational
changes have taken place in each
company that could impact this alliance?"" "What knowledge and skills
do we need to develop to advance
our objectives?" and "How do we
need to adapt policies and systems to
resolve any problems?" As the alliance agreement gets fine-tuned.
continue to evaluate the result~. The
more checkpoints you allow for in

the plan, the less likely it is that problems will spiral out of control.
Each of these four steps supports
the critical basis of successful strategic alliances: recognizing and addressing both strategic and organizational issues that occur at each stage
of the strategic alliance process. This
happens individually and collectively with the partner you've selected.

Voice mer Internet Protocol (VolP),
international calhng cards (India.
Philippmes and Vietnam at present)
and international VoiP distribution
sen1ces.
Descendants of the Serrano Indians.
the San Manuel Band of Mission Indians roamed a tenitorv that spanned
the San Bernardino Mountains and
mllev and adjoining desert lands for
ce/1/unes. Today; the tribe is located
011 the San Manuel Resen'ation near
Highland. Like other tribal lands in
the United States. the San Manuel
Resen·ation is a sovereign nation
with its own system of governmem
and b.v-laws.
The tribe operates the San
Manuel Indian Bingo and Casino lllld
the San Manuel Bottled Water group
in addition to managmg a mriety· of
economic ventures. A partner in the
conununity. the San Manuel Band of
Mission Indians activelv comributes
to a mriety of proJects in neighboring areas. Nearby cities and IOWIIS receive support from the tribe in the
way of monetary and bottled water
donlllions for cullllral. social, and
economic projects to benefit the common good of the communities in
which the tribe's members lil·e and
work.
By establishing your own alliance strategy and working with
your partners to jomtly develop the
alliance strategy and operating plan.
you Jay the foundation for a mutually beneficial relationship. Partners
can develop approaches for working
together and co-developing opportunities that extend their mutual reach
while serving their individual interests. The result will be a flexible and
collaborative relationship that accomplishes more than what any one
company could achieve aJone.

Pamela Harper is founder and president of Business Advancement Inc.
(BA/). a consulting jirmfowsed on
transforming business strategy into
high performance. Harper's forthcoming book is "Pre1·cnting Strategic Gridlock: What £tccu/i1·es Need
to Know to Mo1·e Their Organi~a
tions Forward.'" She may be contacted at (201) 612-1228, or through
www.businessadvance.com.

Wilkin Group Pro Bono Ad
Touts Great Dane Adoptions
and Rescue Inc.
Insp1red by an employee who
had recently adopted a dog from
Great Dane Adoptwns and Rescue
Inc. and the phght of many other
homeless Great Danes, The Wilkin
Group created an ad can1paign to encourage others to do the same during
the recent holiday season. The cftectin: and touching holiday ad was ere-

Great Dane Adoptions and Res·
cue Inc is the largest Great Dane
rescue group in the West. Located
just east of Los Angeles 111 RiverSide County. Great Dane Adoptions
and Rescue Inc. is the work of Burt
and Tracy Ward Burt. who gamed
fame as Batman's s1dekick Robm
111 the 1960s teleYision series and in

ated by the award-winning agency as
a component of The Wilkm Group's
commitment to community outreach
and serYice during the holidays.
The ad features a loving and humorous Great Dane sittmg on a little
girl's bed and assuring her that he "always sleeps on the left side."
"'Great Danes have tremendous.
lo\ mg personalities and our encounters with them have also revealed a
hit of a humorous and playful nature.
We wanted to capture that feeling in
the ad,"' said Andrew Wilkm. creative
director and president. "Each year we
work with a local organization as part
of our holiday outreach and this year
our employee's experience drew our
attention to the plight of these wonderful dogs. We truly appreciate the
photographers who generously proYided their work to this cause."'
The Wilkin Group contributed all
creative and design work and coordinated a substantially discounted
placement in local newsprint. Photographers supplying complimentary
photography included: Myron Beck
of Los Angeles, Cameron Davidson
of Alexandria. Va, and Don Ma~on of
Seattle, Wash.

subsequent roles, has built a comfortable home for the many Great
Danes that he and Tracy pro\ 1dc
sanctuary for while awaiting adop
tion by qualified permanent "parents."
Great Dane Adoptions and
Rescuc Inc. is a\·allable by telephone at any time by. calling (909)
273-1330. or Monday through Friday between the hours of 10 a.m. to
4 p.m .. at (909) 279-5100. or visit
www.danerescue .org/GDRRC/WA
RDS.htm.
The Wilkin Group Inc. has created several award-winning campaigns. including earning Be't of
Show honor' at the 2002 Inland
Empire ADDY® Awards, as \\ell
as a Gold ADDY® Award. five Silver ADDY® Awards and four
Awards of Merit. The Wilkin
Group receiYed two ADDY®
Awards and eight Awards of Merit
at the 2001 Wand Empire ADDY®
A»'ards. For more informauon
about The Wilkin Group Inc ..
please visit www. wilkingroup.com
or contact them at 141 Spring
Street, Claremont. CA 91711. (909)
625-2225.

R eal Estate Notes
The sale of the Royal Gardens Apartments was announced today by Kevin
Assef. regwnal manager for the Ontario office of Marcus & Millichap Real
Estate Investment Brokerage Company. The property sold for $6,250.000.
The princ1pal\ were represented by Reza GhafTari of Marcus & Millichap 's
Ontario office. The property is a 137- unit apartment complex located at 1025
S Gilbert Street, Hemet.. 7th Street LLC. represented by Teresia Knight of
NAI Capital Commercial. has sold 19.60 acres of vacant industrial land at
9074 Hermosa to Panattoni Development Co. The value of the transaction
wa~ $4,300,000. Panattoni Development plans to build a 400.QOO..square-foot
mdustrial build111g on the property Panattoni Development Co. develops.
owns and manages industnal properties nationwide. Marc Burns of insignia
ESG represented Panattoni Spurred by surging home-purchase activity,
sales have soared past the halfway po1111 at Ryland Mountain View, a resort
caliber adult retirement community at mountain-backed Moreno Valley Ranch.
Carelully geared to the needs and aspirations of adult- 'iS and better, Ryland
:\-Iountain\ iew's smglc lmmly dcta~hed homes arc offered from the midS I OO.OOOs to the IO\\ $200.000s and R)·land \lortgage home loans at today. ·,
wallet friendly. mtcre'l ratcs for those who choose to linan~e ... CD\1 Group,
Inc.. 1s pleascd to announ~t: that it has complctcd a sale between Carol} nand
Kyle Kerr a' buyer and Robert B. Johnston as seller of 9.0 acres on Lake
Summit Drive. Temecula. Gene St. Amand of CD\1 Group, Inc.. represented the seller and Linda Williams of Tarbell Realtors represented the buyer
in th1s transaction. Chicago Title Escrow handled the transaction ... The RiverSide County Board of Super>1sors a\\arded a $258.000 construction contract
to Commercial Dive~ified, Inc. for reno\ ations to the Ripley :\tigrant Center's communny Head Start bulldmg. Renovations at the fact lit} \\ill mclude
playj,'l"OLmds, new tloors, doors. and a ncv. entrance on the .:a't s1de of the buildmg. The community of Ripley is a small rural town lo<.:ated in e<l\lern Riverside County near the Anmna Boarder .CD\1 Group, Inc., is pleased to announce thalli has completed a sale betw~>cn G311 Pender as bu;er and Robert
B. Johnston as seller of 17.0 acres on Lake Sumnut Dri\e, Temecula. Gene
St. Amand of CDI\1 Group, Inc.. represent.:d the 'eller <md Bob Schilling of
Park Place Realty reprt:sentcd the buyer in this transaction. Chicago Title
Escrow handled the transaction .. The County of Rivers1de has leased 29.460
square feet of medical offices space at 3900 Sherman Drive from Pacific Media Properties, LLC. Ken Kennedy. Peter Lund. Randy Sheinbein. Scott
Crane and Ke'in Kennedy of NAI Capital Commercial represented both
parties in the seven-y.ear lease for a consideration of $4.469.575 .. QSR Management, Inc. represented by Joe Hensley and \Icky Espinosa of NAI Capital Commercial, has leased 1.905 square feet of retail space at Lniversity
Village from University Village LLC. The 'alue of the 10-year lease is 111 excess of $600,000. University Village LLC represented Itself in the transaction .. Opus West Corp. has been awarded the design build contract for an
85.QOO..square-foot onice building on behalf of Rancon Realty Fund IV. The
buildmg will be located within Tri City Corpor.tte Centre in San Bernardino. Opus West will be responsible for the design and construction of the office building. Rancon Realty Fund IV awarded the design build contract to
Opus West because of the company\ vertically integrated turn-ke) approach.

BOOK OF LISTS
Get a jump on your competition by securing your space in
Inland Empire's premier reference tool
TODAY.
Sponsorship Packages ... $5.650
Full Page ... $3.050- Half Page ... $2.250
For details, contact your account
manager at (909) 989-4733
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FACES IN BUSINESS

Where is the Inland Empire
Economy Headed in 2003?
You'll hear about the Inland Empire's growth areas and trends
for different industries including media entertainment, real
estate. health care and the tinancial markets.
You ·n also have the opportunity to question the experts and
to network with top Inland Empire executives.

• BANKING -

AND INTEREST RATE PROJECTIONS

• INLAND EMPIRE ECONOMY 2003
• TRI-COUNTY AREA ECONOMY 2003
• HEALTH CARE CHANGE AND MORE CHARGES

Enterprise Rent-A-C ar Names Vice Presidents
for Two lnland Empire Regions
Enterprise Rent-A-Car has promoted two women
to reg10nal vice prestdents, postltons that put them m
charge of the company's regions covering most of the
Inland Empire.
Kelly Tofolo, 35, has taken over a-, the top Enter
pme cxccuuve in the area stretching from San Bernardino to Temecula. After spending most of
her Enterpnse career
ri.,mg through the
management ranks m
the Inland Empire,
Tofolo assumes n:sponsibility for 30
rental offices and
more than 150 employees. She fills an
executive spot recently left vacant hy
a retirement.
Sharla Joseph, 32.
Kelly Tofolo
has taken over as the
top Enterpnse exec·
utive in the newly created Northern Desert Region,
which stretches from the Palm Spnngs area through the
High I:lc:;ert to the Santa Clarita Valley. Created in recognition of the area's continumg development, the new regton encompasses 27 Enterprise rental offices and more
than 100 employees.

Like 99 percent of all Enterprise Rent-A-Car execuuves, both Joseph and Tofolo began their careers with
the company as management tramees workmg behmd
the rental counter, learning the bw.iness from the ground
up. Joseph's firslJOh was at a branch m Orange and Tofolo started at a branch in Riverside.
An Oregon nauve, Tofolo graduated from Cal State
San Bernardino m 1988 with a degree in rnarkeung and
JOined Enterpri ..c right out of college. She was promoted to assistant manager in a matter of months, hccame a
branch manager after three years, then wa.s promoted to
area manager in charge of several Inland Empire offices.
She spent more than a year in charge' of car ...Ue, across
Southern Caltfornta and m 1997. became one of the first
regtonal rental managers in Enterprise's fa,t-growing
Southern California Division.
Joseph, a Lo, Angeles native. wa.s raised in Claremont and graduated from Claremont Htgh School. She
earned a degree in public relations from Cal State Northridge in 1992 and aho jomcd Enterprise right out of college She becan1c an a."i'>tanl manager in a year and wa'
promoted to branch manager two years later. After several years m that post lion, Joseph was named corporate
account manager. then area manager in charge of several rental offices. In early 200 I, she was promoted to the
No. 2 executive position m a neighboring region that
covers western San Bernardino County and parts of Los
Angeles and Orange counties. Fewer than two years later, she was named head of a region.
Joseph and her husband recently moved to a home
m Rancho Cucamonga to be closer to her elongated re-

gton, whtch stretches nearly 200 rrule., end-to-end. Tofolo currently lives in Laguna Niguel with her husband
but will be movmg to a horne m Riverstde.
Enterprise conunues lo gro"' a' a company, opening an average of two new rental offices a month tn
Southern Californta alone. In the coming year, the company plam to htrc hundred.., of management trainees and
offer them vlrlually
limitless advancement opportuniues.

St Loun-based Enterpme Rent-A-Car
is North Amenca 5
/argl'.H rental car
compam· with 4,800
office.\ in the United
States and Canada.
Its Sowhem California Dz\·ision. stretching from Paso RobSharla Joseph
les to the Mexican
border. zs the company:s largest US
region and the leader in its markRt, with more offices
and more cars tlum any of its competitors. In addition
to its North American location, Enterprise has offices
in the Unaed Kingdom, Ireland and Germany. For
more lnfomzation or to find the nearest Emerprise office, ca/11-800-Rem-A-Car or 1·isitthe company:s
Web site at wwwenterprise.com.

• REAL ESTATE BOOM OR BUST

mputer pro2call
Date: March 13. 2003
Time: II :30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Venue: DoubleTree Hotel
212 N. Vineyard. Ontario, CA 91764
r-------------------------------------~

Name:____________________________________________

Company:_____________________
Address:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City: ____________State:_ _Zip: _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone:
Fax:____________
Enclosed is my check for $ _ _ _No. of tickets @ $45 each_ _
Attendees: _________
Make check payable to: Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O. Box 1979, Rancho

Cucamonga. CA 91729-1979
Charge my:__MasterCard _ _Visa
Account#
Expiration:._________
Signature:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
FOR FASTER SERVICE FAX THIS FORM TO (909) 989-1864,
FOR MORE INFO CALL (909) 989-4733

-------------------------------------

system management
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RESTAUR.A~T
Srat!t r \ Bt .1t Emertaimnt'lrt B, 11
S Earl ,\tatter rs tlr1 Inland Fmp1re Busin.:ss Jo urnal mtatuinmelll critic and reportt·r and has
ht't'/1 tire' lilt rtll/11/llt Ill nlitor of th e " Inla nd Fmpire n · .Vt'ILI" "}in tire last fin• yean. lie has rtportcd tire Jn/ancl Empirt• l'lltcrtain
mt nt 1·ccne for more than ~0 n ·an am/ i1 a/10 wr an ompli1lu·t! .I Illi~<' ant! n ' actor as ll'l'll as an intnnational/v-kno11·n magician and
mtntalist. Check om h11 < 111o1ainnum II ( blllt at 1111~1 Statit r-as.ltlcia t< u·om & 11'1111'.£ m ist clralll'lrget!. com. Ycm can !rear Stat/a :1· Bt'.\1
Bt 11 on KRLA 590 A H on Sawrdan.Jrom 4 t<• 5 p.m

Broadway Is in Our Own Backyard!!
b, S Far/ Statler
Don't let an)l'nc tell )OU that
there's nothmg to sec in the Inland
Empm:! There's ah\3) s a quailt)
Broadw a} -st) le shm\ pia) mg at one

"Saturda) "'')!ht Fe \ er." .tdapted
for the stage b) "\•m Knig hton (Tony
A\' ard normna uon for "The S.:arlet
Pimpemcl,'' tells the strcet\\ise :-.lew
York Cll) stor: of .m arnhitwus. ta lented Brook!) n l.id mth a bummg de-

A Kene from "Guvs and Dolls." playing at tire popular Cmulldight Pm·i/imr
in C/aremomfmm Feb. 7 through Man1l23.
of our local theaters. Just this month.
"Saturday Night Fever- the Musical"
will continue its national tour of North
American cities with a stop at our own.
''jewel opera house." the California
lbeater of Performing Arts in downtown San Bernardino. Feb. 12 through
Inland
Empire
theater
16.
producer/promoters Joseph Hensen
and Alan Evenson have brought this
re-creation of the "disco era" to the
Southern California area a~ part of
their myriad of in-house and touring
productions presentations.
Producers Robert Stigwood and
Jon B. Plan annouoccd that the touring
production of ''Saturday Night Fever
-the Musical," inspired by the phenomenally successful I 977 film and
featuring songs from the legendary
film soundtrack by the Bee Gees. will
bring back memories of platform
shoes, polyester suits, and plenty of
gold chains! 1lJe tour. which is being
mounted by the Broadway production's entire award-winning creative
team, is currently scheduled to play in
major markets in North America
through June 200.1.

sire to make it b1g 111 Manhattan. It is
filled with an unprecedented 12 'top
10' hit songo, that helped launch the
1970's disco-dancing craze. including:
"Stayin' Alive,'' "Night Fever." "How
Deep is Your Love'1" "You Should Be
Dancing." "If I Can't Ha,·c You," and
"Jive Talkin·:·
"Saturday Night Fever" is directed and choreographed by Arlene
Phillips. whose chon:ography ha~ been
seen on Broadway in "Starlight Express." and who d1rccted and choreograplx:d "EFX" at the MGM Grand in
Las Vegas. and the World Tour of "The
Music of Andrew Lloyd Webber." It
features spectacular settings by Tony
Award-winning Robin Wagner ("A
Chorus Line,'' ··orcamgirls"), costumes b) Suzy Benzigcr ("Miss
Saigon"), and lighting design by Andrew Bridge ("The Phantom of the
Opera" and "Sunset Boulevard"). Musical supervision, dance and vocal
arrangements arc by Phil Edwards,
sound by Mick Potter and orchestrations are by Nigel Wright
The live version of "Saturday
Night Fever" was first presented at the

famed Palladium m Lo ndon's West
Fnd in 1998. It was followed by a
much-heraldL-d Broadw .1y engagement
at the :Yimskoff Theater m New York
City begmning in September 1999,
\\ hen:: 11 wa.s pcrfonned through Dec.
30. 2000. A successful recording of
the on gmal Lo ndon C<Lst wa.s rclea.sed
on the Decca Broadway labeL
The Brothers Gibb -- Barry,
Robm and Maurice
ha\e made musical history throughout thc1r 30-plus
year career as The Bee Gees. Their
soundtrack for "Saturday Night Fever"
became the b1ggest seller m film
history. Their songs have been
recorded by hundreds of other
artists. Their own albums have
sold more than II 0 mlilion copies.
The Bee Gees have earned countless honors (including seven Grammy Awards) and worldwide recognition (induct1on into the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame and the Songwriters Hall of Fame. in addition to
numerous lifetime achievement
awards).

7imr,\ wwd nomi1wtiom mdudt•.
"Damn Yankees." "Peter Pan," "Hello. Dolly." '"""''C Dial) of Ann.: 1-rank,"
and "Lonesome West."
National lllu rs: "The Sound of
Music," "Sunset Boulevard:· " Hair."
"Jesus Christ SupcN ar," "A Chorus
Linc,""l-i ddleron the Roof." and "The
Best Little Whorehouse in Texas."
Film: Je flrey and M a.stcr Cla.,s.
Now playing: " Forb1dden Broadway
200 I, a Spoof Odyssey," " Blue Man
Group Tubes."
" Saturday Night Feve r" will be

Robert Stigwood developed
the stage version of "Saturday
Night Fever" over a period of eight
years. He ha;; had a distinguished
career as a producer. encompa;;sing
film, music and theatre. His theatre
credits include the U.K. produc tions of ··sweeney Todd," "Hair,"
and "Ohl Calcutta!,'' and the UK
and U.S. productions of "Jesus Rvan Ashley as Tony Manero and Jennifer
Christ Superstar" and "Evita." For Mro::.ik as Stephanie Mangano pafonn
the screen his productions include More Than A Woman. from "Saturday
"Grease," "Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Night Fe1•er - The Musical."
Hearts Club Band," "Saturday
Night Fever." "Gallipoli." "Jesus
perfonned at the California Theater of
Christ Superstar," "Staying Alive," and
Pcrfonning Ans, Feb. 12 thought Feb.
16 with performances at 8 p.m. on
most recently, "Evita." Musically,
Stigwood launched the careers of the
Wednesday, Thursday. Friday. <Uld SatBt.."C Gees and Eric Clapton. and prourday evenings. Matinees are at 2 p.m.
duced the soundtracks to "The Empire
on Saturday and Sunday. Tickets
Strikes Back" and "Fame."
range from $38.50 to $65 . Ticket inJon B . Platt's numerous producing
formation : 909-885-5152 or on the Incredits include: the Tony Award-winternet at www.theatricalarts.com.
ning productions of"Angels in AmerHow About "Guys and Dolls" and
ica. Millennium Approaches" (Pulitzer
Dinner?
Prize winner), "Perestroika," and
Another "theatre gem" in the In"Copenhagen."
continued on page 42
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The Cafe at the HoneyBaked Ham Store
by Joe Lyons
Sooner or later everyone winds
up wJth a Honey Baked ham . l·annl}
members g1 ve them for g1 fts. Bosses
hand out certificates as end-of-year
bonuses. The problem has always
t>een JUst how much ham you can cat
.It one o,Jtllng. Som.:body needed to
come up w1th a way to enJOY the distinct taste of the product in a regular
meal
Someone has.
The lloncyBakcd Cafes arc
opening up in Somhcrn Califorma.
One. just down the road from the In
land Empire 811sinc.1·s lou mal is in a
new building at the Ontario M1lls.
As wJth the regular stores, the
hamo,, as well as the turkey' and ribs.
arc available to go. So arc a vast ;uray of part} platters made up ol not
only sliced ham, hut abo deviled
eggs, Swedish meathalb, sandwiches. Buffalo wings. shrimp and
dcsscrto, as welL The stores also feature handmade Rogers Chocolates.
But the real fun comes from being abk to sit and enjoy a breakfast,
lunch or dmner, with the ham, but
without the rest of it SJttmg in your re
fngcrator. Breakfast is served all da)
long and conSJsh of the thmgs you
would expect. except of course, that
they usc the1r own ham Thq do,
however, abo ha\e hcnc·h Toast. Bel
gwn Waffles and a potato pancake
that I have not personally enjoyed. hut
I have heard great thmgs about
Lunches mcludc what 1s called.
"The Ongmal Honey Baked I lam
Lunch," along with turkey. pork and
chicken. There are also "Grandwiches," melts. "Croissandwiches'' and
v.raps.
Dinner features a wealth of en-

that I ordered to go. I expected that
Hone) Baked ham would make a
great salad . The problem was too
much bread, cheese, tomato, etc. and
not enough of the ham s.11Jd.
Except for that, the food, a l1lllg
with the country kitchen atmosphere,
r.1ves you a \cry good reru!ln to drop
hy the new llone yB.1ked Cafe At
tunc when new dining e'>tahhshments
arc popping up like mushrooms here
111 the Inland Emp1re, the Honc)Bakcd Cafe 1s running out ahead of
th<: pack.
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trees including a sampler plate that
lets you enjoy just enough of the ham,
the turkey <Uld the nbs. The ribs come
with a sauce that 1s sweeter than you
may be used to. hut " a true wonder
by itself. Then~ is a remarkable treat
called the Orange Glazed & Bne
Stuffed ChiCken Breast. That \\as just
about the best ch1cken I have had in a
long tune
The soups arc adequate :md made
on site.
But the real treat, th.:: h.::o,t part of
the meal turned out to he the side
diShes spinach alfre-do. crcaml'd com,
garhc mashed !Xl!atocs. ch.::.:s} scalloped p'ltatocs, and an ambrosia sal
ad that was hard to behrvc Peaches,
pmeapplc. bananas and oranges in a
crc<UTJ)' CO<:onut "bliss." I am seriously tempted to go hack and order a
meal consisting ol sevewl side diSh
es b) thclm.elvcs.
The desserts were also very good.
A New Yorker I know has g1ven approval to the :--;ew York cheesecake. I
went fo r the carrot cake. because I always do I would have hkcd the

cream cheese frosting to be thJLkcr.
but then , I always want the cream
cheese frosting to be th1ckcr
M) b1ggest dJSappomtmcm
turned out to be a h<un salad sandv.ich

ll

NewYork GriiiTI1
950 Ontario Mills Drive, Ontario
Mon / Thur II :3o a.m.-9:30p.m.
F ri u:3o a.m.- 10:30 p .m . • Sat 4:30p.m . - ro:3o p .m.
S un 4:oop.m.- 9:30p.m. • R escn:ations R ecommen ded

It's New York Without the armude! ll1is aw.1rd-wmnmg restauranr ts where i.unnus t.lre ts fmeh dehned.
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.md iresh se,ttond speo.llties. Jom

us tor p:z tn t1llr ~1anhartan R1K1m '' hert• .1Cclauned ,\rtt~ts
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AU about restaurants, resorts, \\ine and tranl,
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haq• made us the lnlcmcl Emp1re\ mu't tnrlln.lte J,lz: expen-

''Time Out'' - Saturdays at 5:30 p.m. on
KPLS Radio 830 AM

Our menu fe trures

prime steaks, Au:;tralt<\11 lohsrer tail, garltc. masted c.h1<.:ken,
rack of l.unh, prime

~

~L

l7u•n• arc \t'l"t'mi HonnBakcd Ccrfh.
includtllg locations in: Ontario,
Hwrtmgton Bmc!r. TtHiur and Northridge. The) art' coming won to Fresno and Fmr Oak.\ . In Ontario the ad
tires.\ n -1320 £. Mills Cude, m•xt to
Mt Donald's.

Tlrt• de/iciou.l-looking f ood platters aw jakl·. bw t!rn repre.ll'll/ tire part) plateJ
m•ai/abil· "to ~o " at the HmrevBakcd Ham store.

We

take care of e\-el) det:ul wtth mnm dtt\ e menu

items, spcualrv d"hes, dramatiC Je"crts, outstanding\\ me selccnnn

_j~~
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.md

cnrenamment

w

LtHllplcmenr your dmmg c x pc-

ncnce - and discon::r tH lr ma_t.,'llttlcent hanquct nxlms, perfcu
for hosting vour nex t t'\ 'ent.
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Sycamore Inn One Year
Later -A Success Story
A }ear ago v.. hen Chuck and
Linda Keagle reopened the historic S)camore Inn in Rancho Cucamonga as a genuinely upscale
~teakhou~e. the) quieti) acknowledged to themsehes that the decision might be risk).
"We questioned if the area
\\a.s ready for a prime steakhouse
\\hen we began operating a year
.1go.'' Chuck said recently, "l:lut
apparently. the area \\as. We are
much busier than we had anticipated. and the crowd~ during the
recent holida)s were incredible.
We are truly grateful to our customers. and \\ant to thank them...
he said.
An energetic and optimistic
Keagle commented. "Evef)thing
here is a work in progress. The bar
and banquet rooms are l:leing remodeled. the menu is soon to be
expanded. and the wine list IS constant!} expanding. with nearly 200
selections and more than 20 wines
available by the glass."
The inn·~ O\\ ners proudly descritx! the restaurant a.~ similar to
the class) Ruth\ Chm steakhouses and :-..torton \. "We kno.,.,
steaks, and \\e enjo) ~erving them
m an upscale style.'' Keagle has
said. "This simply is fine dining.''
The Sycamore Inn's menu

features LSD.-\ pnme midwestern
beef. as well as quality. fresh
seafood.
The restaurant's htstof) can be
traced to 18-l8 when II opened as
a one-room inn. Through the
years. tt earned the status of a popular dmmg "institution.'' and was
at its peak in popularit) in the
1960s, '70s and beyond. under the
O\\ nership of the Hinrichsen famil). The manager in those )Cars
was Vern Hinrichsen. himself a
\ irtual institution.
The Keagles arc also the owners of the Ca.sk 'N Cleaver. which
the] opened wtth other partners m
1967, at the corner of 9th St. and
Madrone Ave. in Rancho Cucamonga. That opcmng ha.~ proliferated into an organizatiOn of I 0
restaurants located throughout
Southern California.
In late 200 I. Chuck and hts
wife. Lmda. decided to purchase
the Sycamore Inn and reinstate it
to the grande dame of dignity that
it one was.
Said Linda. "Chuck and I had
our fir~t real date at the inn nearly
40 years ago. I can remember
where we sat 1 Ne\er did I think
that someday we would be a part
of thts wonderfuL histone restaurant."

continued from page 29

Calico ...
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INS Proposes Electronic Passenger Tracking
by Dan ~erton as published 111 Computer norld

during Calico Gho.ll TiJWn · Ciril \~hr remactment. For camping and in}i>. call I 800TO-CAUCO. "''"·wlicotmm.com.
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''Time Out''

All about restaurants, resorts, wine and travel,

-Saturdays at 5:30 p.m. on
KPLS Radio 830 AM
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!'he U.S. lnumgrauon and Natu
mliuuon Sen ICC (I '\iS) has proposed
a n..:v. rule that \\OU!d requ1rc .til ,urltnes anti commer~ial sh1ppmg comp<mies to submll clectromc passenger
and ere\\ manilcsh lor all C.S. Citizens .tnd nonc•ti1ens anivmg anti tlc·panmg from the countf)
However. the IT Lhanges that
would be required under the rule.
v.hich \\as n:centl) umeiled. could
cost !he ruling rurlme <Uld shipp•ng industf) $42 million. according to the
nouce published in The J·t'dera/ Rt'gister.
INS current!) records ani val and
departure mformauon for nommmigrants on forms called I 9-l forms.
wh1ch are then entered mto an INS
datahase called the Nommm1grant Infomlation System Carriers have up
to 48 hours to \Ubmit !he data to the
INS
However. under the proposed
changes. the INS would requ1re advance electronic submission of biographical data on all passengers and
crcv. members, includ111g G.S. ClllLens and lav. lui pem1anent-resid..:nt
aliens. Inforn1ation that would be re
qu1red to be submitted to the 11\JS \ ia
!he Advanced Passenger Infom1ation

(AmNet) ...
COIIII/llledfmm pagi 27

Broadway ...
i ominlied from paf!e .JO

land Empire is !he C\cr-popular Candlelight Pa\ ilion m Claremont. Ben
Bollinger ha-, been sen ing up great
dmner and \\Onderful theatre for I R
sea.sons. Their February dmn..:r show
production 1s "Guys and Dolls" and I!
\\til open Feb. 7 and pia) through
March 23, 2003. ~latinee: luncheon
show~; \\Ill be held on Feb 13 and
\1ar~h 6.
The "Guys and Dolls" book 1s bj
Jo Sv.erling and Abe Burro\\s and mustc and lyrK are b) Broadv.ay multiTon) v. mncr hank Locsscr Damon
Run) on ba ed the mu-,tcal on the
book, "The Idyll of .Sarah Bro\\n."
·Gu)s and Dolls," \\mner of
c1ght Ton) A\\ards, 1s an oddball ro-

mantic comedy. which soars with the
spin! of Broadwa) gangsters and
g1rb. v. 1se gu) s and women "Guys
and Dolls" is funny and tender and
JUSt nght for audiences of all ages.
The story of !he "m1ssion doll,'' Sarah
Brov.n. and the slick. h1gh-rolling
gamhlcr, Sk) \lasterson. takes us
from the hean of limes Square
to
!he cafes of Ha\ ana
to the scv. crs
of :--:YC. The bnght and brassy score
tnumphs with tunes such as "Luck,
Be a Lad) Tomght," ··sn Dov.n
You're Rockm' the Boat,' 'A Bushd
and \ Peck,'' and the lllk number.
"Guys and Dolls."
Dmncr and shov. pnces rang.:
Jrom$41 to<;,o7p.:rp.:rson lordinner
and hov. IICkels for !he C\enmg perfonnan<:Cs ,md $1-l to $45 Jor ma!UIL'C
brunch shO\\ s J or tnfonnauon or
resen at tons c'llll 909-626- i296.

··-hello?

Your '"'ompany may
B ..H iD..Y
p•on~e

ll!I!~
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.eJ.e ·J..!Iers on hC'1d'
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lanta. Ga .. Mmneapohs. Mmn.: C'h.:rry Hill. 1\J. J.. and Portland. Ore: a'
well as satellite offices in Mission
VieJO. Tampa. Fla. and K1rkland.
Wash. For more mjonnation. please
\'isit ll'l\'1\.llflllll'llnortgaf?I'.COin
American Ri 1idenua/ lnrellmi'l!l

~ystem !APIS) tnclude'>: name. date:
ul b1rtl•. c illzensh•p sex· passport
number .md countr) of Issuance.
counlr) ol n:s1dence. L S \ 1sa num
bl.'r .md other details of its 1"-Uan<.e,
,Jddn.:s.. v.lulc 111 th..: U S ,md when
appropnatc, alien registration numher
I'he ruJe prOp(bl!S (() llllp)elllCnt
Sed1on 402 or the I·nhanc..:d Border
Secunt) and \1sa l·ntr) Relonn Act
ol 2002. v. lm:h " mtended to tighten
border securit) in the v.ak..: ol the
Sept. I I, 200 I terronst attacks.
Commercial mr earners collect
biographical data I rom passports.
vtsas or other travel documents at
foreign ports and usc APIS to transnut th1s mrom1ation electromcally to
the 11\JS and the U.S Customs Service prior to !he arnval of an aircraft
111 the u S Ho\\evcr. the ne\\ rule
would require private companies and
governments to convert !he1r existing
electronic systems to United Nations
Electronic Data Interchange for Admmistration, Commerce and Transport (EDIFACT). an mtemational
\tandard for data formats.
INS plans to upgrade the APIS
-,ystcm to accept EDIFAC'T data
'>hortl).
The i\PIS program b..:gan 111
I989 and 1s governed by a memorandum of understanding (MOU) among

li1t.lf, Inc. 11 a real ntate 1111·estment
trust (REIT) that /w.1 tradttionallr in1'('.\/ed in .n1bprime rnidelllia/mortgage asset\. The compam mtends to
terminate it1· statu.\ as a mortgafie
RE!Tinthe [rrstq1wrta (~(2003. Pn
or to tlwt time. the compwr.\ 1111ends
to mm•e to wwt!rcr national l'quitr
market eRiumge. for more mfomw
lion. pfea\C t•isit 11'1\'II:CIIIll'/Tl'/I.C0/11.

the three L.S l·etl..·ral Inspection Ser\ 1ce (HS) agenctes (!\iS, C'u-,torns
and the l S Department of Agmulturc) and the\ anous commercial mr
carrier5. \\part olthe \IOL, the a1r
!me-, ,tgn:ed to send ad\ ancc passenger mloPllallon to the government
agencies In n:tum. the liS agreed to
expedit.: the pHKC'-SJng ol APIS
lltghts. \s cam..:r' prm 1dc addiuon,tl

Fender Museum Opens
STUDIO FM-A New
Digital Recording Studio
The Inland l:.rnpm: rnustc scene
is sounding better !han ever. !hank-, to
the open111g of a brand ne\\. state ofthe-art digital recording and mastering facility in Corona. Recently. the
'tudio made its debut at the Fender
Museum of MuSic and the Arts in
Corona. as hundreds of enthusiastic
musil fans attended an Open House
for STUDIO FM
Housed on the second Ooor of
!he Fender Museum's new headquar·
ters at 265 North Mrun Street. STUDIO FM 1s a\ ailable for rental a.s both
a r.:hearsal ru1d a -,tudio em tronrn..:nt.
Consisting of a larg.:. comfortable 18
b) -20-foot "tra~k111g room" and ,111
adjacent 15-by-20-foot control room.
the studio provides 48-track digital
record111g through rv.·o Roland 2480,,
The hoards are full) automated,
loaded with elkcls and complete with
CD burners. while !he tracking room
is furnished with a w1de selecuon of
Fender ampliliers. a -,i,-piece DW
drum set \\ ith P.uste C) mhab. and a
sophisticated l·urman HD-6 headphone system.
STL!DIO f'M 1s under the management or chief audio engineer, Bob
Moon. a talented r.:cordmg engmeer.

long

'on hold' can seem like an eter:ury, unle s you

lh•m woth ~ • ~n(orma11110 •h~: can ~e.p
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Little Bear Enterprises

1-562-592-9210
Contact Teddr
''Helping people create a ·better future··

INLAND EMPIRE
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and more accurate pa"engcr mformallon. the l-IS agenues v.ould •mprme the1r proccssmg Urnes
C'urrentl), more than 140 earners
are stgnatones to the \PIS :V10L, and
t\1 o gm emments
\ustraha und
i\ew Zealand- electromcall) trans
rmt \PIS d,tta to the L S. Custom'
Ser\ tcc Data C'entcr 1n Nev.mgton.
VA

·-e~
I
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rnus1c producer and studio manager.
Fender Museum cxecutJve director.
John Page stated. "With more !han 10
years expcnence 111 both hve and
recorded music. Bob has worked with
mart) area musicians and has hutlt an
enviable reputation a' an outstanding
sound engineer We are thrilled to
ha\c htm with us and confident that
under h1s supen·1s10n every session
booked 111 STL'DIO FM \\ill be an
exceptional expenence."
Page also announced !he formation of STUDIO H•1's Producer's
Club. members ot v.h1ch recel\e pnorit) status <md re-,cn ed tum: 111 th.:
n:o.:ording '>tudio at discounted rates
The lndie Membership. for example,
entitles the member to 40 hour' of
studio time. 111cluding mastering. and
all media for one full-length project.
A S3.1 00 \ alue. Ind1e Membership i-,
oflered at JUst S2.500 Gold Membership at $5.000. and Platinum Membership at S I 0.000 pro\ ide similar
s.J\ ings. as v.ell as a 40 pero.:ent discount on additional hours.
l-or intimlkllionahollt !-JTUD/0 F~f or
to reven·e 1/ttdio time, comact Bob
\t(}(lnat (!X)C)J 735-2-J.JO. e11en\IOII 20-J.

William J. Aniliony ..........williamj@busjournal.com
Ingrid Aniliony .............. .ingrid@ busjournal.com
~1itch Huffman .............mitchah@busjournal.com
Georgine Loveland ............. .iebj @busjournal.com
Web Site ...........................busjournal.com
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This study, published in The
l.oncet, coocludes that moderate wine
OOIISIIIIlptioo is the dietary factor most
c:oosistently relak:d to a reduced risk of
coronary bean disease. In fact, this
study aaributes these positive effects to
wine ediiDol aod found less significant
effects for tbe etbaool ricber alcobol
bevenp
Over tbe last seven! years, scieuliSII haw llll!eiDJ*d to accouut for tbe
ao-c:alled "Freelcb Paradox." the Iowa"
. . fS COIOIIIr)' heart disease in Fnmce
nUtiw to adler developed countries
willa CICJIIII*8ble dietary intake. By analyzin& exumsive data from 21 countries, iDvellipklrs MicbMI Criqui,
M.D., IIIII Baalda Ringle, M.H.S., from
111e UuMnily mCalifomia. San Diego.
Scbool fS MediciDe. wufilmed tbe inWile Cllll'8llllioD between wine and
canary hem dileue. They also repadelllblt IJi&b fruit COIIIIUIIIt'ioo was
n=IIIDdiD a low ri* fSheld diaelse IS

weD as overall longevity. and reported
a strong association between saturated
fat intake and increased heart disease
risk.
Background: Dr. Criqui explored
the relative importance of different dietary factors by using alcohol. diet, and
mortality data from 21 developed COWltries. Wme, beer and spirits were evaluated separately. This study was conducted to find which dietary factor is
most impol1anl in the ''French Paradox"
pheoomellon.
As was found nearly 24 years ago
in a study by St. Leger - France,
which bas tbe highest level of wine and
total alcobol intake. was second only to
primarily vegetarian Japan in having
tbe lowest coronary beart disease mortality rale. Wme emerged by far as the
most CODSistent and statistically significant facllr associaled with reduced risk
of coronary beart disease.
Their finding that the ethanol in
wine was more inversely correlated
with corooary beart disease than total
wine volume prompted them to con-

,.~Jnm~lir.t o)J,,,. §Jt,u ~

dude that only the ethanol in wine. and
not wine's phenolic compounds. as others bave reported. account for the beneficial effects. However, they do point
out that because cohort studies have
consistently found the effects of wine
to be the same as those associated with
other alcoholic beverages. other factors
might also be responsible for wine's
positive association.
The researchers suggest that
lifestyle factors such as the pattern of
consuming wine with meals may account for wine's benefits. as alcohol
with meals has been reported to inhibit clotting. They further suggest that
wine may just be part of an overall
healthier Meditemmean-style diet The
researchers also conclude tbat ethanol
in wine is inversely associated to coronary heart disease, but not to longevity.
Professor Criqui further stresses
that while modest amounts of alcohol
are likely to increase longevity, countries with high per capita alcobol intake
also have alcohol abuse problems.
which reduce longevity. Many epidemiologic studies bave found that
moderate alcobol and wine consumption increase overall life expectancy in

'iMzLEANO WINERY
Wt

n...n---

- - - dM:v Will always remember

I!J4!!tilit ~,J'JJ.l.o.Jw per case plus the priCe of the Wme!
P~ Wine Labels

Any Ocauion!

"WW!llt&t... • A11itMnanes •

Birthdays
1111!•11:1 • Graduations • Holiday 01fts

groups studied. Furthermore, a published detailed analysis of France reported that in regions where wine is the
primary form of alcohol consumed,
abuse incidence is lower than in regions
where beer and spirits are consumed.
Summary: While this study provides scientific support for the "French
Paradox," it needs to be stressed again
that the beneficial effects are seen for
moderate consumption. between one to
two glasses of wine a day as an adjunct
to a healthy diet and lifestyle.
The investigators emphasize that
because the risk/benefit ratio for alcohol varies from individual to individual,
the use of alcohol for cardio-protective
purposes should not be encouraged as
a public health measure. This view
agrees with an editorial in the Journal
of the American Medical Association
stating that a positive message on alcohol is as inappropriate for the general
population as is a generalized abstinence message. The JAMA editorial authors called for doctors to tailor alcobol
advice to the individual. adding that as
most people drink moderately. doctors
should discuss the potential beneficial
effects of alcohol with patients at low
risk for alcohol abuse.

Wine Selection
& Best Rated

( }rre of the lifts that many people enJOY w a
W
Afw::r It IS gone however, they

wh eave It to them. We at
will help you take that pectal gtft one
and tum that bottle mto merhmg
Th
accomplished by addutg a
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.,ne Then you too can Nm your
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Study Confirms Wine's Role in the ''French Paradox''
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by Bill Anthony
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'"'be Eaght ( ompetenc1es of Relationship Selling: How to Reach the
Top 1% in Just IS Extra Minutes a
Day," by Jim Cathcart; Leading Authorities Press, Washington, D.C.;
2002; 235 pages; $24.95.
Here we arc again in yet another
down businl'ss cycle. lf you've managed
to advance a career in sales or marketing
during the past l 5 years. you have experienced three or possibly more such
cycles.
If you've only been selling for two
years. don't give into pe.-;.,imism...the cycle will tum. In facL you can help make
it tum by learning to work smarter. One
way is to learn to usc ideas like those
highlighted in 'The Eight Competencies
of Relationship Selling.··
Veteran salespeople will immediately recognize the wnnection between
economic cycles and books about selling techniques. When the economy is
hot. sales advice normally focuses on
making the best use of your time to do
more transactional selling. Transactional selling is the kind that might be typified by Slreet comer vendors. There are
so many eager buyers that selling becomes more like picky peddling.
According to the gurus, the only
thing a salesperson needs to worry about
is which closing technique might be
most appropriate. Everyone seems to be
in a foot race to gain profits and establish bragging rights about who is "num-

ber one."
By the time we reach the third quarter of a sagging economy, transactional
selling seems to leave for parts unknown. In its place is consultative selling. whose hallmarks are relationship
building with prospective customers
bigbligbted by persistent human contact
with people you want to get and keep IS
oogoing clients.
As

author Jim Cathcart indicates,

it's a fallacy to believe that consultalive
selliog only wodcs wen when times are
tough because prospective customers
want to "trust" salespeople before buying. Here's a news bulletin: salespeople
11111t earn tbeir customers' trust whetbec
times are good or bad. The bad news
about consultalive (or relationship) sellmg IS that it does take more effort by
aalespeople to be effective. It takes a
.... undelstaudhtg of customers' needs
IIIII tw more work to show why your
Oinl OlplliZ8tiOn can fill those needs
lhla lllyooe dse 00 tbe pl8lld.
'lbe bad oews is 1blt ycu c:lCiqJdi-

tors will become even smarter and work
as hard as you do. Many of them will
become pessimistic during the process.
That"s the good news txx:ausc it will result in you having fewer competitors.
Cathcart JXlint~ out that the key benefit of relationship selling is that once
buyers make a purcha-;c from you - if
only a small one to test you -the odd'
on their making additional purchao;cs arc
good. He sums up his viewpoint this
way: "They buy today and they buy
again tomomlw - and so do their
friends.""
The author distills what he perceives to be the eight vital phases of relationship selling:
• l . Prepare to sel!Aluild and sustain
sales readiness.
• 2. Target the right prospects -

Identify who, how and when to make
contact.
• 3. Connect wtth the person- Establish truthful communications, two
ways.
• 4. A-;.'iCS.~ the needs- Understand
the needs of the person and h1slhcr situation.
• 5. Solve the main problem Cause the person to experience the value you bring.
• 6. Commit to the sale -Confirm
that a purchase ha' been made.
• 7. Ao;sure satisfaction- See that
the customers remain satisfied with their
decision.
• 8. Manage your sales potential Lead, motivate and grow yourself.
These eight phases make up the
spine on which Cathcart hangs the en-

tire book. Each chapter is filled with
ideas and guidance on building these
eight core competencies into a best
practices methodology to achieve effective sales results through relationship
selling.
There are earlier books that address
the development of relationship selling
for good and bad economic times. Few
of these other.; are as well organized and
easy to read as Cathcart's work. He
makes putting theory into practice as
simple as possible.
'The Eight Competencies of Relationship Selling" offers a banquet of
ideas for the price of a good dinner.
That's a bargain no matter how you
measure the results.
- Henry Holtzman
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Com pan)
CVB Financ1al Corp.
Pro' 1dent Financial Holdmgs
Fleetwood Entcrpri-.cs Inc
Hansen Natural Corp.
Amcncan States \Vater Com pan)
:\uml'

Current
Close
26.579
26.690
8.270
4.210
23.900

Beg. of
Month
26.301
8.240
4.200

Point
Change
2.179
0.389
0.0.10
0.010

23.900

0.000

24.400
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1129/0.\
(.'lose Pril-e

.
"'c Change
8.9
1.5
0.4
0.2
0.0
12129/112
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Amcncan States Water Co.

A\VR
CH"<L

23.900
4.129

23.900

Channell Commcrc1al Corp.
C\'8 Financial Corp. (H)

CVBF

26.579

24.400

Fleetwood Entcrpnses Inc.

FLE
FOOT

8270
18.750

8.240

Foothtll Independent Bancorp

4.650

T'op
.
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Channell Commercial Corp.
Wabon PharmaceutiCals Inc.
Pacific Prcnucr Bancorp Inc.
"'allonal RV Holdmgs Inc.
HOT Topic Inc.

r;. Chg.
\Iouth

52 \\ eek
lligh

23.000

Beg. of
Month
4.650
29.990
6.230
6.620
24.180

52 Week
l.o\\

Point "'<Change
Change
0.521
-11.2
-2.370
-7.9
·0.480
7.7
-0.410
6.2
-1.180
4.9

Current
P/E Ratio

Exchange

0.0
-11.2

29.01

20.25

18.6

NYSE

8.60

2.88

.34.4

NASDAQ

8.9
0.4
-0.8

26.65

13.99

20.6

NASDAQ

11.90

2.37

NM

'lYSE
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14.7

NASDAQ

0.2
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3.00

13.6

AMEX

Hansen Natural Corp.
HOT Toptc Inc.
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4.210

18.899
4.200

HOlT

23.000

24.180

-4.9

28.20

14.85

24.7

NASDAQ

Keystone Automotive lnds. Inc.

KEYS

15.060

15.600

-3.5

22.25

13.1 I

17.1

NASDAQ

Modtech Holdings Inc.

MOOT

9500

9.510

-0.1

12.90

8.15

15.1

NASDAQ

National RV Holdmgs Inc.
PFF Bancorp Inc

NVH

6.210

6.620

-6.2

14.10

4.77

NM

NYSE

PFB

33.100

34.250

-3.4

38.50

23.50

12.2

NYSE

Paci fie Premier Bancorp Inc.

PPBI

5.750

6.230

-7.7

7 10

1.60

NM

AMEX

Provident Financtal Holdings

PROV

26.690

26.301

1.5

26.80

14.67

13.5

NASDAQ

Watson Pharmaceuucals Inc.

WPI

27.620

29.990

-7.9

33.25

17.95

17.8

NYSE

Pac~r Technolog)

PTCH

3.22

22.7

5.99

2.68

11.62

NASDAQ

3.95
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he said, "we could solve a tremendous amount of community ne.:ds."

Corona Gets More Than Homes
With Fieldstone/2222

pcrcenta~c
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Close
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Fieldstone Communities...

I:NVESTIV'IENTS t&. FINANCE
' I'HE <;AJNEI~S
' l 'op five~ by pcrccnta~c
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Fieldstone also refinanced more
than $1.3 million in delinquent tax
assessments on the Cresta Verde
property left unpaid by the previous
owner, thus relieving the ctty of a
hefty financtal burden.
There's one more thing: The
Cresta Verde Golf Club next door.
"We saw Fieldstone up there grading the hill and asked them what
they planned to do with the topsoil,"
satd Jay Miller, who bought the
course last year and is the founder
of a non-profit organi1.ation called
the "Get A Grip Foundation," to
make golfing education accessible
to all children.
The next thing Miller knew,
Fieldstone was trucking in more than
85,000 cubic yards of topsoil and
granite rock from tts site, for the redesign and construction of the golf
course and the triple-decker driving
range, and even helped grade the golf
holes with iLs bulldo1..ers.
"At times there were I 00 Fieldstone trucks a day rumbling across

our property," Miller ~atd. "We got
done in five months what might have
taken 12 months wtthout heldstone,
and their contribution wa.\ worth at
least $300,000, maybe more."
Fieldstone Communities ts a local, privately held company that,
along with the Fieldstone Company,
has built more than 18,000 homes in
Southern California and Utah since
1981, reaching more tlmn $4 billion
in total revenue.
The corporate philosophy of
Fieldstone has always been to help
strengthen and improve the communities in which it builds homes. For
example, the Fieldstone Foundation
has given some 230 grants worth a
total of $700,000 to non-profit organizations in the Inland Empire, including $50,000 for the Fender Museum of the Arts.
"We've had a lot of developers
over the years in Corona, but Fieldstone is right at the top when it comes
to giving back to the community,"
said assistant city manager, Brad
Robbins. "They do things because
it's right, not because they have to do
it!"
For more mfonnation on Fieldstone
or the Cresta Verde community,
please visit the F1eldstune Web site at
www.jieldstone-homes. com.

:\otcs: <Hl-Stock hit 52-\\.eck high dunng the month, (l.)·Stock hit 52-week low during the month, ($)-Stock spht during the month. Nfv1- Not Meaningful

Fh ~ Most :\cth ~ Stocks

Stock
Watson Pharmaceuucals Inc.
HOT Topic Inc.
Fleetwood Enterprise~ Inc.
CVB Financial Corp.
PFF Bancorp Inc.
D&PIIEBJ Total Volume Month

l\lonthl)' Summar)·

Month Volume
I1.245.300
10,177,436
4.690,200
959.264
596.100
29.556.458

Advances
Declines
Unchanged
New Highs
New Lows

1/29/03

5
9
0
I
0

Duff & Phelps, LLC
One of the nation's leading investment banking and financial advisory
organizations. All stock data on this
page is provided by Duff & Phelps,
LLC from sources deemed reliable.

geles.
Accent made bedroom furniture at its plant in
San Bernardino. In 1999. Lilly Industries began
supplying Accent with a stain that was intended to
finish the furniture with a golden oak color. Accent
claimed the stain was unstable. According to Boyd,

much of the furniture turned red and pmk when
treated with the Lilly stain. Boyd claimed his company suffered millions in lost sales.
Attorney Roger Clark of Los Angeles, who
represented Accent Furniture, said Boyd had offered to settle the claim for $600,000 back in October 1999.
Clark said, "Lilly refused to offer a single penny at that time. We had to sue, litigate the case for
three years and bring this case to tnal before Lilly
and its insurers becatne reasonable. Justice was delayed ...but still served." Clark added. "Color ts critical in the furniture industry. We think this settle-

••• Sneak Preview •••

No recommendation is mtended or
implied.

(310) 284-8008.

Accent Furniture Reaches Multi-Million Dollar Settlement
Accent Furniture of Maryland Heights, Mo ..
has reported reaching a multi-million dollar settlement of its lawsuit with chemical giant, Lilly Industries. Dennis Boyd, president of Accent Furniture, said Lilly Industries agreed to pay his company $3 million. The offer came during the first
week of an expected six-week jury trial in Los An-

Coming Soon

ment puts stain formulators everywhere on notice
that they must deliver a good, stable product or else
suffer the consequences."
Boyd founded Accent Furniture in 1994. It employed approximately 260 employees at its San
Bernardino facility. Following the onset of the stain
problems in 1999, the company had to lay off many
of these employees. The company now sells its furniture under the Trend Furniture brand.
Lilly Industries was bought by Val spar Corporation m 2000 and is now based m Minneapolis.
Valspar trades on the New York Stock Exchange
under the symbol VAL.

Coming in the
March Issue

Nurses' Union Election at Pomona
Valley Hospital to be Reviewed by
National Labor Relations Board
Pomona Valley Hospital Medical
Center received commumcation last
week from the Nauonal Labor Relations Board office in Washington
D.C. that the recent election by the
hospital's nurses regardmg unionization will be revtewed in a hearing for
the purpose of resolvmg tssues raised
by the hospital following the election.
In correspondence dated Jan. IS,
the NLRB's three-member panel mdicated that the hospital's objections
to the election held SepL I 8- I 9 of last
year "ratse substanttal and material
factual tssues warranung a hearing."
The NLRB memo states that the
hearing will be held for the purpose
of receiving evidence to resolve the
allegations that employees were harassed, intimated, threatened, and
subjected to criminal acts for opposing the Union. The hearing will also
review evidence that concerns an allegation that an employee vtdeotaped
the polling place and other employees in and near the polling area.
The hospital contends that these
actions are in violation of
federal law and the rights of voters.
Pomona Valley Hospital had challenged the nurses' umon vote based
on information received from hospital nurses and other staff members
both prior to and during the election.

Indio ...
corlfinuedjmm parw I
The test!\ al is presented b) Fantasy Springs Casino. Riverside Count) Credit Union, Valley Independent

Bank and Dole products.
Gates open at 10 a.m. and close
at 10 p.m. General admission is $7,
adults, $6. sentO~">; $5, group bus
touT'>; $4, youth, and free for children
under 5. For more information, call
1-800-811-FAIR.
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The tally of ballots following the
election was 275 in oppm.ition to a
nurses' umon at PVHMC and 393 in
favor.
Pomona Valley Hospital President/CEO Richard Yochum indicated
m a letter to all hospttal employees
that, "Contrary to the union's allegation that the hospital's challenge was
a method to delay certification of the
nurses' vote, the NLRB\ ruling validates our contention that the alleged
tactics of intimtdation, harassment,
threats and coercion by the Union and
its supporters do merit further investigation." Yochum also stated that,
"If these actions are found to be in violation of federal law and the rights
of voters, it can lead to the NLRB setting aside the election and conducting
a new one."
The hospital has stated previous)y that it has a desire to protect the
rights of all of its employee.'>, including the right to due process in challenging the outcome of the nurses'
election.
"Ultimately, the provisiOn of
safe, quality health care is our number one priority," Yochum said. "We
have exceptional nurses who have delivered outstanding care for the past
100 years and we intend to continue
providing that level of care "
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SmartTalk

LA ...

~in the Morning
6AMT09AM with
Mark Larson
Larry Marino

The Larry Marino Show 12 noon to 1 pm • 5 pm to 6 pm • 10 to 11 pm
The Inland l :mJifre's only dal~l' lit'!! (.<.sue talk slxm· Great guest.<..' Great topk~! I./stem to tbe
radio sbou· tbtll listens to you andfind out !l'blll is really going on In tbe Inland Empire.'

The Dennis Prager Show
9 am to 12 noon and
6pmto7 pm

The Michael Medved Show
1 pm to 3 pm

The Hugh Hewitt Show
3 pm to 5 pm

smarttalk590KRIA.com

590am
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N"E"W BUSIN"ESS
INNO\\TIVE RISK SOU.
TIONS, 2995 VAN Bl RI"N
BlVD. STE. Al3. CRAIG
Hl"DSON. RIVERS)()! CA
9250.'-5606
TH£ BK\UTLFLL !\UST.\KE,
~595 ROSEWOOD PI
\RMIN TCHAM RIVI·.R
SIDE. CA 92506-IOXI
WLLLIA\tS \\HOLESALE.S
CYCLES, 25013 CORTI
VIENNA. TIMOTIJ)
WILLIAMS. MURRilTA,
CA 92563-5016
THE RIGHT CLICK, 29279
SUMMERSETDR. BARBARA RCND, SUI\ CITY
( \ 92586-3179
CORO"iA LLBE PIT STOI'
~10 RIVER RD .. STJ
SHANE BlLLS, COROl'A.
CA 92880-1380
ISLAI\DBREEZE ETIVORK
SOLUTIONS, 1141
POMONA RD, STE. D.
RANDALL L. HUNT.
CORONA, CA 92882-7148
ICM SALES LEASJlliG, 10930
LIMONITE AVE.
WILLIAM PERRY. MIRA
LO\otA, CA 91752-2255
THAI HOUSE RESTAURAi'<T,
68545 RAMON RD • STE
Ci04, SUVADEE, BOONSUB. CATHEDRAL CITY,
CA 92234-3386
EUROPEAN TOUCH, 68560
TORTUGA RD, EDWARD
HAMlLTO:>;, CATHEDRAL
CITY. CA 92234-3875
P-UM SPRJlliGS CANDY CO.,
68845 PEREZ RD . CATHE
ORAL CITY. CA 922347254
THE LEADERSHIP DEVEL·
OPMENT & TRAINING
INC., 52500 CALHOUN
ST, ANDREW NIELSEN.
COACHELLA, CA 922369656
LO\ ELY NAILS, 119 LA PLL,
TAMMY TRUO~G. PAL"-1
SPRINGS, CA 92262-6382
NUTRI SPORT GROCP, 440 S.
ELCIELO RD., STE. 17
NUTRITIONAL SCIENCE
SPORTS, PALM SPRINGS.
CA 92262-7927
DESERT DOLI'Hllli HEALING
TOUCH, 143 GERONIMO
ST. TIMOTHY MCCUL
SCARBROUGH, PAL\!
SPRINGS. CA 92264-783_,
PROFESSIONAL IRRIGA·
TlON SVCS .. 1059 BRADY
LN .. ROLANDO GON7A·
LEZ. CALIMESA, CA
92320-1611
LENICK RENTAL CO., 4321
ALAMO ST.. LEONARD
GRAVES, RIVERS fOE. CA
92501-1038
BOWE'iS TIPTOP ROOFING,
3425 CANNES AVE.,
STEPHEN BOWEN,
RIVERSIDE, CA 925011211
GM BUSINESS INTERIORS,
1099 W. LA CADENA DR.,
GOFORTH & MART
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501·
1413
BIG 0 TIRES, 11820 MAGNOLlAAVE.,lNLAND EMPlREAUTOMOTIVE LLC.
RIVERSIDE. CA 925034916
ULTIMATE CONSTRUCTION,
9119 DEODAR CT.. JEFF
STEINER. RIVERSIDE. CA
92503-5617
TIFFANY BROOKS STUDIO
OF WALL MAGIC, 2951
MCALLISTER ST., LYNN
NEVATT, RIVERSTDE. CA

92503-6111
BRAVO DE RLED.\, 4069
MELROSE ST . JUAN DE
RL'EDA. RIVLRSIDI:, CA
92504-2629
CELADO"i Df~';l(;"' GROLP
LLC, 2900 ADAMS ST
STE. Bl4. RIVERSIDI:'~ CA
92504-8308
CALIFOR!IiL\ ll'oL\"'0
BAAKER.S, 717" BROCKTON AVE. STI· \36,
GUILD MORTGAGE CO.,
RIVERSIDI., CA 925062634
C \Pn~\L REAL EST\T~; &
INVESTME'\TS, 6956 11\' DIA!\AAVL STL IS.
ED~ A KEARNEY. RIVERSIDE. CA.92506--1109
DE Ai'<ZA PET CE'\TER. 7820
L!MONITLAVI:., BRIAN
STURGEO~. RIVERSIDE.
CA 92509-5360
W R PAINTING, 9060
KENNEDY ST. WALLACE
RUDD. RIVERSIDI.' CA
92509-5937
SM. ISIDRO TRCCKThG, 6168
LA KAREN LN , JOSE
CABRERA, RIVERSIDE.
CA 92509-6279
WORLD HELP INDLSTRJES,
PO. BOX 8546. LORAN
MOORE, RIVERSIDE, CA
92515-8546
LAKE INSPECTION SVCS.,
33430 MACY ST. JOHN
RODRIGUEZ. LAKE ELSINORE. CA 92530-5685
EMERALD TRAVEL, 1304 W
A..ORIDAAVE.,
DOROTHY MARTIN,
HEMET, CA 92543-3908
KID ZONE, 123 S CARMALITA ST. RIVERSIDE COUNTY YOUTH MUSEUM.
HEMET. CA 92543-4229
ADVANCED CO"iSIRlCIO"',
41360 SHADOW PALM
WAY. JAMES HAY"'ES.
HE..'v!ET. CA 92544-8293
GRAN1T TRA"'SFORMATIO:"'S OFTE\fEClLA
VALLE\, 25622 BUENA
VILLAGE CT. KATHLEEN
HENDRICKS, MORENO
VALLEY. CA 92551-2098
BARREDA SVCS., 24102
FUSCHlA CT., LEONOR
BARREDA. ML'RRIETA.
CA 92562-2 1:'4
CO'\TACT ll'<TERNATIO~AL,
39930 WHITEWOOD RD., #
1205. !-.lARK ERICKSON.
MURRIETA. CA 925635576
PERRIS PRINT STOP, 975
MORGAN ST. JOSEPH
CANTONE, PERRIS, CA
92571-3103
J L ELECTRIC, 24540 CONEJO
DR .. JOSEPH LAVALLE,
CANYON LAKE, CA
92587-8929
HBTTRUCKING INC., 39662
RORIPAUGH RD. TEMECULA. CA 92591-6116
HOMEI'LATE RENTALS, P.O.
BOX I. DAVID BURGESS
JR., WILDOMAR, CA
92595-0001
CORONA DENTAL GROUP,
161 N MCKINLEY ST.,
STE. 102. TlNH HO DENTAL CORP, CORONA. CA
92879-6530
RAMOS GLOVES, 1311 JASMINE CIR., TAMMY
RAMOS. CORONA. CA
92880-1284
M W DRYWALL INC., 2151
SHELLEY CIR. CORONA,
CA 92880-5485
THORLEY HEADERS, 1220

RAil ROAD ST, THORLLY
ACQUISmON SUB INC
CORO:>;A. CA 92882-1837
CARBL!lliTORS LNLI\UHD,
947 RANCHEROS DR. ~ ·\ .
BRL-cl: BE.'NER. SA'\
MARCOS. CA 92069- 3028
DESERT P\CIFIC PROPER·
TIES. 77899 WOLF RD .•
SIT 101 . DESERT PACIFIC,
PROP1:RTIES LLC, PALM
D!Sl'RT C\92211 1137
YOLR POOL & SPA i\1AINTE'\ANCE CO., 76794
CHRYSANTHEMUM WAY
ALISON SANDERS. PAL."-1
DESERT CA 92211-7461
LOPEZ f"'iSLRA'\CE
\GE!\C\ 69265 RAMO:\
RD . STI: B3, MARIO.
LOPEZ. CATHEDRAL
CITY CA 92234-3391
FINISH FIRST, 68340 CONCEPCION RD, USA
KNOX, CATHEDRAL
CITY. CA 92234-3636
SPRINGS WATER TRUCK
SVC., 9678 SAN RAFAEL
RD.. !viA RIO CANCIC
DESERT HOT SPRINGS
CA92240-1817
AQl.A ST.\R POOLSVC., PO
BOX 378, CHARLES SlLVA, LA QUINTA. CA
92253-0378
ESP LANDSCAPE SVCS., PO
BOX 611. PEERLESS GOLF
INC . LA QUINTA. CA
92253-0611
COOPERS, PO BOX 1373,
SCOOPERS LLC, LA
QUINTA, CA 92253-1373
LA QLI"<TA TOL'R & TRA\EL, PO. BOX 1802. JOE.
CEVES, LA QUINTA. CA
92253-1802
CRAZY SHlRTS, 110 N. PALM
CANYON DR., ONLY THE
BEST INC, PAL\11
SPRINGS. CA 92262-5504
THE RV LIFESTYLE SHO\\,
2100E TAHQLTIZ
CANYON WAY. JAMES
NABOL'RS. PALM
SPRINGS, CA 92262-7006
SJV ENTERI'RISES, 7887
LINARES AVE .. SHELDON
VESS, RIVERSIDE, CA
92509-6196
ClST0\1 BILLING SOLLTIO'\S, 4781 Slil'iCREST
DR .. BRENOACOWAI\.
RIVERSIDE CA 925096526
CHAI'PARRAL REALTY CEI'o·
TER, PO BOX 391370.
CHAPARRAL MORTGAGE
CORP, ANZA, CA 925391370
CUSTOM FIR, 12576 HEACOCK ST., JUSTIN SALAS.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92553-3010
DESIG"' AIR, 11948 ALBION
WAY, PAUL DAVIDSON,
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92557-6139
WONDERLAND GARDEN,
12125 DAY ST., STE. K407,
VINCENT. HOLGUIN,
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92557-6720
CRJTI'ER SfiTER PET SITTING, 25661 ELDER AVE.,
MARI.EEN. MCKE."'ZZE,
MORE."'O VALLEY, CA
92557-7638
DEMARCO HOLDING, 36660
BUTTJ'RFLY PEAK RD.
MARK LAMONT, MOUN
TA!N CENTER. CA 92561
3006
J & J ADJUSTThG, 9767 DEL
VAL OR., JOHN QUINN.
ML'RRIETA. CA 92562-

403'1
WALL TO WALL KIT('IJEN &
BATH INC., 35350 TWIN
WILLOW RD , Wi\IJ . TO
WALL KITCIIEN & BATH
INC. MCRRIF-.T\ C \
92563-2405
B.\P '\U:OIC.\L S\CS.. 2139 S
SA"' JACI"'TT .\VL . DOll·
GLAS SPARI\S. S'\'\ J.\CINTO. C ·\ 925R.V \ H 3
SSD INSCRANCE SH S.,
42041 AVE.'IIDA AlVARADO. # B. SHAN!: DOLU
TE."-1ECCLI\ C \ 9!5903448

OWES GRADI'\G & GOLF
CO'\'STRCCTIO'\, J55KO
BALSAM ST . D.\VID
SlA'-.'EJR. WllD0'\1-\R.
CA 92595-86.15
SADDLE SO!lli EATER) &
SALOON. 348 6TH ST
RANDY, RATLIFF NORCO. CA 92860-1756
R & H HEATING & AIR CO!\·
DffiO'IING, 625 LOCUST
ST. RONALD HU~A
CORO~A. CA 92879-2941
PARK PLACE RESIDE"'TIAL
CAVE FACILITY 4361 E
PASEO CAROLETA.
DE.UA PlLOTON. PAL!vl
SPRINGS, CA 92264-3411
THREE DEUCES, 3747 CENTRALAVE., JIM RUlZ.
RIVERSIDE. CA 925062422
CTR INVESTME!\T !'ROPER·
TIES, 1473 11\IBERLA"'E
DR., WE'\DY EHLERS.
RIVERSIDE CA 925064038
NORRIS GROCP, 18710 VAN
BUREN BLVD.• BRL:CE
NORRIS FINANCIAL
GROUI'. INC. RIVERSIDE
CA 92508-9112
CHRISTOFFERSEN El'liGII'Ii'EERL'IG. 2431 RuBIDOUX BLVD . STE. 6.
BRYAN CHRISTO!··
FERSEN. RIVERSIDE. CA
92509-2135
ELECTRONIC DESIGN SOLUTIONS, 350 S. MAPLE
ST. STE. L. JAMES CARROLL. CORONA, C \
92880-6948
DESERT C0\11\IL'\ICATIO"iS
SYSTEMS. 817 ORANGE
HEIGHTS LNC.. KEVI:>;
HARRIS. COROI>A. C-\
92882-6841
ENDEAVOR FREELAI'iCll'iG,
752 MERIDIAN CIR.,
ROBERT GRANDA.
CORONA, CA 92882-8688
ECONO-CRETE, 76623 NEW
YORK AVE.. PALM
DESERT 2000 INC., PALM
DESERT, CA 92211-0946
THUNDER RIDGE DESIGN,
68525 TORTUGA RD.,
GARLAND STROUD,
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234-3867
TAQUERIAARANDAS, 51541
HARRISON ST., JESUS
HERNANDEZ, COACHELLA. CA 92236-1568
FLAMINGO RESORT HOTEL
& SPA, 67221 PIERSON
BLVD .. RAINER INVESTMENTS INC., DESERT
HOT SPRINGS. CA 922403309
PUMAS SOCCER CLUB. 15380
AVENJDARAMADA.ANTONlO BLI7.AlDE.
DESERT HOT SPRINGS.
CA 92240-9008
THE WILSON COLLECTIVE,
52100AVENIDAALVARADO.MlCHAEL

JWII_50S .I.A QWi'<T,\. CA
9225.'- '229
ISABEL'S BU E PIG, 74220
1-nGIIW.-\Y Ill . WJSCER
WILLIIOm:, PAL';!
DE.5LR1~ C\ 92260-IIJR
EASY Rf~'iT.\J.<;, 2025 E
FRAI'CIS DR ,ALL
BROKl• DOW~ I:>;C,
PALM SPRI"iGS, CA 922622549
\BLE PROPERTY MANAGEME:'IIT & REAL ESTATE,
4275 LEMON ST . STE. 211
P!::.NNY '\1ARTIN. RIVERSIDE~ CA 92501-3608
LOL-LOK, 4618 TO\fLJ:>;SOS
AVI: , I.Ol IS :O..IARTJ.'<E7~
RIVLRS!Df:.. CA 925032834
SIGN CO. & :'1/EO'i, 9667
~AGNOI.IAAVE.,

MANUEL BANNELOS.
RIVERSIDE CA 92503'645
AO\MCED i'< \TLRAL
HEALll'iG CENTER. 3761
VAN BLRE.N BLVD .. STE
E. S L'N Af. HA:>; RIVERSIDE. CA 92503-4266
PA...,ORAMA L'\1AGES, 6773
SUN~YVALE DR., ALFRED DENSON, RIVERSIDE. CA 92505-2145
ARTS LANDSCAPING &
TREE SVC., 413 GLEN
AVE.. APT A. SLZANNA
AVlLA RIVERSIDE. CA
92507-1337
CALZO:>;A DL'>TRIBl:TI0:-.1
CO., 2025 CHICAGO AVE,
STE Al5. SOLAR HEATING SPECIALISTS INC..
RIVERSIDF CA 925072320
EASTSIDE CHRISTIAN
ACADEMY, 2355 PENNSYLVAI'Iil.'\ AVE.. TITO SALOMOS, RIVERSIDE. CA
92...'\07-5825
LLB\TTI DESIG~S L'l'ol.IMITED, 8315 63RD ST..
ERICH LCBATT RIVERSIDE. C.\ 92509-6004
K & R TECH, 6160 KIP PL.
RAOLL HENDERSON.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92509632...'\
SATELLITE DREAMS, 4745
HORSESHOE 1...1\ •
CHERYL Kl:ICHlJTI.I.
Rl\'l:RSIDE. C,\ 925097102
A Cl:T ABO\E GLASS & l\UR·
RORS, PO. BOX 20846.
ROBERT LATONJO.
RIVERSIDE, CA 925160846
J & D MOTORSPORTS, 18650
COLLIER AVE., STE. J.
DUANE BASC0\1. LAKE
ELSINORE. CA 92530--2724
GREEN TREE LEARNING
CENTER INC.. I0813
BREEZY MEADOW DR..
MORENO VALLEY. CA
92557-3976
M & M SVCS~ 25219 RIDGEPLUME DR., MARK DIETZLER, MURRIETA, CA
92563-5375
ADVAi'<TAGE VENDING
S\'CS~ 31805 U.S . HIGHWAY 79. CHAMITH INC..
TEMECULA. CA 925925870
ALL KINDS OF LAMP·
SHADES, 2284 GRIFFIN
WAY STE.. 102, BERNICE
SlLVERMAN, CORONA.
CA 92879-6568
L & I' ENTERPRISE, 2153
COTTONCREEK LN.. LARRY COVINGTON JR.,
CORONA, CA 92880-5456
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NI~W I~USIN~:::SS
SHORT POUR CONCRETE.
23151 COFFEE BERRY
CIR., STEVEN PETERSON.
CORONA. CA 9288.3-8132
CIROS RESTAURANT & PIZZARIA, 81963 U.S. HIGHWAY III,CIROS INC, INDIO. CA 92201-5418
ACCESS ONE FINANCIAl~
82365 U.S. HIGHWAY Ill,
STE. 104. OSCAR
AMEZCUA. INDIO, CA
92201-5631
BAll- BONDS BY RUBEN
SANCHEZ JR.. 2690 U.S.
HIGHWAY Ill. RUBEN
SANCHEZ JR , INDIO. CA
92201-5634
CHAMPAGNE TOl'CH MANAGEMEJ'ooT SV(.'S., 77899
WOLF RD .. STE 106,
CHAMPAGNE TOUCH
INC., PALM DESERT. C A
92211-1137
PEPES MEXICAN &
SEAFOOD, 2.579 W RAMSEY ST., JESUS SIORDIA.
BANNING. CA 9222G-171 3
BELl-AGIO BROTHERS,
31185SANELJA) WE.
JAMES TI CJ<.'"ER CATHI·DRAL em·. CA 922..~
3048
SOUTHERN CAL PAINTING
INC~ P.O. BOX II. CATHEDRAL CITY. CA 92235-<XHI
UNUMITEDSUCCFl>.'i,l2314
PALM DR . II 145. KAREN
HARVEY, DESERT HOT
SPRINGS. CA 922-10-3908
C,JWGE.-.ERALCO :TRACTlNG, 54530AVENIDA
MADERO, WALTON
BROTiiERS INC., LA
QUINTA. CA 92253-3725
ENGINEERING CONCEPTS,
GENERAL DELIVERY.
VICTORIA GACETA
NORTH PALM SPRINGS.
CA 92258-9999
PHILLIPS CIUROPRACTIC
OFFICE, 44855 SAN
PABLO AVE. 114-6, JEFFREY PHill..JPS. PALM
DESERT, CA 9226G-3530
MANTRAP NAILS. 73850
HIGHWAY III,STE.C.
10NYTRUONG, PALM
DESERT. CA 9226G-4015
INDIKA HOME, 74271 HIGHWAY Ill, JNDIKA HOME
ILC, PALM DESERT, CA
92260-4117
ADVANAGE AUI'O BRQ.
KEltS, 401 W RADIO RD.,
II B3T. RICHARD
I..EANUES. PALM
SPRINGS, CA 92262-1600
SELF FASIDON, 101 S FARRELL DR., MICHONG LEE.
PALM SPRINGS. CA 922627204

S B REALTY INVESTMENTS.
P.O BOX 4695, NADIA
RAAFAT. PALM SPRINGS.
CA 92263-4695

LA GALLARIA CONSIGNMENTS,P.O BOX516,
MARIO LOYA. RANCHO
MIRAGE. CA 92270-0516

'1111JNDERBIRD REALTY CO.,
71330HIGHWAY Ill, TBIRD REALTY INC. RANCHO MIRAGE. CA 9227G4105

WILLIE MAES ANOINTED
TOUCH SALON, 409S
MISSION INN AVE., II A.
WILLIE BEVERLY.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92501-

3204

DEE'S SALON 5533 VAN BUREN BLVD, DOR.OJ1fY
GILL. RIVERSIDE. CA

92503-2068

liNIQt:E MAII\T.:NANCE
SVC., 16:!.~5 PICK Pl...
JUAN RAMIRF.7~ RIVERSIDE. C A 92504-56-t7
QUAl-m· Bl'll-DING MAINTENANCE. 4655 MINNTER
AVE., APT 72A. MOHAN
CRISTINA. RIVERSIDE.
CA 92505-2833
FULl- SPt:CTRUM AUTO DETAil-ING, 7960 PEAK CT..
JOHN ECKER. RIVERSIDE. CA 92506--1808
FGK GRAPHICS, 4275 VERNON AVE .. GABRIELE
KIERT/. ER. RIVERSIDE.
CA 9:!.'i<J9-2961
INDIAN TRJo:E S\'C~ 1522 RUBJI)()L X BlVD. APT. 22,
SHAWN BARRIOS.
RIVERSIDE CA 925094466

OEVEI.OPERS NETWORK
GROUP. 17 CORTE
MADERA. JUSTIN C'.f.ERNIAK. 1..-\KE ELSI!';ORE,
CA '125.'2-0200
Fl-ORIDA TRANSMISSIO'i.
1200\\ 1-1 ORIDAA\'E.
STI: S, IISAARGLEI LO.
HEMET, C \ ll25-H- 3979
CROSSPOI:'I.T CHt.:RCH. X25
S. Gil BERTST.CAI.Wun
BAPTIST CHURCH OF
HEMET, HEMH, C A
92543-7<H3
BIG PEU:S ··n:D, 322l0 SAGE
RD. Jl DY PI:TF.RSON,
HEMET. C' \ 92544-9S 19
BEYOND 2000 MOTORSPORTS. ~0 BOX 5-tll.
ROBERT 1-1 AVEN. HOME·
LAND. CA '1:!.~8-0548
WILD INK PRODU<..TIONS,
~0. BOX 355, JERRY ORTON, IDYLl Wll D, CA
92.~9-0.155

IDYLLWILD PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT, PO.
BOX 3411, BOBBIE
JOHNS, IDYLLWll.D. CA
92..~9-3411

MILE HIGH INSPECTION.
~0. BOX 372.1, DAVIN
COSTA-RICHARDSON.
IDYLLWILD. CA 925493723
WMANITEA PRODUC·
TIONS, 16564 SIR BAR10N WAY, LOUIS
WINDER JR., MOR£'10
VALLEY. CA 92551-2536
OUR REALTY, 24281 SUN·
NYMEAD BLVD., MAR·
GARET V~ MORENO
VALLEY. CA 92553-3029
TONY'S TV VCR SALES &
REPAIR, 24481 SUNNYMEAD BLVD.. ANTONIO CASTANEDA.
MORENO VALLEY. CA
92553-9313
A TO Z HOME IMPROVEMENTS, 28131 BETHANY
ClR, JOSEPH ZMUDDSKY.
MORENO VALLEY. CA
92555-5401
THUNDER & LIGHTNING
TRANSPORT, 28011 HEMLOCK AVE. CESAR
LOPEZ. MORENO VALLEY. CA 92555-5420
GREENSIDE PROMOTIONS,
23960 BRrrrLEBUSH ClR ,
JEANNINE BRYANT.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92557-2933
ELDORADO POINTE APART·
MENTS, 12159CALLE
SOMBRA. DESERT POINT
PROPERTY LP. MORENO
VALLEY. CA 92557-7042
SO HO NETWORKING, 37395
HUCKABY LN, BRADlEY
NELSON, MURRIETA. CA

92562-3243
TAX PROS, 41135 !-1G ST,
DONALD GUNDRY. MUR·
RlhTA, CA 92562-6910
GOLD STAR REAL ESTATE.
PO BOX 1041,CESARSIMON. MURRlhTA. CA
92.S6-l-l 041
PERRIS ENGINEERING, 1051
DAVIDS RD. PAl'!.
OIEGES. PERRIS. CA
92571-084-1
A BETTER WAY, 30.100
CARMEL RD .• EARL PETERSON. SUN CITY. CA
925R6-5204
CHOICE CABINETS, 30152
LONGHORN DR.. KENNETii CHA:--IDLER JR,
CANYON LAKI:', CA
92587-7671
COBELLMAILING SVCS.,
27574 COMMI:RCE CEN·
TER DR. STE. I 35, ABTIK
INC., TE.'I.1ECUI.A. C,\
'I:!.W0-2535
NOBLE & ASSOC., 319Xll
CORTE SOLEDAD,
STIVENNOBII'- TI·MEC
l'LA. C'A 925<J2-6-t62
COl !';TR) ESTATES R~:Air
n. PO BOX 6-lO. IXJNAI D HAAS. WINCIII·STI,R. CA 92.W6-0640
WJl_O WEST POl'iY PARTIKS,
PO. BOX 10.11, ROY
\1JTCHEI.l .. GARDEN
GROVF~ CA 928-12-103 I
GOOI> WIU- REAJ.n, PO
BOX 7703l. RO:o-:At D \RISIO CORONA. CA 'l~S77
0101
TRAPEZE E!loTERPRISKS,
P.O. BOX 17-15. TIMOTHY
MARTIN. CORONA. Ct\
92X7K-1745
BU:ND RIDE SHOP, 226-l
GRIFFIN WAY. II lO.l.
MARK BRIERLEY. CORONA. CA 92X79-653 I
RAINBOW GRAPHICS, HXJ.l
MIRARORES DR.. AL:GllSTO IBASCO JR,
CORONA. CA 92882-8!\-IR
VAI-U:Y PLAZA DOCTORS
HOSPITAL. 13100STUDEBAKER RD., SOUTHWEST
HOSPITAL DVLPMNT.
NORWALK. CA 9065G-2531
ENNS CO~ 13659 ROSECRANS
AVE.. STEJ. JUANITA RODRIGUEZ. SANTA FE
SPRINGS. CA 90670-5044
MAYA DAIRY, 8762 KIMBALL
AVE.. JUAN ECHEVERRIA, CHINO, CA9171092..l0
NIKOS CAFE, 46767 MONROE
ST., PHYWS BOGIANOS,
INDIO, CA 92201-5507
BODY TIME, 45352 INDIAN
WELLS LN.. 10BYE
KLUG. INDIAN WELLS.
CA 9221G-8828
LAST TIME AROUND, 77852
WILDCAT DR., STE. 4,
CHANTAL ANDERSON,
PALM DESERT, CA 922111142
CALIFORNIA LOG HOMES.
805 N 8TH ST., DEBORA
ANDERSON. BANNING,
CA 9222G-2344
H & R BLOCK, 1393 W. RAMSEY ST, JERRY
FRANKUN. BANNING.
CA 9222G-4447
CHERRY VALLEY MATTRESS & FURNITURE
CO., 1001 BEAUMONT
AVE., JACK MASSENGALE, BEAUMONT, CA
92223-1832
RISING SUN HOME, 31495
AVENIDA DEL PADRE.

CONCHITA DIATA.
CATIIFDRALCITY. CA
92234-.3098
HOME Swt:ET HOME, 31779
AVENIDA LA GAVIOTA,
RICARDO TERAN,
CATiiEDRAL CITY. CA
92234-5259
HUMMER TOURS OF PALM
SPRINGS, J7188 MELROSE DR., APT I. SCOTT
MCFARLAND, CATHEDRAL CITY. CA 922347755
ACCOUNTING ON WHEElS,
35200 CATifEDRAI.
CANYON DR., UNIT 171,
MUl.UNESH Al.EM.
CATHEDRAL CITY. CA
922.34-!11!06
TAQUERIA MONA RCA tLC,
PO BOX 187. COAOfEL..
I.A. C A 92236-0187
JEKKEL MUSIC, 51001 EISENHOWER DR., BRUCE
CATHCARTJR,I.AQUIN·
TA. CA 9225.l 3042
H & R BLOCK, 742!1-1 HIGHWAY Ill, ()1..\NNA
FRANKl IN, PAI.M
DESERT. C'A 'l226G-41l9
DESERT ART COLU:<..TION,
~5350 SAN I tiiS RFY
AVE. FEDDI-.Rl Y & ASSOC. PAlM Dl:'.'iFRT,CA
92260-~ 3(~)

P S MOD~:RN TOUR..'i, 2!1-11 N
STARR RD. ROBI:RT EMBER, PAl M SPRINGS, CA
92262-2051
SOLAR PROP.:RTU:S
GROUP, 2241 N
LEONARD RD.• ALBERT
MAI.IIKA. PALM
SPRINGS. C'A 92262-2721
COUNTRY CLUB LIMO, 1490
N PALM CANYON DR.,
RONALD MILLER. PALM
SPRINGS. CA 92262-4412
BABES BBQ GRil-L & BREW
HOUSF~ 71800 HIGHWAY
lll,IIAI76. DONALD
LUCKY U.C, RANCHO
MIRAGF~ CA 9227G-4425
THE HAIR CRF..ATION, 12032
WEEPING WILLOW LN..
ANA RODRIGUE7~
FONTANA, CA 92337-2635
ZUIDMULDER lANDSCAPING, 4352 6TH ST., BRIAN
ZUIDMULDF.R, RIVERSIDE. CA 92501-2621
ALI CAT RECORDS, 4136
lOTH ST., ALI CAT
RECORDS INC~ RIVF.RSIDE. CA 92501-3110
TINYS AUTO DETAIL, 6901
BRUNSWICK ST., CARLOS LOPE7~ RIVERSIDE,
CA92503
B L M TAX SVC., 4773 TYLER
ST., STE. 2£. MONKA
STAUB, RIVERSIDE, CA
92503-2814
WHEEL FITS, 10051 FOX ST..
REBECCA SPAR10S,
RIVERSIDE. CA 925035468
WORLD CI..ASS MORTGAGE,
1450 UNIVERSITY AVE.,
STE. E. CHARLES WHITEHEAD. RIVERSIDE. CA
92507-4411
TAGGERS BAIL BONDS, 5528
MISSION BLVD.•
MICHAEL BRADLEY,
RIVERSIDE, CA 925094515
YUCATAN AUI'OMOTIVE
CENTER, 3762 ARORA
ST., DILMAR 7.ELAYANDIA, RIVERSIDE. CA
92509-4521
ADVANCED AUTOMOTIVE &
DIAGNOSTICS, 3750
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DALY AVF, VYTAUI..AS
KIRSINAS. RIVFRSIDI·
CA 92509-4674
SOLUTIONS BUSINES..'i COJiiSULTING, 56% SHARON
WAY, MICHAEL
SCHLENKER. RIVERSIDI,
CA 92509-5542
JOLOMA TRUCKING, ~01 3
DAVID WAY, BLAS GAR
CIA, RIVERS TOE. CA
92509-6114
WIR~;D UP, 1200 W FLORIDA
AVE. STE. J, JOSHUA FP
STI;JN, HEMET. CA 925431945
H & R BLOCK, 412 E A..ORI
DAAVE. JERRY
FRANKLIN. HEMET, CA
92~1--1210

PAl'l~S

PATNTll'iG, 260-1-1
YALF ST.. PAUL FRANK.
HI-.MI'T. CA 925-1-1-62~7
AOVUITURE RISK MANAG~:MENT, P.O. BOX KO<J,
JOHN JACOBS. IDYLLWII D. CA 92549-0809
OBRIJo::'II'S POOL & SPAS\ C.,
155RI :-lADlAST., TIMOTHY OBRIF:-1. \10RI·:\O
VAll EY,CA92.~51-691X
I!'<Tt:GRATFO CARE CO\IML:NITIES,II751DAVIS
ST, CA DRUG CONSL'lr
TANTS INC.. MORI·NO
VAI.l lY.CA92.~57-631n
VALLEY NAILS, 12220 PlGI'ON PASS RD. S II' s.
lTI Ill IRA"i, ~IORE:o-:0
VAl I FY, C A 925~7-6'1().1
ADZ GAl.ORt;, -10460 C \1 1I·OR:o-:IA OAKS RD, BRI
A:>! CONNORS. \1CRRI·
ETA. CA 92562-5X2X
GRIME FIGHTER..<;, 24-IW I•PSON CT.• WILLIAM Rl YMAN. MURRIETA, CA
92~62-9071

ABSOLUTELY GRAPHIC,
3R208 CALLE CIPRES.
MliRRicTA, CA 92.~629348
NEW CREATION TEK"i I.IFE
OliTREACH, 2998-1
SYCAMORE RIDGE RD.
MURRIETA. CA 92563-4711
JAMUN JUMPS, 25400
BLACKTHORNE DR.,
DANI PEREDA. MURRIETA. CA 92563-5435
AMI':RJCAN BABY, PO BOX
31!!6. JAMIE SMm-i.
CANYON LAKE. CA
92587-1186
AMERICAN NOTARY SVCS.,
27475 YNEZ RD. #175.
DAVID CRU7- TEMECU·
LA. CA 92591-4612
PROVIDF..NCE VINEYARDS,
39940 SERENOA RD.
JAMK'i BONER, TEMECULA. CA 92591-5024
CONTROL AUTOMATION
SYSTEMS, 40939 ALTON
CT., BI.AKE WETT·
lAUFER. TEMECULA. CA
92591-6948
CRYSTAL CLEAN, 47305
SHADY OAKS l..N., ISOLINA LEF, TEMECULA. CA
92592-2933
SUN DOWNER, 33007 HAR·
MONY LN.. ANTHONY
MIGLIORF~ TEMECUI A,
CA 92..~92-3405
ROCK YOUR WORLD, 32021
CALLE MARQUIS. APRil
GONZALE7. TEMECULA.
CA 92592-3666
BROTHERS MARINE EU:C·
TRIC, 43500 CORTE BARBASTE. ANTHONY LAMOUREUX, TEMECULA. CA
92592-3934
MISS PATS PLAY PLACE.

.ll121 RLIDOSA ST., PA
I'RICIA MI:RRILL,
TF.."-'li:CULA, CA 92592~?K-1

J l LITHOGRAPH, 3--1370
h\R~I RD. JOHN l!Bl'R·
liS, WILD0~1 \R, CA
9:!.~95-9299

T\\ TIU: & \1.-\RBI.E, 150')'1

I.OL'RDES DR. li\10Tin
Wll SO~ WINCHES ll.R
(\92596
CAl.-WEST CONSTRl<'TIO!'o
37590 GREEN KNOI LS •
RD. ·\RTHUR HERNAN
Dl:Z JR .. Wl:o-:CHESTI:R,
CA 92596-9629
\L TOM \TIO"i CO...,TROL
\\JRI'iG, 359 !'; SHERI
DAN ST. STE. 108, S,\1
VADOR CASILLAS.
CORO"iA. Co\ 92880-2<1'0
CLSTOM CLEANING C0:\1MERCI\LSVC., 11.11
CARRIAGE LN. JAMES
PRISCO. CORONA, CA
92880-5~81

CALDRO'\S OELJ\.'ERY &
S\'C., IJ 185 JOSHI.:A RD
JEFFREY CAL'DRON.
CORO:o-:A. CA 92882
PACIFlC UTILITY PRODL:CT
INC., 13188 JOSHUA RD ..
ANDREW KRESS. CORO
NA, CA 92882
CHICOS CARNICERIA, 508 S.
SMm-i AVE. #108, !:.SPERANZA SANCHEZ. CORONA, CA 92882-1785
LAMINATIO:o; 4 U, 266 ~
SHERMAN AVE.. #C, GT.'\.1
DISTRIBUTION INC,
CORO:--IA. CA 92882-18-l.l
NEWPORT MARKETPLACE,
l.lOOO MINICAN DR,
BRUMER GAS INC., SAN
RAFAEL. CA 94901
BF..AlJFEMME, 9375 E. HOBSONWAY. REYNA DEA~.
BnTHE. CA 92225-197~
VILLA \'IVE E!'.'\-lOS, 67470
RA\10~ RD .. LUIS .\VII \
PAZ. CATHEDRAL CITY.
CA 92234-3306
ALEK OS INC., 67290
MEDANO RD., ALFK OS.
CATHEDRAL CITY. CA
92234-3439
COMPACT TRUCK & AL:TO
PARTS SVC~ 8-1993 AVENUE 48. RALPH
DOMINGUEZ. COACHEir
I.A, CA 92236-1226
ROYAL FAUX PAI!'.TIJiiG,
16080 VIA QUEDO. JORGh
PARRA, DESERT HOT
SPRINGS, CA 92240-7248
TSHIRTCITYCA,I40N.
PALM CANYON DR ..
ALEXANDER DAVIDOFF.
PALM SPRINGS. CA 922625504
FURNITURE CONCEPTS,
1507 E GRANVIA VALMONTE. CARL PESTANA.
PALM SPRINGS. CA 922626156
KENNARDS AliTOMOTTVF~
673 E. SUNNY DUNES RD..
JAMES JACKSON. PALM
SPRINGS, CA 92264-8620
MAVERICK BUSINESS SVCS.
INC~ 3993 CRESCENT
AVE., MAVERICK BUSINESS INC .. RIVERSIDE.
CA 92501-2335
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
TRANSLANTATION
INST., 4000 14TH ST., STE.
512. HAKAN WAHLSlll.OM.
RIVERSIDE, CA 925014019
TEN DIGITS MEDICAL
TRANSCRIP110N SVC.,
3591 WINDSTORM WAY.

DARLLNL MARKOS.
RIVERSIDL, C A 92.~014506
BLOW MOLD REPAIR S\C.,
12110 Sl·VLR:-1 WA), JI:RRY \1CGLE, Rl\ LRSIDI:.,
c \9250.3-4845
DOYlE ~;~n:RPRISI<~<;. 57'10
DE,\!';WA) Bl·\ii·RIY
WASHING'm:>:. RIVLR
SIDE, C \ 925!l-l-1 525
ROBERT ARE!.!. \'-iO E1'1TERPRISK'i, ~055 ROS1
AVE.. CSML INC. RIVI·R
SIDE. CA 9 1 505-26-t3
l-..'1IWAI\D-\ TIRI<.'i, ~262 LRIC
I N . S.\1.\ADOR HERRERA, RIVI:RSII)I· C'A
92509-3631
SYSAD\II"iGROl P."iET, 8920
LI\10NITI .WI , #IS7,
ALLEN Hl'LRli\S JR,
RIVERSIDI., CA '1:!.~095067
CIT! NET, 8022 I.IMONITE
AVE, STI, 10.\ YUN
CHA:o-: BRANT, RIVERSIDE. CA 9~50'1-o 117
I"LA."D FIRE WORLD \11"-·
ISTRIES, PO BOX 70273,
NATt;RAI. HIGH ~11N
ISTRIES INC. RIVERSIDE.
CA 92513-0271
ANZA PINFS MOBU-E H0\1E
PARK, 53651 U.S. HIGHWAY 371, ANGELO
MICHAEL. ANI'.A, CA
92539-9616
CORWL" RA!'iCH, 895 ~
HEMET ST. WJLLIM1
CORWIN. HEMIT. CA
92544-185K
PARK HILL BOARD & CARE,
2893 E DEVONSHIRE
AVE., DOLLY NEWCOMB.
HEMET, CA 92544-3262
NIC OF TIME PRINTING,
4395 HOLLY VALE U\.,
SHERRIE FREITAS.
HEMI:.T. CA n5~5-8006
WALTSOr-1 COJiiCRt:TE, P.O.
BOX 26-t. Dl AN!, WAI~
STO:><, HEMET. C' A 925-16026-t
CY!'.THIA'S CRAI<TS &
GIFTS, 31531 MCWADE
AVE., CYNTHIA STAL.
LARD, HOMELAND. CA
92548-9388
PRO JERSEY, 22500 TOWN
C!R., STE. 2202, OHIRE."·
DRA SHAH. MORE.'IO
VALLEY. CA 92553-7519
TilT KO, 2189~ ALESSANDRO
BLVD. TONY SIMENTAL.
MORENO VALLEY. CA
92553-8266
DHANRAJ INTL INC., 12043
BARCLAY DR.. MORENO
VALLEY. CA 92557-6830
MICHAELS SMOG & REPAIRS, 24552 PACE DR .
MICHAEL PEREZ,
MORENO VALLEY. CA
92557-7327
NUI'RISPORT, 40635 CALIFORNIA OAKS RD.. STE.
E. OCADLERON ENTERPRISE.'> INC.. MURRIETA.
CA 92562-5758
TEA ROSE COUNTRY COTTAGE, 42030 CST., JOHN
CASAS. MURRIETA. CA
92562-6248
EMPIRE EVENTS & ENTERTAINMENT. 20100
LOUNSBERRY RD ..
VAUGHN JONES. PERRIS.
CA 92570-8340
VIRTUOUS CLOTHING, 25060
HANCOCKAVE.,III03-181,
WINDLE PAPPALARDO.
SAN JACIN10, CA 92582
CINGULAR, 30123 ANTELOPE
RD.. STE.D, KENNETH

HAI.Vl .RSON, MENIFEh,
C A 9258-1-8068
OAGA!'o ASSOC., 28745
PORTSMOUTH DR.,
LOl lSI SCHUL17~ Sl'N
CITY. CA 92586-2626
1\U:'\IFEE XTRt:\fE \'OLU \ IHI.I., 2'715 Ol.rt
RIGGI'R DR TiiO\IAS
DRI·SCHI.R. CA:o-:YON
I \KL. CA 92587-7-1-19
CAFE RIO MFXICA1'1 GRILL,
~3172 13l'SINI~SS PARK
DR .• Sil IOI,BMWMAN
AGLMENT U.C. TEMLCU1 \. CA 92.W0-3623
THE\ \LU.\ OF JO\, 45528
CALI I LOS \10CHIS.
RAY\10:--:D .'1.1CLAL:GH
I.IN. 1L\1ECL:LA CA
92S92 1~6JANI Kl"i(; C0\11\tERCIAI.
CI.EA:>iiNG S\'C., 33302
C AI.U I ANGARCIA.
DONNA FRANKU:o-:.
lTMI:Cl'l \, CA 925921X!Xl
Vl'iT\GE PR0:\10TIO'IS,
3.1(}.13 Al\'ASAZI DR.
BRYA~ SEY.MOUR.
TFMI·.Cl LA. CA 925925892
KJIT\ IMPORTS, P.O. BOX
1353. KATHY HAMEHAMEHA. WILDOMAR.
CA 92595-1 .l53
ROBERT L. MAHONEY JR.
SUPER SHU1TI..E, 4120
CRESTVIEW A\'E..
ROBERT MAHO:>.'EY JR ..
NORCO. CA 9286G-1709
DIGITAL CO"iTE:'I.T CONSt:LTA!'iTS, 236-t SA......TA
AN IT.-\ RD . CONCE'ITA
HAI.L, NORCO. CA 92860
22.13
ULTIMATE CONTROLLED
SYTEMS, 3033 2ND ST.
THEODORE LEATH\'.
NORCO. C..\ 9286G-2835
PAt:L HARMS E."TERPRISES,
P.O. BOX 1172.ALLOVUS
1!'-;C. CORONA, CA 9287K1172
EKI SEAL TEX, PO BOX 6759,
EXECL' KLEEN INC.
CORONA. CA 92878-6759
IN FOCl'S PRODUCTIONS,
3161 RA:o-:!ER ST.. DANIEL
AYALA. CORO~A. CA
92881-8356
AMERICAN t:MO:>< Fll'iASCIALSVCS., 195 W MIS·
SION CT.. DEBBIE WOOD.
CORONA. CA 92882-5230
PAT'S HOME FURNISHINGS,
1124 BRIDGEPORT RD ..
PASQUA SELVAGGIO,
CORONA. CA 92882-5848
EL RANCHO TORTILLERIA
& MARKET, 5850 ETIWANDAAVE.. 11109&110.
MlJXESN KUMAR. MIRA
LOMA. CA 91752-2276
DAY BUSINESS SVCS.INN,
42208 WASHING10N ST..
RALPH DAY. INDIO. C A
92201-8155
FONTANA TRUCK FACTORY,
49613 HARRISON ST.. IRWINDALE CO. INC.,
COACHELLA. CA 922361443
PALM DESERT INDIAN
WELLS TAXI SHUTil..E,
66339 2ND ST.. STEFAN
WANOV. DESERT HOT
SPRINGS, CA 9224G-3627
PACIFIC MORTGAGE NETWORK, P.O. BOX 1619,
STEPHEN BROPHY, PALM
DESERT. CA 92261-1619
DESERT VALLEY PROVISIONS, 1717 E VISTACHIN0,117. MAV INC., PALM

SPRINGS. CA 92262-.1~6~
EXECUTIVE TAX, 145 S GENt
AllTRYTRI, JOACHIM
PEI'<ET/K PAlM SPRINGS,
CA 92262-~415
(' \L PACIFIC POOI~'i. 102X I·
I:LALA.\1l:.DA. BRYAN INVEST.'\.IE,TGROl P 1:--:c.
1'·\1 \1 SPRI:o-:GS, C'A '12262
~816

CADILLAC OF 1'\1,\T
SPRI"iGS. 3R5 !'; JLA!'\ITA
DR, ERNISI'O :>.II·RC'.\
DO, PALM SPRI"iGS, C'A
92262-6';6()
BR~~\TH & BOO) nx; \,PO
BOX 530, CATI!ERINL
POWERS. PAl M SPRI!\GS.
c ·\ 92263-05 30
THE VTI.LAGE \lTI(, PO
BOX 1037, EDW.\RD PICO.
PALM SPRI"iGS. CA '122633037
THE FAMOt:S VEROLLT
GALLERY, 1510 S. PALM
CANYO:o; DR .. STI:\'1-~
KOWALSKY. PAI.\1
SPRI:>IGS, CA 9226-1-83~2
STRATEGIC SOLl TIONS,
2995 VA:>/ BURE.\i 81.\D,
STE. A13, DESA SMITii,
RIVERSIDL C \ 925035606
FIT X PERSONAL FIThESS
SOLUTIONS, 2777 PISCES
CIR., VIANESA VARGAS.
RIVERSrDE. CA 9250.16020
CABII\'ET FABRICATOR..<;,
5198 ARLr\GTON AVE.
#603, STEVE NGCYE.'<.
RIVERSIDE. C\ 925042603
XTREME PLEASt:RES, 41-1-1
JOI\'ES AVE .• SARIN A
WISOTZKE. RIVERSIDE.
CA 92505-29~7
NATIONAL ONE MORTGAGE, 399110WA AVh.,
APT. 503. KFS:o;~:TH
HAI\'DY. RIVERSIDE. CA
92507--1582
L & M JANITORIAL SVCS~
8861 MESA OAK DR. PATRICIA MELCHAN.
RIVERSIDE:. CA 925083180
CAM CONSt:LTING, 86-t6
CHIFNEY LN . ERIC
BAR."'ES, RIVERSIDE. CA
92509-3919
JSPEC RACING, 6.121
HEATHERWOOD DR., ISMAE!. DAVILA JR..
RIVERSIDE. CA 925()')6172
M & M PARTY JUMPERS,
25717 SAN LUPEAVE,
NICHOLAS DE GUZ\1AN,
MORENO VALLEY. CA
92551-1445
HEMLOCK TERRACE
APARTMENTS, P.O. BOX
971. BILLY HALL.
MORENO VALLEY. CA
92556-0971
GARDEN MEADOWS SOAP
CO~ 24743 SUNDAY DR.,
CARY HESS. MORENO
VALLEY. CA 92557-5102
M J BURNS SECURITY SVCS~
12186 CALLE SOMBRA.
APT.• 181. MARK BURNS.
MORENO VALLEY, C'A
92557-7034
AUDIO Bl.&, 38.'168 WILLOW
CT• .JI-rFREY PARKS, MUR·
RIErA. CA 92562-50!9
DOLITTLE & SITMORE,
40540 VIA DIAMONTE.
TEMECULA VALLEY
BEER & ALE. MURRIETA.
CA 92562-8502
HAPPY HOME 4 SAIL REAL
ESTATE, 38232 VIA DEL

LARGO. MI:RCY ROAD.
Ml'RRWIA. CA 92563-5630
RA!'iCHO AITORNEY SVC.
OF CALIFORNIA, PO
BOX X-10. MICHELE
DAW.N. .\1URRIETA CA
'1256-t-0840
'>U10\101T\.t- \1.\RKEII'\G
GRO\ P PO BOX 9.10,
MICIIAEI \HLCH, \HJRRil: 1 \ C' \ '12564-09.10
GOLDE"i V\1.1.~-Y .'\.tORTGAGE, PO BOX o84,
0~1:--:1 Rl.-\1 I:.ST·\TISVCS l"iC SU~ em·. CA
')2~X()..()(>M

\'\TIQlt.S 1'\TL., 29KI6
D.\\\ :o-:CRI:ST CIR. LY'\:o-:
VOITHOFLR. TL\1ECIJLA.
CA 92~91-1!100
CLAYTON F"iGI'iEt:RI.....,G.
PO BOX 167'. RlJSSELl.
CLA)"J'O!'i. BREA, CA
92822-1671
BANKER..<; & BUYERS CAUFOR!'IiiA REALTY, ~0
BOX 15-1-1. O:>.'DEYA REDEE:\1l:R. CORO'\A. CA
92X7X-1544
ORTIZ LAW'\ S\'CS., 941 W
Tnl ST . PI:DRO LABRA
COR0:--1.-\. CA 92882-3249
CORPORATE OFFICE E"'VIRONMJo:NTS, 579 DONATEI.LO DR, SCOTT
MITCHELL, CORONA. CA
92882-6.3~ I
KEVI!'i SEGUIN ELECTRIC,
1047 BAI:o;BRIDGE C!R.,
KEVI:o-: SEGUIN. CORONA,
CA 92882-8856
St.;PERIOR..S LANDSCAPING,
81369 MILES AVE.. JOSE
MORf:o-:0. INDIO. CA
92201-2X29
MOBIL, 78005 COU!,ITRY
CLUB DR, EXXONMOBILE OIL CORP.. PALM
DESERT, CA 92211-7277
ARCO A:\1 PM, 68500 RAMON
RD. AUTO CONVENib\iCE CE.....TERS,
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234-1310
PALM FAN, 604 WOODCREST
LN • E #E, MARION MACCUAIG. PALM DESERT,
CA 92260-0308
MOB~ 73001 COUJ\TRY
CLlJB DR • EXXONMOBILE 011. CORP., PALM
DESERT, CA 9226G-2.301
CLASSICAB, 3098 N. JAN CTR..
TYCOON CALLIE ENTER·
PRISES. PALM SPRINGS,
CA 92262-2-1-19
DOOR STEP DETAILING, 24
LAKE SHORE DR.,
CHRISTOPHER WOODS.
RANCHO MIRAGE. CA
9227G-4054
TREASURE CHEST CHRISTMAS STORE, 540
MYRTLEWOOD DR.,
GEORGE SEATON. CALIMESA. CA 9232G-1505
PC EXPO COMPUTING
RIVERSIDE. 10066 MAGNOLIA AVE., THANH
TRAN, RIVERSIDE. CA
92503-3530
MOB~ 3460 MADISON ST.,
EXXONMOBILE OIL
CORP. RIVERSIDE. CA
92504-HI7
MARB ONYX INTL., 10327
GRAMERCY PL., APT. B.
JAVED JOFFREY. RIVERSIDE. CA 92505-1304
WINGS OF EAGLE MUSIC,
11275 MEAGAN LN ..
BRADFORD ROSEBOROUGH. RIVERSIDE. CA
92505-2274
TERRACE PARK APART·
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CALENDARoa
Resource Center for Nonprofit
Management presents Lunch
Lessons. a monthly professional and personal development workshop series. "How to Make Your Network Work For You." Presented by
Robbie Motter. II :45 am-I pm. 4505
Allstate Drive. Suite 223. Ri\·erside.
Fee: $15. For lunch you may bring
your own "brown bag" or. for an additional $7.00. lunch can be ordered
from a local deli. For reservations or
more tnformation plea~e call (909)
686-2890.

7

8

The Computer Fair wrll be tn
Fairplex 4 the 8th & 9th with
hundreds of computer related
items at wholesale prices. For information please contact Sharon Autry
(909) 865-4262.

8

The Pasadena Symphony's free
musical circus for children to
feature trio of African drummers at Pasadena Civic Auditorium.
Saturday. 8:30 am-10 am. 300 E.
Green Street. Pasadena. Program includes opportunity for youngsters to
play orchestral instruments. For more
information please call (626) 7937122.
Thc Mt. San Antonio College Small Business Development Center is offering the folloY. ing free two-hour
workshop. How to put your best foot
forward when discussing credit needs
with your banker. What the banks are
looking for when they make their decisions on loans. Your credit report.
experience level. financial data to be
submitted and other pertinent items
necessary to obtaining a favorable decision from the bank.. For information
and registration call the Mt. San Antonio College Small Business Development Center at (800) 450-7232.
Wed., 9 am- II am. 300 W. Second

12

Street, Suite 203. Pomona.
Come celebrate the Scottish heritage of the historic Queen Mary at the
tenth annual Queen Mary Scottish
Festival. A weekend full of festivities
is scheduled for Feb. 15th and 16th
from 9 am. to 6 p.m. each day aboard

15

the majestic ocean liner Price;. for the
Scottish Fcsti\ a! arc S 17 for adults.
S15 for scruors and $1 for children
ages J-11 Y.tth two-day ucket-; at $23.
$21 and $15 respectively. Festivities
on both days will tnclude Highland
Dancing Competl!ions and countrydance performances by the Royal
Scottish Country Dance Society. For
more information call (562) 4353511 .

product sold ovcrse<ts and get paid on
tunc v.ith a thorough understanding
of the ruh:s and regulations for exporting and importing. Expand sales
and profits by selling to international
markets. Tuesday. 9 am-12 noon at
Nauonal Umversity, 3390 Harbor
Blvd .• Costa Mesa. fL'C: $25 which includes matenals, and there is a $5 discount tf pre-paid. For more information call (714) 550-7369.

A Garden for All Seasons:
A Native Plant Home
Landscaping Workshop,
Saturday. from 9am-4pm. Rancho
Santa Ana Botanic Garden. 1500 N.
College Ave .. Claremont. Fee: $50,
nonmember. $62. For more information please contact Christopher
Stevenson at (909) 625-8767. ext.
250.
Redlands For You Network dinner meeting
presents "The Five Unclaimed Human Resources for Personal and ProfessiOnal Empowerment." Wed .. 5 :30pm. Marie Callendar's. 1625 Industrial Park Ave ..
Redlands. Fee: Prepatd. Friday prior
to meeting. Members $20. non-members $22 with prepaid reservations,
$23 at the door. members and nonmembers. For more information and
to make reservations contact. Sandy
Stephens at (909) 799-1849.

Marketing and Promo-

15

19

To Be or Not to Be a 501
(c) 3 Organization 3
Workshop, presented by
The Resource Center for Nonprofit
Management. This workshop will
cover the planning steps to make the
process easier, adv anlages and disadvantages of becoming a nonprofit
corporation. defining the community
need and fund-raising potential for the
organi1..ation and necessary steps for
incorporation and tax exemption
process. From 6 :30 pm - 8:30 pm.
4505 Allstate Drive. Suite 223, Riverside. Fee: $35. To register plca<;e call
(909) 686-2890.

20

22

Understanding International Trade. Discover
the ba~ics of internation-

al trade for small businesses. Get your

25

tiOn Need more sales?
Thtngs you tried dido 't

work'1 Developing a client base need

not be difficult or expensive. Save

valuable business dollars by leam 111 g
the best ways to marke t and expand
your business. Tuesday. 9 <Ull·l2 noon
at National University, 3390 Harbor
Blvd., Costa Mesa, fee. $25 wh1ch in-
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R.ESC>UR.CE DIRECTC>RY.

Ilfn'Wh's

Computer Systems 1 Repairs

B~-~rr£
COMPUTER
SERVICES

s

tion call (714) 550-7369.

\)i.t;r

we Cdn

28

Scrap booking and Ancestry Expo will return

to Fairplex 5 through March I. The

;en

p'clrtt
/l.)f
~t'J'5

dC,.,u!r.e c.1

lwsr>

aunosphere {or you. u.sVlg

Upgrades Components On-site service and repair
Preventative maintenance Custom systems

The popular National

!f1Umor

spo.:.C d(LSf..S

cludes matenals, and there is a $5 dtscount if pre-paid. For more tnforma-

--

Scanners Software Hardware Monitors

{909)787-7811

V IS.(

www.blrltecomputers.com

top qu.al1ly green dnd col
orfully bloom<ng pldni.S
"-• ha ue a fully sta<:!o,ed
greentw~ f4Ctilty UJitr d
L4.rge tn~ntory of pants

"'e are full!:/ llacr ed to
sugge.>C 11/ld de.s gn p14rtl
fTlAI.tn..al that will el'\ll4nce
your (acibey Our hlglliJI
trlW"Ied

cechruciaru

rtg

dU your p~Nu

Office• • Banks a Hotels
Restaurant• • Model Homes

SHORT TERM

LONG TER/'1

• SP<<•• Ectol.>

•

• Pdroe.>

o~~9 n.
• Sale.>

playmg memories wtll otTer producL-;,

• Conuenf10rtS
• B.anquru

• s..g. S.t.5

• Jh.sc.a.lauon

demonstrations and even a cropping

newest cra1c

111

prcservmg and dis-

INLAND EMPIRE
BUSINESS JOURNAL

ula!1y

setiJICt

needs

Stressed out by bookkeeping problems?
Looking for quality QuickBooks~ help?
Don't have time to take a class?

• tea.se
•

• T1'teme £<.-ents

Matnftll41lct

• 0wrdJ1leed Owi•C!.I

OUR QUALITY IS EXCELLENT
OUR SERVICE IS SPECTACULAR
OUR PRiCES ARE COMPETITlYE

l!;{{;j ll'ZJJf;l: 1l;ts: il;ttj

PRESENTS:

Ser'VU'!g the CO\J.,l u

Undo ~-....

For a free quote
call the Queen
,._..,.,..,._ at 877 553.4422

a~

of Ora"'9e Lo~ Ange•U - Sa.., Bc~nard :10. RlYers.de o111d S.n ()! e~o

PHO,.,E 7o 4 >6962636 i6;9J941 46 10 FM (71 < 894 7938
L_____

--------------

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS
coURIER SERVICE
TWO WEEKS

z

=

LOW RATES - O N TIME SERVICE

ONE WEEK

?

SAME DAY

Your lntra-ColJlty business mail will be pd<ed ~ !}J COt.iier
lWICE a day ard hard delivered on OLr next route.

____ ,.... -., I.•..l;u:..:iM"'.w·_____.;
• Same Day Delivery
• Couriers

• Special Messenger
• Bag Exchanges

• Tailored Delivery Systems
• Parcel Delivery

• Overnight Letter Service

~P.
For Service in the Inland Empire call:

1 • 800 • GO • 4 • ICBM
Serving all of Southern Galifomia

J
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So. Cal Firms Design "City Within a City" in Beijing, China

FEBRUARY 2003

McDougal ...
cominued from pagl' 7

T\\0 Southern California associated architectural firms have completed a master plan as the first step
in the design of a new "cit) within .i
city"' m the \Cry heart of historic BeiJing. Chma. Located near familiar

universal landmarks such it\ the Forbidden Cit). the Temple of Heaven.
and Tianamen Square. this e:~.citing
project blends a mix of uses, including office. retail. recreational. and
residential on more than I 00 acres of

land. roughl) the land area of the en
ure Ontario Mills site
Called the ""'ew World Cit} ...
this revitalized area will be home to
more than 32.000 residents. about the
site of Beverly Hills. and is a diverse
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community complete with a country
club. three schools. neighborhood
parks, police department, uuhty stations, public and private transportation facilities, ctvtc support spaces,
and a Buddhtst temple.
The two firrno,
Letdenfrost 1
Horov. ttl & Associat~:s. Inc. of Glendale, as the executive an:httccts. and
Nardt Associates of Ontario. as the
destgn archttect.
ha\e JOined
forces to meet the multtple challenges
of complettng a large scale proJect in
ttme for the 2008 Summer Olympics.
"This project ts definite!) fast-track
and geared for China's last-grO\\ mg
upper m1ddle class cconom) It is
aimed at meeting the residcnttal. entertainment.•md commercial needs of
Chtna ·, expandmg business and professional tlass." '<lid Oscar Letdcnfrost. AlA.
In addttton. the master plan and
building design meld traditional Chtnese urban tmd architectural elements
wtth contemporary Western approaches. Accordmg to Norberto F.
Nardt, AlA. 'The concepLs de\ eloped
for this project recognize the impor
tance of creating a model for habitat
that transcends the cit}·, boundaries
and defines a more balanced relationship among basic urban acti \ ities."
As the capttal of the world's most
populous nation. Bet_png is under
pressure to modernize existing housing infrastructure while accommodating high population denstt)'. Beijing's modernization is often chamcterited as inhospitable.
The LHA I Nardt team further responded to Chinese cultural values
and melded them with more Western
and contemporary destgns for upscale
living. Cultural elements such a\ the
importance of family. communal
identity, and mutual interdependence
permeate the master pltm and the design of each building.
The LHA I Nardt team has included to build in sustainable design
principles from the start, making the
area highI) livable for years to come.
Designs maximize daylight, incorporate passtve solar construction. facilitate pedestrian and bicycle circulation. allow for storn1 dramagt: v.ater
consenation. and make usc of renewable and non-to:~.tc matenals
making "New World Ctty" a city for
the future.

Montclatr. Pomona. Ontano. and
Chino. We'd like to do three a year.
at least, but we need cverythmg material. drywall. volunteers. etc.
Tht! person to call is Cind) Torres.
executive dirt:ctor. at 909-596-7098.
McDougal was recently honored
with the Public Service Award for a
Dtstinguished Alumnus sponsored
b) the University of Riverside
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Alumni Associatton at the annual
ceremony during which five awards
an: presented. He ts also the \ICC
prestdent of the Chaffe} College
Governing Board. He was inducted
into the Athletes Hall of Fame at UC
Riverside m 1986 for his basketball
and ctv•c accomplishments. v.hcre
he met golfer. Gary McCord. When
it comes to golf, McDougal can
dnve the ball more than 300 yards!
"Peopl~.: seem to like that," he com
mt:nted. His handicap. h} the way, is
four

Executive N otes
San Francisco-based Bank of the West announced the htnng of Thomas
A. Pool a.~ vice president and bu~iness development officer in it~ SBA lending divisiOn. Pool will be based in Southern Californta and serve the Greater
Inland Empire region. Pool comes to Bank of the West with extensive experience m SBA lendmg. Prior to commg to Bank of the West. Pool was
vice president and business development officer for Temecula Valle) Bank
where he wa~ responsible for handlmg all SBA development...Ernest Wade,
P.L.S .. manager of the Surveymg and Mapping Department of RBF's
Temecula office. wa~ recently appointed to the position of vice prestdent.
Wade has more than 33 years of experience in land surveytng for commercial and residential developments, public works and transportation project~.

U.S. Trade ...
amtitwed from page I
House concentrated first on winning
trade negouatmg authority (fPA, previously called "fa~t track") from Congress. Now that tt ha.s secured TPA, tt
will try to complete trade agreements.
But the promises the Admmistration
made in order to wm enough votes to
pa~s TPA were "one step back," Lindsey charged: now the U.S. has to reconcile its free trade rhetoric with newly-enacted protectionist legislation.
Espectally worrisome, Lindsey
said, is that the U.S.' 30 percent steel
tariffs, its "obscenely lavtsh" 2002
farm bill, blocked Canadian softwood
lumber imports, and tighter textile
and apparel rules dealt a "body blow"
to U.S. credibility in convincing other countries to open thetr markets.
"These concessions have provided
protectionist politicians in other countnes excuses on a silver platter and
will make the U.S.' efforts to liberalize trade in the World Trade Organization (WTO) much more difficu lt,"
he predicted.
Bush Trade Policy
On the multilateral from. the U.S.
has recently offered two bold proposals - one to eliminate export subsidies on agriculture and limit trade-distorting domestic price supports, and
the other to eliminate all tanffs on industrial goods by 20 15.
But while both proposals are
ambttious. many tradtng partners,
especially developing countnes,
Lindsey satd, wtll be skeptical
about whether the Bush Admimstration wtll actually remove all
protections to the U.S. agriculture, textiles, and steel sectors.
Turning to the long-dtscussed
hemispheric Free Trade Agreement of

the Americas (FTAA), Lindsey said
the initiattve ts on "ltfe support. but
nettht:r the U.S. nor the South AmerIcans want to be blamed for killing it"
by admitting they cannot make the
pamful concessions requtred.
Btlateral free trade agreements
(FTAs) with Chile and Singapore
have just been concluded and Congressional approval is certain. But
other FTAs, which are primarily
prompted by foretgn policy and secunty concerns (w1th Morocco, Central America, Southern Africa and
Australia) will not proceed so quickly, Ltndsey beheves.
But given the fact that the WTO
will
at best- meet tts end-2004
timetable, and the FTAA is nearly
dead, btlateral agreements are the
only tangible accomplishments the
Admmtstration wtll be able to point
to since the passage ofTPA. As aresult, Lindsey concluded, the Bush
WhJte House will continue to emphasize bilateral FTAs.

Brink liruisey is director, Center for
Trade Policy Studies, Cato Institute.
Publisher, Kei;:.ai Koho Center, Director, Hideak1 Tanaka kkcl@
kkc-usa.org, 1900 K Street Nw, Suite
1075, Washington D.C. 20006, 202293-8430. ww..dkc.or.jp. The Kei::.ai
Koho Center (KKC) is an independe/11, non-profit organization designed
to promote the understanding of
Japan :s economy and society at home
and abroad. Its financial resources
are den\'ed entirelrfrom the primte
sector.
KKC fosters a deeper understwuiing
of Japans bash social stmcture. Furthermore, it conducts public affairs
acti1·ities to improve the Japanese
peopll' :s recognition ofJapan :1 global role.

He specializes in the management of survey projects that require the

use of new technology in performing geodetic and mappmg survey~ in both
the field and office envtronment~. Attorney. GlenS. Robinson. with more
than 18 years expenence

tn

busmess, medical malpractice, plaintiffs· per-

sonal inJury, and ca~ualty defense matters, has joined the law offices of Dale
S. Gribow. Robinson. a Pal Alto native, spent his formative years in the
San Mateo County/San Francisco Ba] area. Robinson earned his bachelor
of art degree in economtcs from the University of California at Davis and
his juris doctor degree from the McGeorge School of Law, University of
the Pacific.

Will the ' Dogs of the Dow'
Bark Again in 2003?
lntodav~· lm• mterest rates enl'ironmelll, divtdenas do matter and the
Dow Dog Theory seems ripe for a
comeback, opines Payden & Rygel

In today's low interest rate environment and with the Bush administration's plans to cut taxes on dividends. leading investment manager
Payden & Rygel recommends that investors pay attention to dividend
yields in their 2003 investment strategies.
"If the tax rate is reduced, dividend-paying stocks should get a boost,
especially since battered investors are
looking for a safer way to own
stocks," notes Joan Payden, president
and CEO of Payden & Rygel. "It
won't be surprising to see the 'Dogs
of the Dow' make a strong comeback
in 2003."
Payden notes, "Large and small
cap stocks are down approximately 20
percent in 2002, but our Growth & Income Fund based on the Dow Dog
Theory is down only 9.8 percent.
Year-to-date, the fund ha~ outperformed it;; index, the Russell 1000. by
1.9 percent and ha~ outperfonned the
S&P 500 by 7.4 percent."
The Payden Growth & Income

Fund (PDOGX). a large-cap value
fund, invests m the largest U.S. companies focusing on their dividend yield
while producmg competitive returns.
The fund follows the Dow Dog Theory, investing half of its asset-; in the
highest diVIdend-paying stocks of the
Dow Jones Industrial Average and the
other half tn secunties that replicate
the S&P 500. Tius fund is appropriate
for equity investors who wish to gain
broad exposure to large company
stocks as part of their overall asset location strategy. It offers no loads. no
12b-l fees and a very low expense ratio.

Payden & Rvgel (ww"qxryden.com) is
one of the largest global iTuiepetuiem
investment managers in the U.S.. with
$.J5 billion in assets under management. Since /983. the finn has advised
pension plans. public foruls. corporations, foundations, erufowments and
individual im·esrors on their overall
im•estment strategies. The finn. headqucmered in Los Angeles with offices
in London, Dublin and Frankfurt, is
the advisor to Paydenfunds, a flmtilv
of no-load, low-expense stock and
bond mutual fimds that consistently
rank at the top of their peer groups.
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